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`°c ›”kê 

 

¾›=�ÄåÁ ›=¢„T>¡e vKS<Á� T•u` K"›=�ÄåÁ u2020 ¯S} UI[�" ¾T>„[”” `°Ã 

KTSLŸ� SÉ[¡ Ÿõè u}KÁ¿ `°f�--�]"�”' ë� Ó”‟<’�”' QÒ�”' ¨²}--LÃ ›K<” ŸU”L�¨< 

›ªm ²?Ô� Ò` c=Á¨Á¾” qÃaM:: ¾T>K<” ²?Ô� ¾¨Åò~ `°Ã „b�¨< `°Á�¨<”U "Kð¨< �]"�¨< 

Ò` ›³UÅ¨< S}KU“ TkÉ "M�K< uÑ>²?“ ux� ¾}ÑÅu¨<” ¨p�© �”ÉU�“ �Ó` S¨×� Ã�Ñ^K< 

’¨<:: ð[”dÄ� ¾�w[}cw Ø“� ›v� ’¨< ¾T>K<� �”ÇK¨< "The chronological order of historic epochs is not 

their philosophical order. In place of saying: the past, the present, and the future, we should say the past, the future, and 

the present. In truth it is only when we have conceived the future by aid of the past that we can with advantage revert to 

the present so as to seize its true character." (Auguste Comte)  

 

u²=G< ›vvM' ¾vKS<Á� T�u` Ø[� Ÿ²=I dÃ”d©“ U¡”Á�© ŸJ’ k×Ã ¨<ÃÃ� 

¾›=�ÄåÁ¨<Á”N õMeõÂ KTeÚuØ ’¨<:: ÃI ¾}kÅc ›LT Ó” uðèU kLM ›ÃÅKU:: U¡”Á~U 

u}KÃ Ÿ¾"+~ 1966 ›wÄ� ¨Ç=I ¾’u\”” õMeõ““ �U’�� ›ð^`c“�ªM:: �”"D” ¾Ò^ ¾J’ 

¾U”eTTu� `°Ã K=„[” k`� ÁKð¨<” �]"�”” ¾U”Ö^Ö` w²<� ’” ¾U”¡ÉU lØ^�” �”i 

›ÃÅKU::  

 

›G<” �²=I Ê/` uõnÆ Ák[u<� êOõ ¾²=I Ø[� ²Ö’¾¨< ¡õM ’¨<:: ª“¨< Hdv�¨<”U 

¾T>Ÿõ~� Ku²< iI ¯S�� ¨Å%EL H@Å¨< ØÁo� uT”d� ’¨<:: �”È�“ KU”É” ’¨< ÃLK< çNò¨<: 

ŸG<K< kÉS” ¾�`h ²È“ SX]Á ðØ[”“ ¾Æ` ›^©� ›LTUÅ”' ¾^d�” ¾J’ ¾T>éõ s”s ›Çw[”' 

dÃ”e“ �¡„KAÍ= LÃ uSSY[� N¨<M��' u?} S”ÓY��' ›wÁ} ¾�U’� Q”é� SÑ”v� �K”' 

K’²=IU }Óv^� ¾SX]Á Ów›��“ ¾TÑ@Ý eM�� SõÖ` �K”' um ¾J’ ¾}ðØa Hw� �ÁK”' 

[Hu}†“ KT‡' SHÃU“ Å”qa' ›G<”U uwK<Ã ²S” SX]Á ¾U”ÖkS¨<“ }’ØK” %EL k` ¾J”’¨<; 

u’@ ÓU� �’²=I” ØÁo� Á’c<� }eó �”É”q`Ø“ �Í�”” ›×Øð” �”É”kSØ ›ÃÅKU:: �”Ç=Á¨<U 

K`°Á�¨< Sd"� SÅ[Ó ›Ku� wK¨< Lk[vD�¨< S`HÓwa� �]"�” LÃ uSS`¢´ "Ã�LM" wK” 

�”É”’dd ’¨<:: SÅ[Ó ÁKu�U ÃLK< Ê/` uõnÆ: "u}ðØa LÃ“ Ÿ}ðØa Ò` ÁK”” l`‡� uSK¨Ø 

}ðØa” KSq×Ö` uT>Áe�K<” ¾dÃ”e“ �¡„KAÍ= �¨<k��”' SX]Á“ wMG��” uSÖkU 

¾›=¢„T>›�”” Sªp` ŸÓw`“ ¨Å ›=”Æe�]“ ²S“© ›ÑMÓKAT TgÒÑ` ¾ÓÉ ’¨<::"  

 

çNò¨< Ã¤” SW[�© Hdv�¨<” u›Ñ` ¨ÇÉ k“›=’� cT@� Ó” T>³“©“ U¡”Á�© uJ’ 

›k^[w }”�’¨< ›ekUÖ¨<�M:: J„U Ÿ›¨ÁÄ� Ò`U J’ Ÿ}k[¨< ¾ewcv¨< }"óÃ Ò` M¿’�� 

›M’u\U ¨ÃU ¾K<U TK� ›Ã�MU:: KUdK? ›¨ÁÄ� ›� ›Y^�“ Ê/` w`H’< lMõ ¾J’¨<” ›”É 

�Ó` ¨ÃU ¾}có ßL”ßM ŸêOñ TÓ‟� ›M�K<U:: ›”Ç”Ê��”U ª“¨< ›p^u= ¾T>ÖkS<u� 

�]"© ÖÑÓ“ ¾²S“� ›ŸóðM (periodization)  SÑ”²w Án}” ›K”:: Ã¤” uT>SKŸ� ›¨ÁÄ� ŸT>•¨p 

¾�w[}cw �]"© °ÉÑ� ›"DÁ T¾� SØkS<” ÖlSªM:: ›¨ÁÄ� ¾T>Á’dD�¨< ´`´` c=�ŸMu� 

Kx”vu= S<K< Ó”³u? TÓ‟� ŸuÉ ÁK ¾u?� Y^ dÃJ” ›Ãk`U:: ’Ñ` Ó” �¢ �”Ç=I lU ’Ñ` Á²K 

Ñ<ÇÃ ›ScU] SJ’< ›ÁeÅ”pU:: ›p^u=� ÁKñu� ›É"T> Ø[� c=•cw ¾† ›”vu=Á” �Ó` p”Ù� 

ÃJ”; SM"U ”vw:: 
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፩. SÓu=Á 

 

¾›=�ÄåÁ ›=¢„T>¡e 

vKS<Á� TIu` #›=�ÄåÁ 

Ÿ›”É �¨<MÉ u%EL ¾� Å`d 

M�Ãª� �ðMÒL�G<; Ÿ²=I 

}’e��G< �²=Á KSÉ[e Ÿ³_ 

ËUa U” SÅ[Ó ›Ku�$ 

¾T>K¨<” ›eÚ“m ØÁo 

›”e�& ÃÚ’nK<& }Ú”k¨<U 

SL K=ðØ\ Ã�LK< wKA 

ŸÑS��¨< w²<& �ÏÓ u×U 

w²< ²?Ô� S"ŸM Øm��” 

¾ß”k~ }"óÃ �”Ç=J’< Òwµ 

c=ÁeÚ”n�¨<“ �”Ç=�ÅS< 

¾Òu²�¨<”U •ÓÊ�” c=ÁeÚ”p 

Ÿ`TEM:: TIu\ 20 20 wKA 

uc¾S¨< SÉ[¡ LÃ Ndv�¨<” 

�”Ç=Á"õK< ¾Òu³�¨< UG<^” 

¾›Ñ^�” ›=¢„T>“ TIu^© 

Ñê� U” �”ÅT>SeM& 

›"vu=ª“ UIÇ`ª �U” G<’@� 

LÃ �”ÇK& ›Ñ]�ª” 

KTMT�“ KTuMçÓ �Lò’� 

ÁKu� ¾ÓK< ¡õM U” •¾c^ 

�”ÅJ’& ¾�ÉÑ�“ ¾MT� 

SW[� ¾J’¨< cLU& 

S[ÒÒ�“ ¾IÓ K<›L©’� U” 

G<’@� LÃ �”ÇK<& KMT� 

›cðLÑ> ¾J’ S`HÓw` U” 

K=J” �”ÅT>Ñv¨<“ �”È�e 

S’Åõ �”ÇKv� }”�“EM:: 

Ÿ’²=I ²<`Á Ñu<” Ÿð}g< 

›p^u=� eK›Ñ^�”“ eKI´v�”&  

eKS”Óe��”“ eKSe}ÇÅ^�”
1
 

�ÏÓ Ÿõ ÁK ›¨<k� keS“M:: 

Y` ¾cÅÅ“ ¨<Ø”pØ �Ó` 

S„\” ›SL¡}¨< Sõ�H@ 

"M}Ñ‟“ u›ð×‡ }Óv^© 

"MJ’ ¾vc �Ó` �”ÅT>Ÿc� 

›u¡[¨< ¾ÑKè� SM�¡� 

K²=I� ›Ñ` uÔ ¾T>Áeu< 

²?Ô�ª” �”pMõ ¾T>’d ’¨<::   

 

�’@U u²=I •Lp SÉ[¡ LÃ 

}Ñ‡� ›Ñ^�” ›=�ÄåÁ Ÿ›”É 

�¨<MÉ u%EL ¾� Å`d LÁ� 

�”ÅUðMግ“ "K”u� ¨Å›KU’¨< 

KSÉ[e Ÿ³_ ËUa U” SÅ[Ó 

�”ÇKu� �”ÉÑMê KÒu²‡ 

¾›=�ÄåÁ ¾›=¢„T>¡e 

vKS<Á� TIu` Y^ 

›eðéT> ¢T>� Ÿõ ÁK 

UeÒ“Â” KTp[w •¨ÇKG<::  

 

Ÿ’@ kÅU c=M u²=I SÉ[¡ LÃ 

¾k[u< }“Óa ›“Ò]� 

�Óa�” u›Ã’�& uSÖ”“ 

uØMk� ›TEÖ¨< ¾ÑKèu�” 

�”�’@ ŸTÉ’p K?L 

¾UÚU[¨< ¾K‡U:: "Kñ� 

›p^u=� ¾}T`Ÿ<�“ K’@U 

¾S’h Sc[� ¾J’‡ lU’Ñ` 

›=�ÄåÁ ¨<eØ U”U �¡¡M 

¾J’ ’Ñ` ›KS„\” ’¨<:: 

›=¢„T>›�” �¡¡M ›ÃÊKU& 

vIL�” �¡¡M ›ÃÊKU:: 

                                                        
1
 u²<I êG<õ ¨<eØ S”ÓY�“ 

Se}ÇÅ` M¿ ¾J’< G<K� ›"L� 

›É`Ñ@ ’¨< ¾UÖkUv�¨<:: 

S”ÓY� ¾T>vK¨< �ÏÓ cò“ 

uNdw Å[Í ¾›Ñ\” ¾›e}ÇÅ` 

Y`¯�& IÓ& ¨ÓÂ vIM uS<K< 

¾T>Á"��& u}sU IÓ ›¨<ß¨<”“ 

}`ÕT>¨<” ¾T>ÚU` ›"M ’¨<:: 

u}KUÊ S”Óe� ¾T>vK¨<” ›"M 

Se}ÇÅ` ¨ÃU Y^›eðéT> 

uT>K< nL� �}"�ªKG<:: 

þK+"�” �¡¡M ›ÃÊKU:: •† 

¾}T`’¨< J’ MÐ��” 

¾T>T\� �UI`� �¡¡M 

›ÃÊKU:: Se}ÇÅ^�” �¡¡M 

›ÃÊK<U vK<� •eTTKG<::  

 

›=�ÄåÁ ŸÉI’�“ Ÿ%ELk`’� 

}Lpn I´vD u›"L©& 

uS”ðd©& uY’Mu<“©“ 

u›=¢„T>Á© ¾MT�“ ¾�ÉÑ� 

ÔÇ“ KSÕ´ �”É��M ÃI G<K< 

SK¨Ø �”ÇKu�U �eTTKG<:: 

Ñ<Ç¿U ¾T>ÁeÚ”p“ Ñ>²? 

¾TÃcØ SJ’<”U }Ñ”´b@KG<::  

 

Ÿ²=G< uS’d� y¥qRbW 

SÅ[Ó "Ku� ð`Ë w²< 

}Óv^� S"ŸM KG<K”}“© 

�ÉÑ��”“  MT��” Sc[� 

“�¨< wÂ "cw"D�¨< ¾É`Ñ>� 

S`NÓwa� S"ŸM ›”ÇD” 

²KL uSU²´ �”Ç=I w“Å`Óe 

uTK� Á²ÒËG<�” Gdw ’¨<:: 

¾Tk`u¨< Sc[} Hdw 

udÃ”e“ u�¡„KAÍ= ¾•Ñ²& 

Y` ’kM Sªp^© K¨<Ø 

"L"H@É” ›=¢„T>Á©“ TIu^© 

�ÉÑ� ¾TÃ�cw SJ’<”& 

¾�¨<k�“ ¾wMG� U”ß 

¾J’<� dÃ”e“ �¡„KAÍ= 

K�Ó^�” ¾T>Áu[¡~�” 

Sõ�H@“ K=Ý¨~ ¾T>�K<�” 

T>“ u¨Ñ< Çcs” "u[Ÿ��¨< 

M”sÅe ¾U”�Mu�” ²È“ 

eM� uØ”no SÖ?” �”ÇKu� 

¾T>ÁSL¡� ’¨<:: 

 

ÃI” eM ›”É ¾ð[”Ð� ›vvM 

�´ ›K‡:: ÃIU #SL�¡� 

¾T>gg<�” V•� ÃÅõ\•M$ 

¾T>K¨< ’¨<:: ›LTÂ 

Ÿ}ðØa ØÑ‡’� ¨Å �¨<k� S` ›=¢„T>& 

›=�ÄåÁ u2020 ¯mt UI[�
*
 

 

uðnÆ ÅÓô 

 

 
 

x|‰T b#Lb#§* 

 

__________________ 
* yx!T×eÃ x!÷ñ¸KS 

ÆlÑÃãC ¥HbR ÆzUjW R:Y 

2020 mDrK mUb!T 17 qN 

1996 ›.M b£LtN çt&L 

ytdrg NGGRÝÝ 
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K}Ö“¨}” �Ó` UK<� uŸ<MH@ 

¾J’ Sõ�H@ KTp[w dÃJ”& 

›Ñ^�”” KTMT�“ I´vD” 

KS�ÅÓ }Óv^© ¾T>J” 

S`GÓw` c=k[ê �”ÅS’h 

¾T>ÁÑKÓM �dw KTp[w ’¨<::  

 

 

፪. eK›=�ÄåÁ ›”Ç”É 

ØÁo�  

 

³_ eKTk`u¨< Ñ<ÇÃ dew“ 

dcLeM u›”É uŸ<M u›Ñ]�ª 

¾}ðØa Hw�& u•]"D& 

uvILD“ kÅU c=M uÅ[c�v�¨< 

¾YM×’@ UØk�� eÅ’p&uK?L 

uŸ<M ÅÓV ¾’u[�u�” Ÿõ}† 

Å[Í ›G<” "K�u� G<’@• Ò` 

d’éê` Ó^ ¾T>ÁÒu<“ 

ØÁo�” ¾T>¾ß\ G<’@�� 

“�¨< ¾ÑÖS<‡::    

 

Ÿ^eª ›Mó KK?KA� ¾T>un 

eU“ ÁM}’" S_� �ÁL� 

MT~ ¾}TEÖÖ Ÿ<`T” S_� 

Ã²¨< ¾T>Te’< Ñu_• K°K� 

Ñ<`e ¾T>J” U`� TU[� 

›p��¨< u¯KU I´w �`Øv” 

Ã„^K<:: ›"vu=¨<“ UIÇ`ª 

}^l�M:: I´u< ¾T>Á¨<k¨<“ 

¾T>ÖkUu� �¨<k�& wMH�“ 

SX]Á ¾wK<Ã ²S” ’¨<
2
:: 

�ÉÁ ØÁo¨< ÃI� ueM×’@ 

SØn ¾’u[� ›Ñ`“ I´w u²=I 

ucKÖ’ ²S” �”È� Ÿ›Ña� 

G<K< }’ØL %EL k[� ¾T>M 

’¨<::  

 

uU°^w Ÿc<Ç” É”u` ›”e� 

�eŸ cT@’< ¾›Ñ^�” Ýõ 

¾›vÃ }óce ¨”µ�& uÅu<w 

¾ÔËw ¾Ñ>u?“ K?KA� ¾*V SÒu= 

¨”µ�& uUe^p ¾›ªi“ ¾ªu= 

guK? }óce ¨”µ�& uS•M 

                                                        
2
 ]�`É û”¡[e� u19†¨< ¡õK²S” 

›=�ÄåÁ” ¾Ôu‟< ¾¨<ß c� Ue¡`’� 

uSØke ›=�ÄåÁ¨<Á” Ñu_� 

ÃÖkS<u� ¾’u[¨<” ¾Ów`“ SX]Á 

¾wK<Ã ²S” uTK� ÃÑMè¬M:: �’²=I 

SŸ¨†� ³_U ›M}K¨Ö<U:: 

K´`´\ Richard Pankhurst, A Social 

History Of Ethiopia (Institute of Ethiopian 

Studies, Addis Ababa Unuiversity, 1990) 

p.137 ÃSMŸ~::  

›Ñ` ¾×“ ¾eUØ gKq“ K?KA� 

NÃq�“ ŸçuM ¨<ß 

ÁM}ÖkU”v�¨< •Up 

¾Ÿ`cUÉ` ¨<H� �ÁLD� 

I´vD“ �”ed��ª u¨<G ØU 

¾T>cn¿v�& Td�ª uÉ`p 

Æ` ¾J’<v� ›Ñ` “�:: ØÁo¨< 

¨”µ��””& NÃq��””& 

U”à��”” ŸSÖkU“ u´“w 

¨<� LÃ w� KS}TS”& 

c=Öó KS^w“ KSÖT� 

¾Ç[Ñ” U”É’¨< ¾T>M ’¨<::       

 

KdÃ”e“ �¡„KAÍ= �”ÓÇ ’� 

�”Ç”M u}KÁ¿ ¨p��“ Ÿw²< 

›Ña� kÉT ÃI”” ¾�¨<k�“ 

¾wMH� U”ß ÁÇu[� 

SJ”ª” ¾T>Á[ÒÓÖ< w²< 

S[Í� ›K<::  Ÿ³_ ›e` g=I 

›S� uò� ³_ ›=�ÄåÁ 

uSvM uT>�¨k¨< ›"vu= 

¾T>„\ I´x� }›U^©“ ð` 

kÇÏ ¾dÃ”e“ ¾�¡„KAÍ= 

›wÄ� c=Á"H@Æ �”Å’u` ¾Ø”� 

�]¡ É`d“� ÃSc¡^K<:: 

ucv� g=I ›S} ¯KU �”c� 

uS�ŸM ¾ËS[¨< ¾Ów`“ 

›wÄ�& ueÉe� g=I ›S} 

¯KU Ö?õ”& u›^� g=I ¯S} 

¯KU ÑÅT Ñwe“ e”È” ›`f“ 

›U`� KSSÑw ¾un I´w 

’u`:: K’²=I }Óv^� TpKÁ 

uÑf U�¡ ¾T[h Øuw”U 

u’²=G< ²S“� ¾ðKcð I´w 

’¨<:: Ÿ•`h¨< u}ÕÇ‡ ¾Æ` 

›¨<_�” uTLSÉ Kc¨< MÏ 

ÖkT@� ¨ÅT>cÖ< ¾u?� 

�”ed� ¾K¨ÖU I´w ’¨<::  

 

ØÁo¨< Á Kc¨< MÐ� ð` kÇÏ 

¾J’¨<” �”ed� ¾TLSÉ”& 

�`h” u›Ç=e“ u›Ñ` ukM 

�¡„KAÍ= ¾T"H@É” Hdw“ Øuw 

ÁS’Ú“ }Óv^© ÁÅ[Ñ 

›•Ua uT>kØK<� ²S“� ¾� 

Ñv; KU” ukÅÅ¨< ð` 

›MkÖKU ’¨<::  

 

›Ñ^�” T[h u²=Á” Ñ>²? 

ŸðKcð�& ¾}KÁ¿ ØpV�” 

¾T>cÖ< ¾Æ` ›¨<_�” 

"LSÅ�& ¾}KÁ¿ cwKA�” 

›U`• KUÓw’� "ªK� 

Ÿ10,000 ¯S�� u%EL TK�U 

³_ I´u< u²=Á” Ñ>²? Ÿ’u[¨< 

w²<U vM^k }Óv^© �¨<k� 

�Øa KU” k[ ’¨< ØÁo¨<::   

 

u›¡c<U ²S” ¾}Ñ’u< u?} 

S”ÓY��& u?}�U’��“ 

�¨<M��& ¾LK=uL” ¨<p` 

›wÁ} ¡`e+Á“�& ¾Ô”Å`” 

u?} S”ÓY��“ ›wÁ} 

¡`e+Á“�” Á’ç �¨<k�“ 

l`Ö† }’di’� ¾’u[¨< I´w 

•ÃK† ’óe u=S× uTÁeØM 

ÔÐ ¨ÃU uÉ”ÒÃ "w ¨<eØ 

KS„` KU” }ÑÅÅ ’¨< 

ØÁo¨<::  

 

¾Q´u< ÉI’�“ UIÇ^© 

vI`Á� u}hK< u?�� ¨<eØ 

KS„` kÃÊ›�¨< ’u` u=vM  

�”"D”& u›Ñ]�ª [»U •]¡ 

’ÑY��ª Ÿ¾�& Ÿ›¡c<U& 

ŸaH“ ŸÔ”Å` K?L ¾[v 

¾S”ÓY� SkSÝ q`l[¨<“ 

ŸsT> ª“ Ÿ}T Ò` ¾T>eTT 

¾›e}ÇÅ` Sªp` S²`Ò� 

}e“E�¨< Ÿx� x� S”Ÿ^}� 

�× ð”��¨< KU” J’ ’¨< 

ØÁo¨<:: 

 

¾›¡c<U” �¨<M��“ ¾LK=uL” 

¨<p` ›wÁ} ¡`e+Á“� Á¾ 

G<K< SÅ’p c=Á”c¨< ’¨<:: ’Ñ` 

Ó” ŸI”é� ¾uKÖ 

¾T>ÁeÅ”k¨< u²=Á” Ñ>²? 

u’u[¨< ¾Ó”v� SX]Á“ 

�¨<k� É”ÒÃ ðMõKA& 

�’²=Á” Ó²<õ“ É”p Q”é�” 

SY^~ dÃJ” ŸÏU\ 

KSe^� #Ã�LM$ wKA Tcu<& 

›exU Ndu<” ¨Å �¨<’� 

KSK¨Ø ¾}’d¨<” u^e 

¾T>}TS”& l`Ö† ›°Ua 

’¨<::   

 

�ÉÁ Á”” }›U^© Y^ KTcw“ 

�¨<” KTÉ[Ó ¾’u[¨< 
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¾l`Ö‡’� vI`Ã Ÿ²=Á u%EL 

U” ªÖ¨< ’¨< ØÁo¨<::  

 

Ÿ²=I Ò`U }ÁÃµ S•¨p 

ÁKu� Ñ<ÇÃ �¨<M��”“ 

I”é�” KSY^� Áe�K 

›¨<k�“ SX]Á �”ÅS“ 

ŸcTÃ ›”É k” Æw ÁK 

dÃJ”& kÅU c=M ¾’u[” 

�¨<k�“ Sd]Á” keuke 

¾ThhM“ ¾TdÅÓ ÉU` 

¨<Ö?� SJ’< ¾T>ÁÖ^Ø` 

›ÃÊKU::  

 

�ÉÁ Kw²< ²S” ¾"u} 

�¨<k�“ ¾ucK ›�Ua& ¾²=I 

�¨<k� ¨<Ö?� ¾J’¨< wMH�“ 

SX]Á �’²=Á” }›U^� 

›õ`� KUM¡� �”"D” dÃk` 

KU” Öó; �ÉÑ~e KU” 

u²=Á¨< ›un ’¨< ØÁo¨<::   

 

³_ �ÅØuw“ ¾ÔÐ ›=”Æe�] 

¾U”K¨< ¾¨`p“ ¾w` Y^& 

KUÓw TwcÁ& ¾}²ÒË¨<” 

TqÁ& K¨<� SpÍ=Á“ 

TÖ^kT>Á& ¾}KÁ¿ SÖÙ� 

T²ÒÍ& ¾}²ÒË¨<” Tp[u=Á“ 

KSÖÝ ¾U”ÑKÑMv�¨< Ÿk”É& 

Ÿg¡L& Ÿ›¡`T“ e”ÅÊ ¾T>c\ 

¾u?� ldlf�& K•`h 

¾T>ÁÑKÓK< SX]Á�& KTU[� 

¾T>ÁÑKÓK< ¾TÚÍ& 

¾S¨<mÁ“ cwK<” ¾TŸT�“ 

¾TqÁ Ô}^�“ K?KA�”U 

ðMeö KTU[� ¾T>Áe�M“ 

³_ u�Lk`’� u=ð[ÏU u²S’< 

²S“© ¾’u[ ¾dÃ”e“ �¡„KAÍ= 

�¨<k� vKu?� ¾’u[� ›Ñ` 

’u[�:: Mwe Ÿ¨<ß TU×� 

dÁeðMÒ� u›Ñ` ¨<eØ 

�¾}²ÒË ÃKue ’u`:: w[� 

Á²K ›ð` ›É’¨<& w[~” 

›”Ø[¨< T[h& TßÉ& u=Lª& 

Ù`“ K?KA�”U ¾u?� ¨<eØ& 

¾SŸLŸÁ“ ¾U`� SX]Á�” 

�S`� ’u`::  

 

ØÁo¨< ³_ uYM×’@ ¾SÖl 

›Ña� Ÿ�”Å²=I ›Ã’� �¨<k� 

}’e}¨< Sd]Á��¨<”“ 

SŸ¨†��¨<” �”ÇhhK< ¾† 

¾�Ï vKS<Á� KU” 

�¡„KAÍ=¨<” ›LhhK<�U ’¨<:: 

 

›=�ÄåÁ ŸØ”� ŸÖª� ¾Å[Ë 

¾òÅM vKu?� ’�::  I´vD Ó” 

¾^d�¨< òÅM ŸK?L�¨< I´x� 

¾vc SPÃV� “�¨<:: ØÁo¨< 

KU” ÃI J’ ¾T>M ÃJ“M::     

 

¾›Ñ^�”” vIL© �¨<k�& 

wMH�“ �UI`� ›¨<Ó²”& 

Ÿ%ELk`’� Á¨×“M& ²S“©’�” 

ÁLwc“M wK” ¾U�^v¨<Á’<” 

�UI`� ST` ŸËS`” ›”É 

S� ¯S� J„“M:: u²=IU Ñ>²? 

u›Ñ` ¨<eØ“ u¨<ß ›Ñ` 

Ÿõ}† lØ` ÁL�¨< ¾}ðØa“ 

¾TIu^© dÃ”e UG<^”” 

›õ`�K�:: �UI`~ Ó” 

›Ñ^�”” Ÿ%ELk`’�& I´v�”” 

ŸÉI’� ›L¨×U:: Á �Mp 

}eó ¾}×Ku� ²S“© 

�UI`�“ �¨<k� ¾� Ñv ’¨< 

ØÁo¨<:: 

 

eK ›=�ÄåÁ G<’@• c=•cw 

�’²=I” ScM Ó^ ¾T>ÁÒu< 

¡e}��” S²`²`“ 

uSÉŸT�¨<“ uS¡cT�¨< 

U¡NÁ��” TcLcM“ SÑ[U 

¾w²< ›=�ÄåÁ¨<Á” °× ð”• 

SJ’<” •[ÇKG<:: �’²=I 

G<’@��“ ¡e}�� u›”É 

uŸ<M Ó^ u=ÁÒv‡U uK?L uŸ<M 

�]¡ �^c<” ÃÅÓTM:: 

¾›=�ÄåÁ I´wU ›eðLÑ>¨<” 

Seª��’� ŸõKA kÅU c=M 

Ÿ’u[¨< �ÏÓ u×U Ÿõ ÁK 

¾eM×’@ Å[Í LÃ ÃÅ`dM wÂ 

�ê““KG<:: 

 

 

፫. S’h�”  

 

�]¡ c`}” KS�Åe ¾U”’d¨< 

•ÏÓ ÉH“ %ELk` SJ“�”” 

d“Sn• uSkuM ’¨<:: 

K%ELk`’� ›SL"�“ KU`�“ 

U`�T’��” ´p}† Å[Í LÃ 

¾SÑ‟~ ª“¨< U¡”Á� 

Iw[}cu< G<K}“© Sªp\ 

dÃK¨Ø& �¨<k~”“ wMH~” 

Ø”� Ÿ’u[¨< dÁ³”õ 

´”}›KU S¡[S< ’¨<:: ›KU 

u›ÇÇ=e Øux� u}Ú“’ku�“ 

Ÿ’óe uðÖ’ õØ’� 

uT>hhMu� u20†¨< ¡õK ²S” 

SÚ[h“ u21†¨< SËS]Á LÃ 

¾T>Ñ‟¨< ¾›=�ÄåÁ I´w 

þK+"©¨<”& ›=¢„T>Á©¨<”&  

e’Mx“© ›SK"Ÿ~”“ 

›}Ñvu\” bxÖnLÃU 

ÓL©¨<”“  TIu^©¨<”& 

S”ðd©¨<”“ ld© ’<a¨<” 

dÁhhM“ dÃK¨Ø Ø”� Öª� 

¾’u[¨<” u�T‡’� Ãµ Sp[~ 

’¨<::  

 

³_ ›=�ÄåÁ wK” uU”Ö^¨< 

›"vu= Ã„` ¾’u[ Q´w ¾U×’@ 

�w~” ›¨nk` ¾K¨Ö¨< ŸLÃ 

�”Å}“Ñ`Ÿ<T ¾³_ 10,000 

›S� J„ KpV“ ›É„ ŸTÅ` 

¨Å Ów`““ Ÿc< Ò` }³TÏ“ 

}³T� }Óv^� u}gÒÑ[u� 

²S” ’¨<:: Ÿ²=Á u%EL U”U 

�`Ñ<U ÁKW Sªp^© K¨<Ø 

dÁ"H@É& Sc[�© ›Å[ÍË~ 

dÃK¨Ø& wMH~“ H>Å~” 

dÁhiM �eŸ³_ ²MsM::  

I´u<U ŸÓw`“ K?L ›T^ß 

¾Y^“ ¾Ñu= U”ß vKSõÖ\ 

G<K<U Ñu_ KSJ” }ÑÇDM::  

 

¾\l” ²S” �}” •† uIÃ¨� 

²S“�” Áe}ªM’¨<“ 

¾U”Sc¡[¨< �¨<’� vKð¨< 

50 ›S� óÃÇ ÁK¨< Sªp^© 

K¨<Ø ›KS"H@Æ” ’¨<:: 

G<L�”U �UI`� u?� 

u’u`”u� Ñ>²? eKIw[}cv�”“ 

eK›=¢„T> Sc[��” ¾}T`’̈ < 

�¨<’� 85 ŸS� ¾T>J’¨< 

¾›=�ÄåÁ I´w ÑÖ_ SJ’<N“ 

u<“ ¾›Ñ]�ª ª“ ¾¨<ß U”³] 

U”ß SJ’<” ’¨<:: ³_U 

MÐ��”“ ¾MÏ MÐ��” 

¾T>T\� ÃI”’< �¨<’� ’¨<:: 
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፬. K › = ¢ „ T > › � ”  

¾Sªp`   K¨ <Ø 

›eðLÑ>’�“  H>Å~  

 

ÃIN ScM Ñ>²? ÁKðu�” 

›=¢„T> Ã²” KS´Kp uõèU 

›Ã�K”U:: u}ðØa LÃ“ 

Ÿ}ðØa Ò` ÁK”” l`‡� 

uSK¨Ø }ðØa” KSq×Ö` 

uT>Áe�K<” ¾dÃ”e“ �¡„KAÍ= 

›¨<k��”& SX]Á“ wMG��” 

uSÖkU ¾›=¢„T>›�”” Sªp` 

ŸÓw`“ ¨Å ›=”Æe�]“ ²S“© 

›ÑMÓKA� TgÒÑ` ¾ÓÉ ’¨<::  

 

¾Sªp` K¨<Ö< S’h“ 

K›Ñ]�ª G<K”}“© �ÉÑ�“ 

MT� S”Å`Å]Á¨< ÑÖ`“ 

Ów`“ SJ’<”U S"É 

›Ã�MU:: }ÅÒÓV �”ÅT>’Ñ[¨< 

K›=”Æe�]¨<U J’ K›ÑMÓKA~ 

²`õ �ÉÑ� ¾T>ðKÑ¨< Ø]� 

K=Ñ‡ ¾T>�K¨< ŸÓw`“ ’¨<:: 

ŸÓw`“ ¨<ß LK¨< Iw[}cw 

¾UÓw õLÔ� T`Ÿ=Á“ KMT� 

¾T>ðKÑ¨< ¾¨<ß U”³]U 

¾T>Ñ‟¨< Ÿ²=G< ¡õK›=¢„T> 

’¨<:: ¾›=�ÄåÁ I´w u›ÖnLÃ 

ÉH u=J”U& ÉI’~ ¾có“ 

¾Ÿó¨< u²=G< K›=�ÄåÁ IM¨<“ 

S[ÒÑØ“ KI´u< MT�“ 

�ÉÑ� SW[� ’¨< wK” 

uU“U’¨< ÑÖ` ’¨<::  

uSJ’<U ÉI’�” KSk’e“ 

¾I´u<” ’<a KThhM ÏU\ 

ÑÖ`“ Sõ�H@̈ <U ¾Ów`“¨< 

MT� SJ’< ¾TÁŸ^¡` ’¨<::  

Ÿ²=I ¾T>Ÿ}K¨< ØÁo ÃI” 

¨d‡ ¾›=¢„T> ²`õ KTMT� 

U” SÉ[Ó ›Ku� ¾T>K¨< 

’¨<:: K²=I ØÁo ›ß\ SMe 

Y` ’kM ¾›Å[ÍË�“ ¾›}Ñvu` 

K¨<Ø ŸT"H@É ¨<Ü K?L 

U`Ý �”ÅK?K SÑ”²w ’¨<:: 

›Ç=c< ›Å[ÍË�“ ›}Ñvu` 

uª“� ¾U`� U”à� 

›k^[w“ ›ÖnkU LÃ 

Á}Ÿ<^M:: �’²=IU S_�& 

¾c¨< �ÃM& ²S“© Ów›��& 

¾}hhK< Sd]Á�“ ›}Ñvu` 

“�¨<::  

¾SËS]Á¨< •`UÍ ¾ÑÖ\” 

¾S_� Ãµ�“ ›ÖnkU 

U`�T“ ²Lm’� vK¨< e]� 

TÅ^Ë� SJ” Ã„`u•M:: 

}ÅÒÓV �”Å}ÑKç¨< ¾ÑÖ\ 

S_� Ÿõ}† SÚ“’p“ Øu� 

Ãe}ªMu�M:: ¾T�ŸL© Ów`“ 

qÖ^ ¢T>i” ¾1994 ¯/UI[� 

v"H@Å¨< ¾“S<“ Ø“� ¨<Ö?� 

�”Å}²Ñu¨< 10.8 T>K=Ä” 

ŸT>ÑS}¨< ¾Ñu_ u?}cw 63 

ŸS� ¾Á²¨< S_� ›”É 

H@¡�`“ ¨ÃU Ÿ²=Á u�� 

’¨<
3
:: ¾›=�ÄåÁ ›=¢„T>¡e 

vKS<Á� TIu` ›"M ¾J’¨< 

¾›=�ÄåÁ ¾›=¢„T>¡ þK=c= 

U`U` }sU up`w vÅ[Ñ¨< 

Ø“� ¾Å[cu� ¨<Ö?� Ÿ²=I Ò` 

¾T>eTT  J„ ŸG<K� H@¡•` 

uLÃ ¾T>Á`e Ñu_ 15 uS� 

w� SJ’<” Á[ÒÓ×M
4
:: 

 

Ñu_¨< ›G<N ŸÁ²¨< ›’e}† 

S_� uT>ÁÑ‟¨< U`� ^c<”“ 

u?}cu<” SÓx KK?KA� ¾Y^ 

Se¢� SõÖ]Á Ø]� 

ÃðØ^M wKA Tcw ›ÇÒ� 

dÃJ” ¾TÃ�M ’¨<::    

 

›G<” ÁK”u� G<’@� u=Ádeu”U¿ 

›T^ß ¾Y^“ ¾Ñu= Se¡ 

"M}k¾c ÃI ³_ �”i ’¨< 

¾U”K¨< Td uSÜ� 

›S�� �¾k’c �”ÅT>H@ÉU 

S�¨p ÁKu� Ñ<ÇÃ ’¨<::  

Ÿ›Ue� ›S� u%EL TK�U 

u2000 ¯S} UI[� ¾I´u< 

lØ` ¨Å 81 T>K=Ä” c=ÁÉÓ 

ÑÖ_¨< ³_ Ÿ}ÑS}¨< 60 

T>K=Ä” ¨Å 68 T>K=Ä” Ÿõ 

ÃLM:: ÃIU TK� 8 T>K=Ä” 

                                                        
3
 FDRE, Central Agricultural Census 

Commission, Ethiopian Agricultural Sample 

Enumeration, 2001/02. Results at Country 

Level, Part I Addis Ababa, July, 2003, IV.1, 

p.82. 
4
 u›=�ÄåÁ ›=¢„T>¡e vKS<Á� 

TIu` ¾›=�ÄåÁ ¾›=¢„T> þK=c= 

U`U` }sU #eK ¾›=�ÄåÁ ¾S_� 

Ãµ�“ ¾Ów`“¨< ²`õ MT�$ 

eK}Å[Ñ U`U` ¾k[u ]þ`�:: 

ØpU� 1995& c”Ö[» 8 Ñê 59:: 

 

›Ç=e S_� ðLÑ> I´w 

Ã„^M:: ¾³_ 10 ›S� TK�U 

u2006 ¯/UI[� ¾›=�ÄåÁ 

Q´w 92 T>K=Ä” ÃÅ`dM 

}wKA ÃÑS�M:: Ÿ²=I ¨<eØ 

76 T>K=Ä” ÑÖ` ’ª] ’¨< 

¾T>J’¨<:: ÃIU TK� ›G<” 

ÑÖ_“ Ñu_ ’¨< }wKA 

¾T>ÑS}¨< I´w u 16 T>K=Ä” 

ÃÚU^M:: �’²=I }ÚT] 

Ñu_� S_� ¾ÓÉ 

eKT>ÁeðMÒ�¨< "K<� 

Ñu_� k”f SeÖ� ¾ÓÉ 

ÃJ“M:: SÚ[h¨<” �”Í �”Í= 

ÃH@ H>Å� ÃkØLM::  

 

¨<Ö?~U ¾Ÿó ÉI’� SJ’< 

›Ãk_ ’¨<:: u²=I w� 

›ÃqUU:: ŸÉI’� KTUKØ“ 

QÃ¨~” KS�ÅÓ S_� 

¾K?K¨< ¨ÃU Á’c¨< SõKc< 

›Ãk`U:: õMc~U ¨Ã ¨Å 

Ÿ}V� ’¨<& ›K=ÁU ¨Å ÑÖ` 

’¨<:: ÃI �”ÅSõ�H@ ¾T>qÖ` 

ŸJ’ Ñ>²?Á© �”Í= ²Ko�© 

›ÃJ”U:: ²Ko�© Sõ�H@ 

›=¢„T>Á�” LÃ Y` ’kM 

Sªp^© K¨<Ø uT"H@É ¾•`h 

S_� LÃ ¾T>„[¨<” g¡U 

ŸSk’e K?L U”U ›T^ß 

¾K”U:: 

 

uSJ’<U ¾Y` ’kK< 

¾›=¢„T>Á�” Sªp` K¨<Ø 

S’h uÓw`“ ÁK¨<” �`õ 

¾c¨< �ÃM ŸÓw`“ ¨Å K?KA� 

}Óv^� uTe}LKõ SËS` 

Ã„`u•M:: K?L ›T^ß ¾K”U::  

T’¨< �`ñ; �”È� ’¨< 

¾T>•¨k¨< ¾T>M ØÁo 

›Óvw’� ›K¨<:: �`õ ’¨< 

¾U”K¨<” ¾c¨< •ÃM KT¨p 

�`Ñ<U ÁK¨< ›’e}† ¾Ów`“ 

S_� uS¨c” ÃËU^M:: 

uÓw`“¨< ²`õ ÁK< Ÿõ}† 

�¨<k� Á"u~ w³� ÁL�¨<” 

c� ÖÃo �”Å}[ÇG< ›”É 

Ôu´ Ñu_ ³_ vK¨< SX]Á 3 

H@¡�` S_� ŸÁ² ¾S_~”U 

MT� }”Ÿv¡x& U`�T’~” 
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›dÉÔ Ÿõ}† U`� K=ÁS`� 

S�K<” ’¨<:: eK²=IU 

K�Á”Ç”Æ Ñu_ vKu?�’~ 

¾}[ÒÑÖK� 3 H@¡�` cØ� 

K¨Åò�U ›”É Ñu_ 

¾T>Á`c¨< ¾S_� SÖ” Ÿ²=I 

T’e �”ÅK?Ku� uQÓ SÅ”ÑÓ 

¾K¨<Ö< SÓu=Á ÃJ“M::  

 

�`õ ¾c¨< •ÃMU ¾UK¨< 

K�Á”Ç”Æ ¾}S[Ö Ñu_ Ze� 

H@¡�` S_� }cØ�� S_� 

¾TÁÑ‟¨<” ’¨<:: u²=I Seð`� 

SW[� T’¨< S_� ¾T>ÁÑ‟

¨<; T’¨< ¾T>Á×¨<; ¾T>M 

ØÁo T”d~ }Ñu= ’¨<::  

 

K²=I Sc[•© ØÁo SMe 

KTÓ‟� �”Ç=Áe�K” uSËS]Á 

¾ÑÖ\” Iw[}cw ¾}Óv` 

eU]�“ ´”vK? TÖ?” 

ÁeðMÒM:: bxÖnLÃ ¾ÑÖ\ 

Iw[}cw ÖÒ }wKA c=•Ã 

G<K<U S<K< KS<K< Ñu_ ’¨< 

KTK� ›Áe�MU:: ›}Ñvu\“ 

›Å[ÍË~ %ELk`& SÖ’< 

›’e}†“ Ønp” ÃG<” �”Í= 

ÑÖ\ uŸ}T ¾T>Ñ‡ T”†¨<U 

}Óv` ¾T>Ÿ“¨”u� ¾Iw[}cw 

ewew ’¨<:: ¾›=�ÄåÁ 

¾e�+e+¡e vKYM×” u1992 

¯S} UI[� Á"H@Å¨< ¾c^}†“ 

¾e^ eU]� Ø“� 

�”ÅT>Ád¾¨< ŸÑÖ\ Iw[}cw 

88 ŸS�¨< uÓw`“ ¾}k[¨< 12 

uS� ¾T>J’¨< uÏ S<Á& 

uÓ”v•& uMwe cò�& u”ÓÉ& 

uT°É”& u›e}ÇÅ`“ u}KÁ¿ 

}Óv^� ¾}cT^ SJn#” 

ÃÑM×M
5
:: Ÿõ c=M ¾ÖkeŸ<� 

¾T�ŸL© ¾Ów`“ qÖ^ ¢T>i” 

""H@Å¨< Ø“� ¾}Ñ‟ S[Í 

�”ÅT>Ád¾¨< 10.8 T>K=Ä” 

¾Ñu_ u?}cx� S"ŸM 2 uS� 

¨ÃU 2.2 T>K=Ä” ¾Ñu_ 

u?}cx� Ÿ}T ’ª]� c=J’< 

                                                        
5
 The Federal Democratic Republic of 

Ethiopia, Central Statistical Authority, 

Analytical Report on the 1999 National 

Labour Force Survey. Statistical Bulletin 

234, December 2000. Table 5.8c,  p.124-125. 

�’²=I ¾S<K< Ñ>²? Ñu_� 

“�¨< KTK� ›ÁeÅõ`U::    

 

uSJ’<U uS_� ¡õõK< H>Å� 

K?L ›T^ß dÃ„^�¨< Ñu_ 

uJ’<“ Ów`“” u}ÕÇ‡ ¨ÃU 

uÓw`“ }ÕÇ‡ K?L Y^ "L�¨< 

uSK¾� pÉT>Á S<K< 

Ñ>²?›�¨<” uÓw`“ }Óv` 

K}cT\ Ãc×M::  

 

u�”Å²=I K}K¿� Ñu_� 

¾T>Ç[e um S_� ŸK?K Ÿ’²=I 

S"ŸM uÑ<w´“¨<“ uwMG~ 

U¡”Á� T” S_�” Ãµ u=Á`e 

¨ÃU Ÿw� u=ÁÅMw ¨ÃU Å” 

u=ÁKT ¾}hK ¨<Ö?� K=ÁS× 

�”ÅT>�M uu?}cw“ u›"vu= 

Ñ<v›?“ ukuK? Ñu_ TIu^� 

Ã¨c“M::  

 

ÃI }Óv^© J„ u›"vu=Á�¨< 

S_� ›Mv ¾T>J’<�” Ôu´“ 

��] Ñu_�” KÓw`“ ›S� 

¾J’< Ó” uY^ LÃ ÁMªK< 

S_��” KÃ� uT²ÒË� 

�’²=I” Teð` ¾ÓÉ ’¨<:: 

Kcð^ ¾T>J” ›"vu= ¾x• 

S[×“ ´ÓÏ� Å[Í uÅ[Í 

S"H@É“ uSËS]Á w²< 

Ñ<Mu�“ ¨Ü XÃ¨×v�¨< 

ukLK< K=KS< uT>�K< 

›"vu=�“ S_�� SËS` 

Ã„`u�M:: Ÿ²=ÁU �”ÇeðLÑ>’~ 

ŸÓw`“¨< Y^ ¾T>¨×¨<” 

Ñ<Mu� uSÖkU K?KA� ›ÇÇ=e 

S_��” ¨Å MT� TU×� 

Ã�LM:: u²=I ›c^` ¾T>Ñ‟¨< 

S_� uI´w w³� uSÚ“np 

�ÏÓ ›’e}† S_� "Kv�¨< 

›"vu=� ¾T>’c< ¾Ñu_ 

u?}cx�” Áe}“ÓÇM::  

 

u}KÁ¿ Seð`�� 

u›"vu=Á�¨<U J’ ucð^ 

ŸS_� ÉMÉM ¨<ß KT>Å[Ñ< 

Ñu_� }Kªß ¾Ñu= U”ß 

SõÖ` ¾ÓÉ ÃJ“M:: 

Ÿ}ð“kK<� S"ŸM ¾•Ï S<Á 

�¨<k�“ ´”vK? ÁL�¨<” 

uõLÔ��¨<“ �”Å¾´”vK?›�¨< 

uS[Ö<� ¾}Óv` Se¡ 

TcT^�“ ›pT� <̈” ›ÔMw} <̈& 

wMH��¨<” ›hiK¨<& U`�“ 

U`�T’��¨<” KTdÅÓ 

¾T>Áe�L�¨< �UI`�“ 

YMÖ“ �”Ç=c×�¨< TÉ[Ó 

}Ñu= ’¨<:: uK?L }Óv` 

KT>cT\ KSssT>Á 

¾T>ÁeðMÒ�¨<” SX]Á“ 

Ów›�� �”Ç=ÁÑ‟< ›eðLÑ>¨< 

�Ñ³“ wÉ` �”Ç=k`wL�¨< 

ÃÅ[ÒM::  

 

Ÿ²=I uLÃ u}"}~T eM�� 

ÁM�kñ Ñu_�” ¾Ów`“¨<” 

}Óv` uT>ÁÓ²<“ ¾ÑÖ`” �w� 

uT>Áð\ }Óv^� LÃ 

TcT^� ’¨<:: �’²=IU ¾Se„ 

xÄ�” T²ÒË�& ¨”´ 

SØKõ& ¨<� Tq`& S”ÑÉ 

SY^�& bxÖnLÃU 

KÓw`“¨< MT� ›eðLÑ> uJ’< 

SW[} MT�� LÃ �”Ç=cT\ 

TÉ[Ó ’¨<:: 

 

ª“¨< lU’Ñ` �`õ c¨< 

ŸÓw`“¨< ¨Ø� uK?KA� 

}Óv^� LÃ "M}cT^& 

¾›Ñ^�” ›=¢„T> KU� I´u<U 

ÁMõK�M TK� ¾TÃ�M 

SJ’<”“ Ÿ²=I uLÃ uÖqUŸ<� 

¨ÃU uK?L ²È“ eM� SŸ¨” 

ÁKu� SJ’<” u›ê”*� 

KSÓKê ’¨<:: 

 

Ów`“¨<” u›Ç=e KTªk` 

uT>Å[Ñ¨< Ø[� ¾T>Å`c¨<” 

SScnkM& G<’@�¨< �eŸ=c¡” 

K=Å`e ¾T>�K¨<” ¾U`�“ 

¾TU[� H>Å� Ss[Ø& ÃIU 

K=ÁeŸ�M ¾T>�K¨<” TIu^© 

k¨<e“ þK+"© ›KS[ÒÒ�& 

¾cð^¨<“ ›Ç=e ¾}Óv` Se¢� 

S`HÓw` }kvÃ’�& Ÿ²=IU 

K=Ÿc� ¾T>�K¨<” ¨Ü“ K?KA� 

T�uL�” dLew ¨ÃU 

dLÑ“´w k`� ¨ÃU ukLK< 

Á¾G<� Ñ<ÇÃ ›ÃÊKU:: SÅ[Ó 

eLKu� w� ’¨<:: 
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’Ñ` Ó” ÃI uSÅ[Ñ< 

¾T>Ÿc} <̈” þK+"©& ›=¢„T>Á©& 

TIu^© ¨²}... ’¨<Ù�” 

uSõ^� ¾Sªp` K¨<Ö<” 

}Óv^© "KTÉ[Ó ŸT>Å`e 

SŸ^ ›"DÁ c=•Ã& }Óv^© 

uTÉ[Ó ¾T>Å`c¨< �Ó` 

"KTÉ[Ó ŸT>Å`ew” Ñ<Ç� Ò` 

c=’éç` Ñ>²?Á©“ ›=U”� J„ 

’¨< ¾T>�¾‡:: K?L U`Ý ÁK” 

›ÃSeK‡U:: ÃI Ñ<ÇÃ kÅU 

c=M u²¨<É ²S” ¨ÃU uÅ`Ó 

²S” u=Å[Ó „a TIu^©“ 

›=¢„T>Á© Ñê��” ›G<” "K¨< 

U” ÁIM ¾}hK K=J” 

�”ÅT>�M SÑS� ›Ãd’”U::  

 

¾Ów`“¨<” }Óv` U`•T 

KTÉ[Ó ¨d‟< Ów›� S_� 

u=J”U Ÿ²=I  u}ÚT] ²S“© 

Ów›��“ SX]Á� 

�”ÅT>ÁeðMÑ< �S<” ’¨<:: 

U`~ u›S� u›”É Ñ>²? 

ŸT>¨c” G<K� Ze� 

�”Ç=S[�& u´“w LÃ w� 

ØÑ† �”ÇÃJ” ¨<G” u}KÁ¿ 

²È� TU[�“ ¾Se„ xÄ�” 

T²ÒË�& TÇu]Á& U`Ø ²`& 

}vÃ SŸLŸÁ�”“ K?KA� 

›eðLÑ> Ów›��” ›p`x� 

›e}TT‡ TÉ[Ó ›eðLÑ> 

’¨<:: Sd]Á¨<“ SŸ¨†� 

ShhM Ã„`v�ªM:: Ów›�� 

u¨p~ KTÓ‟�& U`~” KÑuÁ 

uõØ’�“ ukLM KTÉ[e 

¾T>Áe�M ¾ÑÖ` S”ÑÊ� 

Seóó� Ã„`v�ªM::   

 

uU`U` ¾T>Ñ‟< Ów›�� 

Ÿ’›ÖnkT�¨< KÑu_¨< u¨p~ 

Å`c¨<� }ÖnT> SJ” 

Ã„`u�M:: �’²=I”“ K?KA�”U 

¾U`U` ¨<Ö?��” Ñu_¨< 

u›p^u=Á¨<“ �”ÅõLÔ~ KTÓ‟� 

�”Ç=�M u›ÑMÓKA� TIu^�¨< 

uŸ<M u¨[Ç "MJ’U u›¨<^Í 

Å[Í  ¾U`U`“ ¾eMÖ“ 

}sT�” TssU ÖkT@•¨< 

Ÿõ}† ’¨<:: 

 

KU`� �ÉÑ� ›S� G<’@��” 

SõÖ` ›”É ¨d‡ Ñ<ÇÃ J„ 

u²=I U¡”Á� w� U`� ÁÉÒM 

TK� ›Ã�MU:: Ñu_¨< 

¾›=�ÄåÁ I´w }`vDM“ ÃI” 

¾}^u ¨Ñ’@” MSÓw wKA 

›ÁS`�U:: U`~” �”Ç=ÚU` 

�ÃM SÖkUU ›Áª×U:: 

J„U Ñu_¨< U`~” uk×Ã’� 

�”Ç=ÁdÉÓ ¾T>ÑÅÉu�” K?L 

G<’@� SõÖ` ÁeðMÒM:: ›”Æ 

²È ›Ã’��¨< ¾u³“ Ø^��¨< 

¾}hhK ¾õÐ� �n�”“ 

¾TU[� Sd]Á�” •c< 

uT>ÖkUu� ÑuÁ ¨<eØ ucò¨< 

Tp[w ’¨<:: Ñu_¨< �’²=I” 

�n� ›Ã� ¾SÓ³� õLÔ� 

c=ÁÉ`u� U`~” ÃÚU^M:: 

Ñ”²w Ÿv”¡ }uÉa e^¨<” 

�”Ç=Áeóó TÉ[ÓU K?L¨< 

›T^ß ’¨<:: ÃI” ScM 

›ÇÇ=e ²È� ŸvIL©¨< ¾Ñu=“ 

¾S_� Ów` Ò` }ÇU[¨< 

¾Ñu_¨<” ¾TU[� õLÔ� 

K=ÁÔKw~ Ã�LK<::    

 

u�”Ç=I G<’@� ¾}Å^Ë ¾Ów`“ 

²`õ u�¨<k�& u²S“© 

Ów›�� �Óµ U`�T’~” 

uTÇu` Ÿõ}† ¾U`� �ÉÑ�” 

u›ß` Ñ>²? K=ÁeS²Ów 

Áe�KªM:: Ÿ}T@̈ <“ ŸÓw`“ 

¨Ø� u}KÁ¿ ¾}Óv` Se¢� 

¾}cT^¨< Qw[}cw KU`~ 

Ö”"^“ ›e}TT‡ ›Ñ^© ÑuÁ 

ÃðØ\l�M:: Ÿ²=IU u}ÚT] 

¾›Ñ` ¨<eØ ów]"�“ ¾¨<ß 

ÑuÁ ¾U`~ }kvÃ ÃJ“K<::  

 

¾Ów`“¨<” ²`õ �”Ç=I "Å^Ë” 

¾›Ñ^�” ›=¢„T> ŸT>ÁeðMÑ¨< 

Sªp^© K¨<Ø ›”Å†¨<”“ 

�ÏÓ ›ÇÒ�” ¡õM 

ŸS¨×��” u}ÚT] 

K}k\� ¾›=¢„T> ²`ö� 

�ÉÑ�“ MT�U ¾Lk“ 

›e}TT‡ SW[� ØK“M 

TK� ’¨<:: 

 

 

፭. ¾ › = ” Æ e � ]  

¡õK›=¢„T> MT� 

 

¾›=¢„T>¨< Sªp^© K¨<Ø 

G<K}†¨< ›"M ¾›=”Æe�]¨<” 

¡õM ¾T>SKŸ� ’¨<:: 

¾›=”Æe�]¨< ¡õK›=¢„T> 

ŸÓw`“ ¨<Ü ÁK< le 

›U^��” G<K< ¾T>Á"�� 

¾}Óv` Se¡ ’¨<:: T�É”“ 

É”ÒÃ T¨<×�& �LMp& 

S"ŸK†' ›’e}†“ Ønp” 

ów]"�”& �ÅØuv�”& ¨<�& 

¾›?K?¡�]¡ �ÃM”“ ¾}KÁ¿ 

Ó”v��” Á"��M:: 

 

›=�ÄåÁN ŸÉI’�“ Ÿ%ELk`’� 

KT¨<×� ¾²=I ¡õK ›=¢„T> 

�ÉÑ�“ MT� ¨d‡ SJ’< 

¾T>ÁÖ^Ø` ›ÃÊKU:: 

›=¢„T>›�”” u}ðØa Hw� 

LÃ SY`}” Ÿõ}†“ k×Ã’� 

ÁK¨< �ÉÑ� KTeS´Ñw 

›Ã�K”U:: Ów`“” Ÿ}ðØa 

ØÑ‡’� ’í T¨<×� ¾Sªp` 

K¨<Ö< SËS]Á c=J” 

SÚ[h¨< Ÿ²=I ¾T>Ñ‟¨<” Ø_ 

U`� ¨Å weM SK¨Ø ’¨<:: 

ÃIU ¾›=”Æe�] }Óv` ’¨<::    

 

¾²=I” ²`õ �ÉÑ� TóÖ” 

›Kw” e”M u›Ñ` Å[Í ŸÓw`“ 

¨Å K?KA� le ›U^� 

}Óv^�& u›=”Æe�] Å[Í 

Ÿ›’e}† ¨Å Ÿõ}†“ Ÿ%EL k` 

Sd]Á ¨Å ²S“©& ŸÉ`Ï� 

›”é` Ÿ•Ï Y^ ¨Å Sd]Á 

SgÒÑ` TK� ’¨<::    

 

¾²=I” ¡õK›=¢„T> MT� e“ew 

›’dd�” ÃI cò ¾Y^“ 

¾U`� ²`õ u›=�ÄåÁ ¨<eØ 

›K wK” ¾U”“Ñ`u� G<’@• LÃ 

›KSJ“�”” uSÑ”²w ’¨<:: 

Ÿ²=I ¡õK›=¢„T> u1995 ¯S} 

UI[� ¾}S[}¨< U`� 

u²S’< ¾ÑuÁ ªÒ c=cL 6.6 

u=K=¾” w` ¨ÃU Ÿ›Ñ]�ª 

›ÖnLÃ ›S�© Ó`Éõ U`� 

12 ŸS� ÃÑS•M:: ÃI ¨Å 
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›T@]"” ÊL` c=S’²` 757 

T>K=¾” ÊL` ’¨<::  

 

�²=I LÃ ¾›=�ÄåÁ ›=¢„T> 

u›ÖnLÃ“ ¾›=”Æe�]¨< 

¡õK›=¢„T>Á�”U U” ÁIM 

Ó²<õ �”ÅJ’ ›”É UdK? ¨<eÎ 

LdÁ�G<:: ¾T@�& ¾N[`“ 

¾uÅK?” ¾u=^ ów]"� 

KSÓ³� ¾T>Òu²¨< ¾Åu<w 

›õ]" u=^ ÖTm� Ÿ<v”Á 

(South African Breweries)  ¾1991 

¯S} UI[� ›S•© iÁÛ 6 

u=K=¾” ¾›T@]"” ÊL` ’u`
6
:: 

ÃI TK� ¾²=I É`Ï� ›S•© 

iÁß Ÿ›=�ÄåÁ ›S•© 

Ó`Éõ U`� (Gross Domestic 

Product) �Ÿ<M ’u` TK� ’¨<:: 

¾²=I ¾Åu<w ›õ]"¨< u=^ 

ÖTm� Ÿ<v”Á ›S•© iÁß 

U’<”UÂ U“U’<” ¾ÚU[”u� 

¾›=”Æe�] ¡õK›=¢„¸Á�”” 

›S�© U`� 10 Ñ>²? 

ÃuM×M::   

 

�LMp“ S"ŸK† ów]" }wK¨< 

Ÿ}ð[Ì� ²S“© }sV��” 

u1994 ¯S} UI[� }S`�M 

}wKA ¾}ÑS}¨< 2622 T>K=Ä” 

w` ’¨<:: ÃIU uÑ>²?¨< ¾U”³] 

}S” ¨Å ›T@]"” ÊL` 

c=K¨Ø ¨Å 306 T>K=Ä” ÊL` 

›"vu= ÃJ“M:: ÃI •NÓÇ=I 

kÅU c=M ŸÖkeŸ<L�G< ¾Åu<w 

›õ]Ÿ¨< u=^ ÖTm� É`Ï� 

Ò` c=’éç` ¾†� 20 Ñ>²? 

Á”dK< TK� ’¨<::  

 

uSJ’<U ÃI” ¡õK›=¢„T> 

KTMT� �Mp �ÉM c=„[” 

u›”é\U Ÿõ}† ¾J’ Ø[�“ 

�ÓM �”ÅT>Öupw”U T¨p 

Ã„`w“M:: "K”u� }’e}” 

¾²`ñ” �ÉÑ� ›óØ„ cò 

Sc[T“ Y` ¾cÅÅ ›=”Æe�] 

KSõÖ` ¾T>�M eM� S”Åõ 

¾ÓÉ ’¨<:: 

                                                        
6
 UNCTAD, World Investment Report 2001: 

Promoting Linkages (United Nations New 

York and Geneva, 2001) , Table III.9 p. 105. 

¾›=”Æe�]¨< MT� ›ÖnLÃ 

›LT T�É“�” T¨<×�& 

óu]"�” Teóó�& K²=I 

¾T>J” ›ÖnLÃ Ó”v�” 

TµH@É“ ›eðLÑ>¨<” ¾›?K?¡�]¡ 

�ÃM Tp[w “�¨<:: Ÿ’²=I 

¾}KÁ¿ ²`öÒ�N ¾•ÉÑ~ 

ª“¨< �Lò’� ¾¨Åk¨<  

uów]"� LÃ ’¨<:: 

 

ów]"��”” KTMT� G<K� 

S”ÑÊ� ›K<:: ›”Å†¨< 

�MMq� ów]"� LÃ ›�Ÿ<a 

›’²=I ¾k[¨<” ›=¢„T> 

�”ÅS”Öq �”Ç=Á’c< Ø[� 

TÉ[Ó ’¨<::  

 

J„U Ó” S"ŸK•�“ Ÿõ}•� 

ów]"� K²=I �Lò’� ›S� 

›ÃÊK<U:: �’²=I” ów]"� 

KTssU ¾T>ðKÑ¨< Sd]Á 

G<K< ¾T>Ñ‟¨< Ÿ¨<ß ŸSJ’<U 

K?L K"ú�M& KTU[� 

Sd]Á& KØ_ �n“ KSKª¨Ý 

¾T>ÁeðMÑ¨< Ÿõ}† ¾¨<ß 

U”³]“ ¾T>ðØ[¨< ›“d ¾Y^ 

�ÉM �ÉÑ~” ÃÑ~�M::  

 

Ÿ¨<ß uU“eS×�¨< SX]Á� 

›Ñ^�”” KTMT�“ KTuMçÓ 

�”ÅT”�M S�¨p Ã„`u�M:: 

Ÿ¨<ß ¾T>S× SX]Á 

¾}ðKcð¨< u²=Á” ›Ñ` ¾T>Ñ‡ 

�Ó`” KSõ�� �”Í= ¾†” 

›Ã’� �Ó` KSõ�� ¾}ðu[Ÿ 

›ÃÊKU:: KMdK? uU:^v¨<Á” 

¾}W^ �ÏÓ ²S“© ¾J’ 

SX]Á ª“¨< ›LT¨< �’²=I 

›Ña� ÁKv�¨<” ¾c¨< •ÃM 

�Ø[� KSgð† ’¨<:: •NÇ=I 

›Ã’~ Sd]Á ¾c¨< •ÃM 

uw³� LK¨<“ �Ó\ ¾Y^ 

�ÉM” SõÖ` uJ’u� ›Ñ` 

›Óvw’� ¾K¨<U::  

 

u¨<ß SX]Á LÃ ØÑ† 

SJ”U MT��”” K¨<ß 

U”³] ØÑ•�“ �e[•� TÉ[Ó 

’¨<:: ›=”Æe�]¨< ¾T>KT¨< 

u† õLÔ� dÃJ” ¨Å ¨<ß 

gÖ” uU“Ñ‟¨< ¾¨<ß U”³] 

’¨<:: ÃIU uSd]Á w� 

dÃ¨c” ¾SKª¨Ý �n�”“ 

Ów›��”U ÃÚU^M:: 

uSJ’<U ów]"� �¾u²<“ 

�ÁÅÑ< uH@Æ lØ` �’c<” uS<K< 

�ÃM KT”kdke ¾²=Á’< ÁIM 

¾¨<ß U”³] eKT>ÁeðMÑ” 

K¨<ß ØÑ‡’�“ }ê�„ 

�”ÒK×K”:: 

 

Ÿ²=IU K?L MT��”” u¨<ß 

Sd]Á� LÃ S×M 

Iw[}cv�””“ ›=¢„T>Á�”” 

Ÿ%ELk`’� KT <̈×� ÁeðMÑ“M 

¾U”K¨<” ¾dÃ”e“ ¾�¡„KAÍ= 

�ÉÑ� ¾T>Ñ� ’¨<::  Ÿ¨<ß 

¾T>S×” Sd]Á KSÖkU 

¾T>ÁeðMÑ” �¨<k�“ wMG� 

ÅI“ c=c^ KTc^�& c=uLi 

ŸSÖÑ” ¾T>²M ›ÃÊKU:: 

c=uLi ¾T>ÖÑ’¨<U ¾}uLg¨<” 

›"M Ÿ¨<ß uS× SKªwÝ 

S}"� uSJ’< ¾† c� Ã²¨< 

¾T>k`u<� ŸÖS”Í Sõ� 

¨ÃU u<KA” Sõ�“ ŸØ_ 

Ñ<MuT ›Ã²K<U:: ÃIU 

¾dÃ”e“ ¾�¡„KAÍ= wn��”” 

›Çwa Ÿ¨<ß ØÑ‡’� 

¾T>ÁLpk”“ Sc[} cò ¾J’ 

¾›=”Æe�] MT� M“"H@É 

¾T>Áe�K” �¨<k� TeÚuÝ 

eM� ›ÃÊKU::      

 

ÃI TK� Ó” �ÉÑ��”“ 

MT��” u¨<ß Sd]Á“ 

�¨<k� ¾T>ÖkS< S"ŸK†“ 

�LMp ów]"� TssU 

¾Kw”U TK� dÃJ” 

ØÑ‡’��”” keuke mqnS 

�”ÇKw” KTe[ÑØ ’¨<:: ÃIU 

uØ_ �n� ËUa keuke ¨Å 

kLM Ÿ²=ÁU ¨Å ŸvÉ Sd]Á 

Ó”v� ¾T>¨eÅ”” ¾MTT 

H>Å� Sk¾e �”ÇKw” SÑ”²w 

Ã„`w“M::  

 

ŸS"ŸK†“ �LMp ›=”Æe�] 

Ó”v� Ò` �Mp �Ÿ<[� 

}cØ�� SÇu` ÁKu� cò 
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Sc[� ÁK¨< ¾Ønp”“ ›’e}† 

›=”Æe�]� MT� ’¨<:: 

K›’e}†& Ønp”“ •ÅØuw 

›=”Æe�]��” �Ÿ<[� 

K=cÖ¨< ¾T>Ñv¨< ¾SssT>Á 

"ú�L�¨< �”i& ¾¨<ß U”³] 

õLÔ��¨< SÖ’†& ¾T>ÖkS<� 

Ø_ �n ¾›Ñ` ¨<eØ& 

¾T>ðØ\� ¾e^ �ÉM Ÿõ}† 

uSJ’< ’¨<:: Ÿ²=IU u}ÚT] 

�’²=I ów]"� cò ›Ñ^© 

e`ß�“ uG<K<U ¾}Óv` Se¡ 

¾}cT\ uSJ“�¨< �Ÿ<[� 

cØ� �’²=I” ²S“© TÉ[Ó 

TK� Sc[} cò ¾›=”Æe�] 

¡õM SõÖ` TK� ’¨<:: 

�’²=I” %ELk` ›=”Æe�]��”” 

²S“© ¾TÉ[Ñ< Ø[�U 

¾dÃ”e“ ¾�¡„KAÍ= MT��”” 

ŸTóÖ’<U K?L ›Ñ^© Sc[� 

ÁK¨< ¾�¨<k�“ ¾wMH� 

TÇu]Á U”ß SõÖ]Á eM� 

ÃJ“M::   

 

ÃI ¾›=”Æe�] MT� eM�  

¾T>Á}Ÿ<[¨< ›Ñ` ukM ¾J’¨<” 

¾dÃ”e“ �¢„KAÍ= Øuw“ 

SX]��”” ²S“© uTÉ[Ó 

LÃ ’¨<:: w²< ›Ñ^© Øux� 

›K<”:: õ^�¨< ²S“© 

uT>vK¨< ÉUØT×�¨< 

�”ÇÃÖó ’¨<:: ŸØØ �`h 

ËUa ÁKkK� Mue ¾T>ÁLwc” 

vIL©¨< ¾iS“ �¡„KAÍ=›�” 

¾}SW[}u� dÃ”e Ÿ²S“©¨< 

¾iS“ dÃ”e ›ÃKÃU:: w[� 

¾T>Ñ‡u�” ›ð` ›É„& w[~” 

Ÿ›ð` KÃ�“ u¨“õ ›pMÙ 

KÓw`““ Ku?� ¾T>J” ldle 

¾T>W^u� dÃ”e uSc[~ 

¾w[�w[� ›Å”“ ¾}KÁ¿ 

SX]Á�” ŸT>ðKcð¨< 

²S“©¨< dÃ”e ›ÃKÁÃU:: 

Kg¡L Y^ Ów›� ¾T>J” ›ð` 

¨eÊ uT>ðKÑ¨< p`ê ›²ÒÏ� 

�”Å �”e^& Ò”& Ëu“& ×v 

¨²}... ÁK<�” ¾SÑMÑÁ �n� 

Sðw[¡ uSc[~ Ÿ²S“© 

ów]" u}K¾ �¨<k� LÃ 

¾}SW[} ›ÃÊKU:: Ÿ}KÁ¾ 

›ð`“ �êª�� }kUV 

u?}¡`e+Á„��” ¾T>ÁÅUp 

vIL© e�KA��” ¾}dK<v�¨<“& 

pÆd” SéIõ� uw^“ 

¾}éñv�¨< kKT� SY]Á 

Øuw ²S“© ów]"� 

ŸT>ÖkS<u� dÃ”e •Uw³U 

¾}K¿ ›ÃSeK‡U::  

 

TÇu]Á SÖkU ¾S_�” 

U`�T’� �”ÅT>ÁÔL 

Ñu_��” ŸØ”� ¾T>Á¨<l�“ 

�”ÅõÓ& ›SÉ ¨²}... ¾J’< 

›Ñ` ukM TÇu]Á�” 

SÖkT�¨< ¾�¨k ’¨<:: 

¾TÇu]Á” ÖkT@� ›¨<k” 

¾ÔÅK” ÃI” uw³� TU[~ LÃ 

’¨<:: Ÿ¨<ß ¾T>S×¨< 

¾Ÿ?T>"M TÇu]Á ¾S_�” 

U`�T’� u=ÚU`U uK?L 

uŸ<M ›ð\” �¾ŸL eKT>H@É 

›ÅÒ¨< Kw²< ²S” ÃI” 

TÇu]Á u}ÖkS< ›Ña� ¾•¾ 

’¨<:: u²=I uŸ<M ÁK¨< Ø[� 

¾}ðØa TÇu]Á uTU[� 

U`�” ÚU[” ¾›ó\”U 

Ö?”’� ¾U”Öwpu�“ 

¾U”ŸvŸwu� G<’@• SõÖ` 

’¨<::      

 

uSÉG’>� pSTU u=J” 

¾T>ÁeÅ”p ¾dÃ”e Ó‡�� 

›K<”:: •† KÑ<”ó” ¾vI`³õ 

pÖM” ›õM}” e“g� ð[”Ï 

y=¡e wKA W`�M:: •n ¢f& 

S}_& �”qq ›Ã’�� ¾¢f 

SÉ�’>�� ¾›Ñ\” ui� u›Ñ\ 

SÉH’>� ¾T>ÁewK< “�¨<:: 

¾}KÁ¿ pÖLpÖKA�” uSuÖe& 

Y` }Uf ¾T>kSS< 

SÉH’>��” õ~”’� uT[ÒÑØ“ 

pST¨<”“ ›c×Ø” ²S“© 

¾TÉ[Ó Ñ<ÇÃ ’¨<:: 

  

Ÿ›e` ¯S� uò� ÃSeK†M 

uÖ?“ Øun“ eT�¨<” 

"MÁ´Ÿ<� ›”É ¾vIM SÉH’>� 

›ªm Ò` u_Ç=Ä“ uÒ²?Ù� 

ucò¨< ¾}²Ñu ¡`¡` }"H>Ê 

’u`:: ¾�cØ ›Ñv¨< ßwØ 

SÉH’>� kTT>¨< K›?Ée 

SÉH’>� ›Ó‡�KG< vÃ “�¨<:: 

�”Å�d�¨< ›vvM u›?Ée 

U¡”Á� Ö?”’��¨< ¾}n¨c“ 

¾ÅŸS< c� �d�¨< Ò H@Å¨< 

uT>ÁÑ‟<� ¾T>Ö× SÉH’>� 

¾UÓw õLÔ��¨< �Éf& 

Ÿui��¨< ›ÑÓS¨< qS¨< 

KSH@É“ c`}¨< KSwL� 

S�L�¨<” ›eSe¡[ªM:: ÃI 

uÖ?“ Øun ›ªm�U 

›M}"ÅU:: õMT>Á¨< ¾‡I 

›ªm SÉG’>� Ÿ›?Ée ui• 

ÁÉ“M ¨Ãe ›ÁÉ”U ’¨<:: 

¾Ö?“ Øun K=q� ›Ñ^©W 

SÉH’>�” uS¨<cÉ Ÿui•¨< 

ÁÑÑS<�” c� ÅU Î’@z 

¨ÅT>Ñ‟¨< ¾›KU Ö?“ É`Ï� 

MŸ¨< c=ÁeS[U\ u“S<“ 

u}LŸ¨< ÅU ¨<eØ zÃ[c< 

�”ÇK uT[ÒÑ×�¨< ›ªm¨< 

¾›?Ée SÉH’>� ›MðKcñU 

¾T>M ›sU ’¨< Ã²¨< 

¾’u[¨<::  

 

K’@ lU’Ñ\ ›ªm¨< Kui•¨< 

SÉG’>� vÁÑ‟<U uui•¨< 

¾}ÇŸS” c¨< ÁÔKu~u� 

SÉH’>� Ÿ²S“©¨< ¾•ÉT@ 

T^²T>Á SÉG’>� U”U 

M¿’� �”ÅK?K¨< S[Ç� ’¨<::  

 

ŸLÃ u²[²`"D�¨< KTe[ÑØ 

¾ðKÓG<� u›Ñ^�” Á×’¨< 

�¨<k~” dÃJ” ÃI”” ›¨<k�“ 

›}Ñvu` ¨Å²S“©’� 

¾TgÒÑ` �¨<k�& wMG�“ 

›pU ’¨< KTK� ÁIM ’¨<:: 

ÃIU ¾²S“© ¾�¡„KAÍ= 

SgÒÑ]Á“ TgÒÑ]Á Øuw 

�Ù� J„ ’¨< ¾T>�¾‡:: 

eK²=IU ›”Æ ¾�ÉÑ� eM��” 

›Ñ^�” Áð^��¨<” •¨<k�& 

Øuv�“ Sd]Á TÇu`“ ²S“© 

TÉ[Ó LÃ ¾}Sc[} SJ” 

ÃÑvªM::  

 

�”ÓÇ=I ÃI vIL© Øux��””“ 

�¨<k���”” ¾T²S’< H>Å�& 

SX]Á��”” ²S“© 
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¾U“Å`Óu� wMH�“ �¨<k�” 

’¨< ›Ç=c< dÃ”d�”“ �¡„KAÍ=Á�” 

TÇu` ¾T>Ñv¨<:: u�UI`� 

u?� ¾T>cÖ¨< �UI`�“ 

eMÖ“ SÕ´ ÁKu�U u²=G< 

ÔÇ“ LÃ K=J” ÃÑvªM::  

 

•²=I LÃ u›ê”*� uÉÒT> 

KSÓKê ¾UðMÑ¨< G<K<” ’Ñ` 

�”Å ›Ç=e •† SðMcõ“ 

SõÖ` ›Kw” TK� dÃJ” 

Ÿ¨<ß Sd]Á& Øuw& wMG� 

SŸ¨† ¨²}... TeS×� ¾ÓÉ 

’¨<:: KTK� ¾}ðKÑ¨< Ÿ¨<ß 

¾U“eS×�¨<” SX]�“ 

Øuv� ›Ñ^© uTÉ[Ó •²=G< 

¾T>^u<u�” eM�“ ²È 

Sk¾e“ }Óv^© TÉ[Ó cò 

Sc[� ÁK¨< ›=”Æe�] 

KTMT� ›T^ß ¾K?K¨< 

}Óv` SJ’<” ’¨<:: lU ’Ñ\ 

lU’Ñ[† ¾›=”Æe�] MT� 

eM� Ÿ¨<ß ¾T>S×¨<” 

Sd]Á& wMH�“ ›¨<k� 

›Ñ^© TÉ[Ó“ ¾†’< vIL©“ 

%ELk` �¨<k�& wMG�“ 

SX]Á ²S“© ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ¨< 

’¨<:: u¨<ß Sd]Á“ wMH� 

w� ›Ñ` K=KT ›Ã�MU:: 

 

Ønp”& ›’e}†“ �ÅØuv� LÃ 

Á}¢[ ¾›=”Æe�] �ÉÑ� eM� 

uSŸ}L�” ¾U”ðu`"�¨< 

Sd]� %ELk`& Ÿ¨<ß 

ŸT>S×¨<“ Ø^� "K¨< 

SX]Á“ U`� Ò` c=’éç` 

›Ñ` ¨<eØ ¾T>S[}¨< 

U`�T’~ ›“d“ ¾TU^� 

ªÒ¨<U ¾“[ ŸSJ’<U K?L 

U`~U Ø^� ¾T>ÔÉK¨< ’¨< 

}wKA K=¨Ñ´ Ã�LM:: u›ß`“ 

uS"ŸK† Ñ>²? ÃI �¨<’� K=J” 

u=�MU ›Ñ^© SW[� ÁK¨< 

�ÉÑ�& uMUÉ“ u�¨<k� LÃ 

¾}Ñ’v ›Ñ^© �¡„KAÍ= ›Çw[” 

U`•T’�”& Ø^�”“ wn�” 

uH>Å� M”Ô“çõ ¾U”�K¨< 

¾TÃ’Øõ ›Ñ^© �¡„KAÍ= 

e“Çw` w� SJ’<” S`d� 

¾Kw”U::  

�’²=I ›=”Æe�]� �Ÿ<[� 

K=Å[Óv�¨< ¾T>Ñv¨< u²Lm 

�ÉÑ� SW[�’��¨< w� 

dÃJ” ›eðLÑ> KJ’¨< ¾Y^ 

�ÉM ðÖ^U �Mp T>“ 

eKT>Ý¨~ SJ’<” kÅU c=M 

ÑMÝKG<:: ›G<” "K¨< 

¾›=�ÄåÁ I´w �ÉÑ� ›"DÁ 

¨Å Y^ ›KU ¾T>Ñu< ²?Ô� 

u›S� Ÿ›”É T>K=Ä” ›Á”c<U:: 

²S“© <̈ ¡õK›=¢„T> ¾²=I” 

ÁIM ¾Y^ •ÉM u¾¯S~ 

K=ðØ` eKTÃ�M ¨Å Y^ 

›KU ¾T>Ñu< ›Ç=e W^}•� 

}eó�¨< u›’e}†“ u•ÅØuw 

Se¡ SkÖ` ¨ÃU �^d�¨< 

Y^ ð×] SJ” ¾ÓÉ ÃLM:: 

kÅU c=M KÑÖ\ �ÉÑ�“ 

K›Ñ^�” MT� uÓw`“ ¨<eØ 

ÁK¨<” �`õ ¾c¨< �ÃM Ÿ²=Á 

T¨<×� �”ÇKw” ÑMÝKG<:: 

ÃI” W^}† U” •Å`Óu•KI; 

¾� �Å`cªKI; evM ŸòK<” 

u›=”Æe�] }Óv^� ›cT^ªKG< 

wÂ ’u`:: ÃI”” Y^ ðLÑ> 

Iw[}cw K=Áe}“ÓÉ ¾T>�K¨< 

¾}Óv` ²`õ ›’e}†“ Ønp” 

›=”Æe�]� “�¨<:: Ÿ²=I 

¨<ß ÁK¨< ›T^ß �`õ c¨< 

}ŸT��u�M ¨ÅU”K¨< 

Ów`“ SSKe“ u²`ñ 

Á"H@É’¨<” ¾Sªp` K¨<Ø 

SŸKe ’¨<::    

 

eK²=I ¾›=”Æe�]” u}KÃU 

¾ów]"��”” MT�“ �ÉÑ� 

u›’e}•� LÃ ÃSe[~& 

�ÅØux��”” ²S“© 

�“É`Ò�¨< Á"u�’¨<” Øuv�& 

�¨<k�“ }Óv` �”ÖkUv�¨<& 

ÃI c=J” ’¨< Sc[} cò“ 

G<K<” ¾T>ÁdTõ MT� 

M“"H@É ¾U”�K¨< e”M 

u}ÕÇ‡ �’²=I” KTMT�& 

KTdÅÓ& KT²S” ¾T>Áe�M 

�¨<k�“ wMG�& Y^�¨<” 

KT"H@É ¾T>un Ñ”²w“ 

Ów›��” Tp[u< ¾ÓÉ ’¨<:: 

ÃIU dÃ”e“ �¡„KAÍ=›�”” 

¾T>ÁÇw[¨<”“ ¾T=Ác^Ú¨<” 

¡õM ¾T>SKŸ� c=J” K?L†¨< 

¾›ÑMÓKA� u}KÃU ¾Ñ”²w 

}sT�� ¾T>SKŸ� ’¨<:: 

�’²=I” u}^�¨< ¾U”SKŸ��¨< 

óÃÇ� ÃJ“K<::   

 

ÃI” ¾�ÉÑ� Se¡ TÖ“Ÿ` 

›Ç=e óÃÇ ›ÃÊKU:: ÁKñ� 

Se}ÇÅa� ÃI” Se¡ 

�”Å›”É ¾MT� Sd]Á uT¾� 

K�ÉÑ~ ¾›’e}†“ ¾�ÅØuv� 

TeóòÁ É`Ï� ›slSªM:: 

Ó” ¾T>Ñv¨<” �Ÿ<[� dÁÑ‡ 

uSp[~ ¾�U K=Å`e 

›M�KU::  

 

›G<” Ó” nM“ }Óv`” 

uTªHÉ É`Ï~ uc¨< �ÃM“ 

uSX]Á }Ö“¡a& ŸdÃ”e“ 

�¡„KAÍ= }sT� Ò` ¾}Óv` 

l`‡� uSõÖ` U`Ua�” 

uT"H@É“ u²`ñ }Óv^© K=J’< 

¾T>Ñv�¨<” ShhKA� Sk¾e 

Ã„`u�M:: Ÿ²=I ¾T>ðMk¨<” 

¾SX]Á“ ›}Ñvu` ThhÁ 

Øuv�“ ²È�” u²`ñ 

K}cT\ c� uTd¾�& 

Te}T`“ ¡IKA��¨<” uTdÅÓ 

¾›e}dcw ›ÉTd�¨<” ›eõ� 

u›Ç=e ¾Y^“ ¾•Ã• GÇ=É LÃ 

K=ÁekU×�¨< ÃÑvM:: K²=IU 

uÓw`“¨< Se¡ �”ÅT>Å[Ñ¨< 

G<K< ¾›=¡e�”i” S`•Ów` 

Sk¾e Ã„`u•M::  

 

KØnp” ›=”Æe�]� �ÉÑ� 

U`��¨< uÑuÁ ÁK¨< õLÔ� 

¨d‡ c=J” Ÿ²=IU u}ÚT] 

ŸS"ŸK†“ Ÿ�MMp ów]"� 

Ò` Tk“Ë�“ U`��¨< 

K�MMq� Ów›� ¾T>J”u� 
²È Sk¾c Ö”"^ ¾�ÉÑ� 

c”cK� K=ðÖ` Ã�LM::       

 

K›’e}†“ K�ÅØuv� 

›=”Æe�] MT� u²`ñ ÁK< 

›U^�� Ø[�“ õLÔ� ¨d‡ 

’¨<:: �’c< "M×\“ KShhM 

q`Ö¨< "M}’c< ¾¨<ß¨< 

Ø[�“ Óò� w²< ›ÁeŸ?ÉU:: 
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K²=IU ¾›’e}†“ ¾�ÅØuv� 

TeóòÁ É`Ï� K=[Ç�¨< 

K=ÁÓ³�¨<& K=ÖpT�¨< 

S�K<” u}Óv` TdS” 

Ã„`u�M:: �’c<U �Ó^�¨< 

¨p�© ULi �”Ç=ÁÑ‡& 

õLÔ��¨< }Ñu=¨< �Ÿ<[� 

�”Ç=cÖ¨<“ ÉUé�¨< �”Ç=cT 

uU`� ²`ó�¨< uTIu` 

SÅ^Ë� ÃÖpT�ªM::  

 

ŸÉ`Ï� ›”é` ¾›=”Æe�]¨< 

²`õ �ÉÑ� uG<K� S”ÑÊ� 

K=KT Ã�LM:: ›”Å†¨< uÑuÁ¨< 

›S^` c=J” G<K}†¨< 

uÉ`Ï�© ›S^` ’¨<:: 

ÑuÁ¨<” ¾}Ÿ}K ¾�ÉÑ�“ 

¾MT� eM� uU”ðMÑ¨< 

SÖ”& ›Ã’�“ õØ’� 

›=”Æe�] <̈” K=ÁdÉÓ ›Ã�MU:: 

 

›T^Û eM� MT~” ¾T>Ñó& 

pÅU }Ÿ}M” ¾T>kÃe& 

ŸK?KA� }Óv^� Ò` 

¾T>Áe}vw`“ ¾T>Ák“Ï& 

Ø]�” ›cvex ¾T>S^ 

É`Ï�© ›"M SõÖ`“ 

¾›=”Æe�]¨<” ¾TMT� 

�Lò’� K²=I É`Ï� SeÖ� 

’¨<:: K²=IU �”Ç=ÁS� 

Se}ÇÅ\ [²U LK Ñ>²? 

¾T>ÁÑKÓM ¾›=¢„T>“ 

¾›=”Æe�] MT� �pÉ ’Éö 

ÃI” }Óv^© ¾T>ÁÅ`Ó ›”É 

Ö”"^ ¾MT� S]“ ›k’vv] 

É`Ï� uSõÖ` ŸT>SKŸ��¨< 

Ò` }vDÉ„ MT~” TóÖ” 

¾ÓÉ ’¨<:: 

 

�²=I LÃ É”u` ¾Kg< ›KU›kõ 

Y`¯�“ Òh ÍÓ_� ¾J’<� 

›KU›kõ ¾Ñ”²w É`Ï��“ 

Se}ÇÅa� ›ÃðpÆU ¾T>K< 

Ó” ÃI G<’@� K›Ñ` MT� 

›ÇÒ� �”pó��” �¾ðÖ[ 

�”ÇK "L�¨< ›S’@• Ò` 

c=ÑMè ÃcTK<:: �ÉÁ U” 

ÃÅ[Ó; ŸÉI’��” �”È� 

S¨<×� �”�LK” KT>K¨< 

ØÁo SMe ¾L�¨<U ¨ÃU 

¾¨<ß �ÃL� �”ÅT>ÁÅ`Ñ<” 

ŸSJ” ¨<ß ›T^ß ¾K”U 

TK� Ãn×�ªM:: ÃI 

›e}dcw ¾çKU}‡’�& ¾}eó 

Sl[Ø ÃSeK†M:: Ÿ²=IU 

›Mö Ø[� LKTÉ[Ó 

¾Se’ó�” Sgóð† J„ ’¨< 

¾T>�¾‡:: ›KU �”Å²=I 

¾T>Áew ›ÃSeK‡U:: "cuU 

eI}� ’¨<:: ¾¨<ß¨< ›KU 

õLÔ� �”ÇK J„ �† S×` 

ÁKw” ›Ñ^�”” KTMT�“ 

I´u<” KS�ÅÓ ’¨<:: ÃIU 

ŸMw ŸVŸ`” Ã�LM::   

 

›Ñ`” ¾TMT� �Lò’� ¾ÓK< 

u=J”U& ›G<” vKu� Å[Í ÃI 

¾Iw[}cw ¡õM ÃI” �Lò’� 

¾SgŸU ›pU eKK?K¨< 

Se}ÇÅ\ uMT~ H>Å� ¨d‡ 

T>“ SÝ¨� ¾ÓÉ ÃLM:: 

Se}ÇÅ\ ¾T>d}õv�¨< 

¾›=”Æe�] �”penc?� 

K›=¢„T>¨<U �ÉÑ� J’ KI´u< 

’<a ShhM ›eðLÑ> J’¨< ’Ñ` 

Ó” ¾ÓK< ¡õM u›pU U¡”Á� 

¨ÃU ›ªß’~” uSÖ^Ö` 

¨ÃU u}KÁ¿ U¡”Á�� 

¾TÁŸ“¨<’<�” ’¨<::  

 

Se}ÇÅ\ uMT� }Óv^� 

SÓv� ¾Ku�U& G<K<” ’Ñ` 

KÓK< �� �c< G<’@��” w� 

’¨< TS��� ÁKu� ¾T>vK¨< 

¾¨<ß ¨ÃU ›Ñ` �”Ç=KT 

¾TÃðMÑ< ¨ÃU ¾T>“Ñ\�” 

¾TÁ¨<l c� ›sU ’¨<:: 

›KSe}ÇÅ` ”l }d�ö ¾KT 

›Ñ` ¾KU:: ÃI ›T@]"””& 

Íû””& ð[NdÃ”& Ë`S”” 

G<K<” ›Ña� Á"��M:: ð[”Ï 

Se}ÇÅ` dÃÑv ¾ÓK< w� 

›=¢„T>¨<” ÁMT& ÑuÁ�G<” 

Ÿõ��G< }¨ÇÅ\ TK~ �’@ 

›Ñ_” KTMT� �”ÅTÅ`Ñ¨< 

dÃJ” �”ÅUL�G< G<’< ŸTK� 

¾T>²M ›ÃÊKU::  

 

¾Se}ÇÅ\U É`Ï�� ÃgÖ< 

SvK< ¾¾” �Ó` ¾T>ð• 

dÃJ” ¾¨<ß�” ØpU 

KTeÖup ’¨<:: �Ó^�” 

¾vKu?�’� dÃJ” ¾²S“© 

ów]"� ›“d’� ’¨<:: 

�Ó^�” ÉI’� ’¨<:: �Ó^�” 

e^ ›Ø’� ’¨<:: •ÉM SõÖ` 

’¨<:: ›”É” É`Ï� K›”É 

ÓKcw ¨ÃU ewew ŸSgØ 

ÃMp ¾Se}ÇÅ\” É`Ï� 

KSÓ³� ¾T>ðMÑ<“ ¾T>�K< 

c� ›ÇÇ=e É`Ï��” 

�”Ç=Sc`~ Se}ÇÅ\ ¾T>�K¨<” 

G<K< �`Ç� u=ÁÅ`ÓL�¨< 

›Ñ]�ª ¾}ÚT] ²S“© 

¾U`� É`Ï� vKu?�“ c`� 

KSwL� KT>ðMÑ¨< I´w 

¾Y^ �ÉM SõÖ` eKJ’ 

ÖkT@�¨< ¾ÔL ÃJ“M:: �Ó\ 

¾Se}ÇÅ\ É`Ï�C M¿ ØpU 

¾T>ÁÑ‟< uSJ“�¨< ¾ÓK< Ÿ’c< 

Ò` K=¨ÇÅ` ›Ã�MU ¾T>vM 

ŸJ’ ÃI”” G<K<”U É`Ï�� 

�Ÿ<M uT>ÁÃ ¾¨<ÉÉ` IÓ 

Tek[ê ’¨<::  

 

Ÿ²=IU K?L ¾¨<ß v”¢� 

�”Ç=Ñu<& �K?& Sw^� �ÃM& 

¾¨<H“ õdi ›ÑMÓKA� 

�”Ç=gÖ< ¾T>TEÑ~ ›K<:: ÃI 

¾I´u<” ØpU w� dÃJ” 

›Ñ]�ª” ›dMö �”ÅSeÖ� 

’¨<:: �’²=I ›ÑMÓKA�� ¾MT� 

Sd]Á� “�¨<:: Sd]Á 

�”ÅSJ“�¨< ›ÖnkS < 

vKu?�� �”ÅðKÑ<� ’¨<:: 

ŸM"Ã ›Ã„`v�¨<U&  

 

eK¨<ß v”¢� uÅu<v© ›õ]" 

ÁK< ›Ña� }V¡a w²< 

K=Áe}U[” Ã�LM:: u³Uu=Á 

›Ñ_¨< ›eSß“ LŸ= K=J” 

›M�KU:: ¾’u[¨<U ŸÑuÁ 

}Ñõ�a ¨Ø�M:: ›=”Æe�] 

K=ÁslU ›M�KU:: Ów`“¨<” 

²S“© K=ÁÅ`Ó“ K=Áeóó 

›M�KU:: u›ÖnLÃ W`� 

KTÅÓ ›M�KU:: KU”; •²=Á 

ÁK< v”¢� ¾¨<ß eKJ’< 

¾T>ÁuÉ\� KT>ðMÑ<� w� 

’¨<:: ¨Ñ“©’� u×U 
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ÁÖn�ªM:: ›Ñ_¨< ¾}ŸKŸK¨<” 

›ÑMÓKA� up`u< Ÿ²=Uvw« 

}cÅ¨< ¾Ñu< Ñu_� wÉ` 

�”ÅMv�¨< ›Ó‡}¨< ›ÇÇ=e“ 

²S“© •`h KSËS` Ñ>²?U 

›M¨cÅv�¨<U:: ¾¨<H“ 

¾Sw^� ›ÑMÓKA� ¨Å ÓM 

u}K¨Ö<u� ›Ña� ªÒ�¨< 

›ÃkSc? �”ÅT>J”“ Ÿ²=I 

¾T>ðMk¨<” �Ó` ŸÅu<w 

›T@]" ›Ña� T¾� Ã�LM::    

 

¾¨<ß vKGw�� ›=¢„T>¨<” 

u=q×Ö\“ c=q×Ö\ u›Ñ_¨< 

LÃ ¾T>ÁdÉ[¨<” }ê�„“ 

ßq“ U” ›Ã’� �”ÅJ’ 

KT¨p •\p SH@É 

›ÁeðMÑ”U:: ¨Å Åu<u< ¾Ô[u?� 

›Ñ` SH@É ’¨<::  

 

ÃI I´w“ ›Ñ` ’é’~” Öwq 

¾„[ ’¨<:: ›v���” ue”� 

Seª��’�“ }ÒÉKA Áe[Ÿu<”” 

›Ñ` Kv�Ç” ›dMð” uSeÖ� 

MÐ��”” ¾þK+"U vÃJ” 

K›=¢„T> v`’�” ›dMð” 

SeÖ� ¨<`Å� ’¨<:: w� 

¨<`Å� KSgŸU ¾T>�M �Ÿh 

eLÇu`” ›ÃcT” ÃJ“M:: Ó” 

SÜ¨< �¨<MÉ ŸS•²w 

›Mö Ã[ÓS“M::  

 

¾Se}ÇÅ\” É`Ï�� SgØ 

›Kv�¨< }wKA Ÿ}q[Ö 

¾T>gÖ<�” É`Ï�� uÉ`h 

(g?`) ŸóõKA ¾É`Ï~” 20 

uS� K›e}ÇÅ` ›"vu=� (³_ 

¡MM KT>vK<�)& 30 ŸS�¨<” 

Kv”¢�& 20 uS�¨<” KT�ŸL© 

Se}ÇÅ\ ¾k[¨<” 30 uS� 

KI´w u=gØ ¾}hK ÃJ“M
7
:: 

ÃI” TÉ[Ó w²< ÖkT@• 

›K¨<:: ¡MKA�“ W^}†¨< 

¾vKu?�’� eT@� ÃcT�ªM:: 

v”¢� KSq×Ö`U J’ ›eðLÑ> 

wÉ` KSeÖ� ÁS��ªM:: 
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}SddÃ Ndw u1985 ›p`u? ’u`:: 

uðnÆ ÅÓô #¾›=�ÄåÁ” ›=¢„T> U” 

�“É`Ñ¨<$  u›T”-¾›=¢„T&¾þK+"“ 

TIu^© Ñ<ÇÄ� ¨`H©$ (›d•T> 

u›T” ›d�T>�“ ›T"]�) pê 1 

lØ` 1 Ñê 33-34. 

�“”i q×u=� Ø]��¨<” 

v”¡ ŸTekSØ ›T^ß ÁÑ†

K<:: KMT� ¾T>¨<M Ñ”²w 

Ÿ›’e}† q×u=� Tcvcu=Á 

KT>J’¨< ¾É`h ÑuÁ Ø\ 

Sc[� K=ØM Ã�LM::   

 

 

፮. ¾ › Ñ M Ó KA�  ²`õ 

MT� 

 

¾Ów`“¨<U J’ ¾›=”Æe�]¨< 

MT� uT>ðKÑ¨< õØ’� 

�”Ç="H@É ¾T>ÁÓ²<  ¾›ÑMÓKA� 

²`ö� wn�“ pMØõ“ ¨d‡ 

uSJ’< u}ÕÇ‡ �ÉÑ��¨< 

�Ÿ<[� ¾T>Ñv¨< ¾MT� 

Ów›�� “�¨<:: �Ÿ<[� 

¾T>Ñv�¨< ¾›ÑMÓKA� ²`õ 

¾Ñ”²w }sT�& �^”eþ`�“ 

SÑ“†“ ”ÓÉ “�¨<:: 

 

S”ÑÊ� ucò¨< }eóõ}¨< 

Ñu_¨< ¾U`� Ów›��” 

ukLK<“ u`"i "LÑ‟“ 

ÁS[}¨<” ukLK< ¨Å 

›p^u=Á¨< ÑuÁ "LÅ[c& U`~” 

¾T>gØu�“ ¾T>ðMÑ¨<” 

›ÑMÓKA�“ gkÙ� ¾T>Ñ³u� 

¾Å[Ë ÑuÁ u›p^u=Á¨< ŸK?K& 

Ów›��” KSgS� •Ï 

u=ÁØ[¨< u›^× ŸT>ÁuÉ\ 

u}hK ¾T>ÁuÉ`“ KÑ>²?¨< 

¾T=ÁeðMÑ¨< Ñ”²w u•Ì "K 

ÃI” ›Å^ ¾T>ÁekUØu� 

¾Ñ”²w }sU u›"vu=¨< ŸK?K 

Ácw’¨< MT� ›Ãd"U vÃvM 

�”"D �ÏÓ ›e�Ò] ÃJ“M::  

 

uSJ’<U ²S“© �^”eþ`�& 

¾Å[Ë ÑuÁ“ ¾Ñ”²w }sT� 

¾MT� ›Ò» �ÃKA� “�¨<:: 

 

v”¢��” ¾MT�“ ¾�ÉÑ� 

Ucf “�¨<:: ÁKÑ”²w 

SÑuÁ¾� ¾KU:: ÁKwÉ` uÓM 

lÖv w� óÃÇ K=„[¨< ¾T>�M 

Sª•K-’ªÃ ›Ã„`U:: 

uSJ’<U v”¢��”“ ¾lÖv“ 

¾wÉ` }sT� uMT��” LÃ 

¨d‡ T>“ ÃÝ¨•K<:: u}KÃU 

�Ml �Lò’� ¾¨Åk¨< uwH@^© 

vN"�” LÃ ’¨<:: ÃI É`Ï� 

¾Ñ”²w }sT� �”È�“ uU” 

G<’@• •NÅT>c\ ›ÖnLÃ 

¾Ñ”²w S`HÓw` kÁi 

�”ÅSJ’< v”¢��” bMT��” 

LÃ ›Ò^© ¨ÃU Ò_×© T>Â 

�”ÅT>Ý¨~ ¾T>¨e’¨< wH@^© 

v”¡ ’¨<:: Ÿ²=I ›"DÁ wH@^© 

v”¡ ›Ñ]�ª ÁL�” �ÏÓ ›“d 

Ø]�“ ¾¨<ß U”³] KMT� 

¾T>¨<K<u�” eM� kÃf 

}Óv^© TÉ[Ó Ã„`u•M:: 

uSJ’<U v”¢� TuÅ` 

¾T>Ñv�¨< K=uÅ\ KT>�K< 

dÃJ” }uÉ[¨< Ñ”²u<”“ 

¾¨<ß U”³]¨<” KMT� 

KT>ÖkS<u� w� SJ” 

Ã„`u�M:: Ÿ²=IU u}ÚT] 

¾wÉ` S`NÓw\ v”¢��” 

¾T>ÁuÉ\� KwÉ\ um SÁ¹ 

LL�¨< �w�V� w� dÃJ” 

›ªß KJ’< �MV�“ 

}Óv^�U K=J” ÃÑvªM:: 

¾MT� S`GÓw^�” 

�w�V�” w� dÃJ” ÉJ�”U 

�w�U ¾TÉ[Ó eM� uSJ’< 

K²=I ›LT eŸ?� v”¢��” 

TuÅ` ÁKv�¨< }Óv^© u=J’< 

K=ÁªÖ< uT>�K< Gdx�“ 

�MV� SJ” ¾ÓÉ ’¨<::    

 

ŸÑ”²w }sT� ›"DÁ �Ÿ<[� 

¾T>ÁeðMÑ¨< ›’e}† ¾wÉ`“ 

¾lÖv }sT� “�¨<:: ¾MT� 

eM��” u›’e}† Ñu_�& 

Ønp”& ›’e}†“ ¾�ÅØuv� 

›=”Æe�] LÃ ¾}ªk[ 

�”ÅSJ’<“ K’²=I ›U^�� 

�LMp v”¢� ›ÑMÓKA� 

KSeÖ� K=�Ó^�¨< Ã�LM:: 

¾’²=I” ›U^�� õLÔ� up`w 

J„ K=ÁTEK< ¾T>�K<� ›’e}† 

¾wÉ`“ ¾lÖv }sT� 

uSJ“�¨< K’²=I É`Ï�� 

Y`ß�“ �ÉÑ� }Ñu=¨< �Ñ³ 

K=Å[ÓL�¨< ÃÑvM:: 
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፯.  dÃ” e“  �¡„K A Í =  

 

¾T”†¨<U ›Ñ` TIu^©“ 

›=¢„T>Á© �ÉÑ� ¾T>cU[¨< 

I´u< udÃ”d© ðÖ^ c=[p“ 

¾�¡„KAÍ= •¨<k~ Çwa 

Ów›��” u¡IKA� c=ÖkU 

SJ’< ¾�¨k ’¨<:: 

KMT��”“ KG<K”}“© 

�ÉÑ��” SW[� ’¨< ÁM’¨< 

¾Sªp` K¨<ØU }d¡� 

›Ñ^�” ŸÉI’� ¾U�Lkpu�”“ 

uYM×’@ ÔÇ“ ¾U�Õ´u� 

õØ’� ¾T>¨c’¨< I´u< 

uT>Luc¨< dÃ”d© �¨<k�“ 

ÃI””U uSÖkU uT>ÁÇw[¨< 

�¡„KAÍ=Á© ¡IKA� SJ’< 

¾TÃ�uM Gp ’¨<::  

 

�’²=I KG<K”}“© �ÉÑ� ¨d‡ 

¾J’< Ów›�� ¾T>Ñ‟<� 

u›ÖnLÃ IÃ¨� ŸU�e}U[” 

}V¡a u=J”U ÃI”” ÚUq“ 

›k“Ï� u›s^ß ¾T>Áe�Øk”” 

�UI`�“ YMÖ“ ¾U“Ñ‟¨< 

u�UI`� u?� ’¨<:: 

 

ÃI”” �¨<’� }kwK” 

²S“©¨<” �UI`� ST` 

ŸËS`” ¨Å ›”É S� ¯S� 

J„“M:: u›í@ T>’>K=¡ 

¾}ËS[¨< ›”É �UI`� u?� 

³_ ¨Å 12,471 ¾›”Å† Å[Í 491 

¾G<K}† Å[Í& w³� ÁL�¨< 

¾S<Á“ ¾�¡’>¡ �UI`� 

u?��' 6 ¿’>y`c=+�' 15 

¢K?Ð� ›ÉÑDM
8
:: uMS“& 

uUMÍ“ uÉÔT �UI`� u?� 

ÃÑu< Ÿ’u` Øm� }T]� 

}’e� ³_ I´u< K�UI`� 

ÁK¨<” õLÔ� KTÇ[e "K¨< 

›pU MsM::  

 

lØ\ �ÁÅÑ ¾H@Å ²?Ò ¾�UI`� 

�ÉM u=ÁÑ‡U u}T[¨< 

�UI`� U” }ÖkS; I´u<”“ 

›Ñ]~” U” ÖkT�; ¾T>K¨< 
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 eKTUI`� ¾T>Ökc< lØa� G<K< 

¾}Ñ‟<� Ÿ Ministry of Education, 

Education Statistics Annual Abstract 1995 

E.C/2002-03 ŸT>K¨< ’¨<:: 

ØÁo ›Óvw’� ÁK¨< ’¨<:: 

¾²=I ØÁo SMe Ÿ}T[¨< 

ÓKcw“ Ÿ›Ñ` ›”é` K=•Ã 

ÃÑvM:: 

 

vKñ� ›S�� ¾}T[¨< ²?Ò 

�”Å�UI`� Å[Í¨< uÓK< 

}ÖpTEM:: u›Ñ` ¨<eØ“ Ÿ›Ñ` 

¨<ß uŸõ}† ÅS¨´ KSkÖ` 

up�M:: uST\“ �UI`~ 

veÑ‟K� ›=¢„T>Á© ØpU 

TIu^© Ÿu_�”U ›Ó‡�u�M::  

 

ŸGÑ` MT�“ ŸI´w ’<a 

ShhM ›"DÁ ¾}T[¨< ²?Ò 

w²<U K¨<Ø ›UØ�M KTK� 

›Ã�MU:: u�UI`� ¾T>Ñ‟¨<” 

õ~” ¾�ÉÑ�“ ¾K¨<Ø SX]Á 

µgÂzBN u%EL“ uò� ÁK¨< 

¾Iw[}cv�” e’Mu<“©' S”ðd©' 

›=¢„T>Á©' þK+"©“ TIu^© 

G<’@• •Uw³U ›M}K¨ÖU:: 

Ñu_¨< ŸwK<Ã ²S” SX]Á“ 

¡IKA� ›M}LkkU& 

¾›=”Æe�]¨< ¡õM ›M}eóóU::  

u›ß\ �UI`� KdÃ”e“ 

K�¡„KAÍ= �ÉÑ�' K›=¢„T> 

MT� KI´u< G<K”}“© ShhM 

›e}ªî* ›É`ÑDM KTK� 

›ÁeÅõ`U::   

 

¾�UI`� ¨<Ö?~ KU” ÃI 

J’; ÃI }Ñu= ØÁo ’¨<:: 

SMc<U ›ß` ’¨<:: ¾}T\ 

²?Ô� ›Ñ^�¨<” KTMT�“ 

¾I´u<” ’<a KThhM õLÔ� 

›Ø}¨< dÃJ” �Ó\ ÁK¨< 

¾�UI`~ œLT“ Ã²� 

�”Ç=G<U K�UI`�& KU`U`“ 

Ÿ²=I KT>S’Û Ó‡�� Ÿu_• 

ÁK¨<& ›Ñ^© UG<^”” 

uØ`×_“ u}k“n‡’� ŸT¾� 

ð”� u’c< ¾T>S" Y`¯� 

›KS„` ’¨<::  

 

KTIu^©“ ¾}ðØa dÃ”e 

wn� Seóó� ŸG<K< ›ekÉV 

›Ñ]�ª” KTMT�“ I´u<” 

ŸÉI’�“ Ÿ%ELk`’� KTLkp 

õLÔ�“ l`Ö‡’� ÁK¨<& 

uU`U`& u�¨<k�“ uY`ç� 

¨<Ö?�� ¾T>ÁU”& �’²=I”U 

uT”†¨<U Å[Í KT>¨cÆ 

¨<d’@� uÓw›�’� ¾T>ÖkU 

›S^`“ Se}ÇÅ` S„` ¾ÓÉ 

’¨<:: �”Å²=I ›Ã’~ Se}ÇÅ` 

¾MT�“ ¾�ÉÑ� ›p×Ý 

uSp[ê& Ÿ²=I •²=Á KSÉ[e 

¾T>ÁeðMÑ¨<” ¾dÃ”e“ 

¾�¡„KAÍ= ›¨<k� u›Ã’�“ 

w³� ÑU� T²ÒË� 

eKT>„`u� �UI`� ›LT 

Ã„[ªM:: ›Ñ`” KTMT�“ 

I´w” KS�ÅÓ ›LT¨< ›É`Ô 

ÁM}’d Se}ÇÅ` ¨<d’@�” 

¾T>¨e’¨< Ÿ^c< ØpU ›"DÁ 

¨ÃU uÅS’õd© õLÔ�“ 

eT@� LÃ eKT>Sc[� 

�UI`� u?�� ›LT „b�¨< 

KT>ðKÑ¨< }Óv` ›eðLÑ> ¾J’ 

¾cKÖ’ c¨< TU[� }sT� 

K=J’< ›Ã�K<U:: �”Ç=I ›Ã’~ 

Se}ÇÅ` ›Ñ^© UG<^”” 

u�U’� dÃJ” uØ`×_& 

u›Ò»’� dÃJ” �”Å}k“n‡ 

eKT>ÁÃ KT”†¨<U Ñ<ÇÃ ò~” 

¾T>Áµ[¨< ¨Å ¨<ß ’¨<:: 

Se}ÇÅ\ ¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ¨<” 

¾T>’Ó\�“ ¾T>S¡\� ¾¨<ß 

c�“ É`Ï�� ÃJ“K<::   

  

uSJ’<U dÃ”d©“ �¡„KAÍ=Á© 

¡IKA�“ wn�” ŸTÇu` ›"DÁ 

¾�Ó\ S’h u›Ñ]�ª �’²=I 

²`ö� ¾T>S\u� ›LT“ `•Ã 

›KS„` ’¨<:: KU”É’¨< 

�UI`� �”Ç=T\ ¾T>ðKÑ¨<; 

}U[¨< U” �”Ç=ÁÅ`Ñ< ’¨< 

¾�KS¨<; õLÔ��” ÃI ŸJ’ 

U”“ �”È� ÁK �UI`� uU” 

Å[Í ScÖ� ÃÑvªM ¾T>K< 

ØÁo� }’e}¨< Ÿ²=I uT>Ñ‡ 

SMe LÃ ¾}SW[} Y`¯} 

�UI`� uSp[ê ð”• 

ucKÖ’< ›Ña� ¾T>Ñ‟¨<” 

�UI`� ›c×Ø �”ÇK kÉ}” 

K’c< u}éð SêHõ�“ 

¾�UI`� S`Í� uSÖkU 

›e}U[“M& •Áe}T`”U ’¨< 

KTK� ÁIM �“e}U^K”:: 
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³_ u›Ñ^�” G<K� ›Ã’� 

�UI`� Ãc×M:: ›”Æ }Óv` 

}¢` c=J” G<K}†¨< �¨<k� 

}¢` ¾J’¨< ’¨<:: }Óv` }¢` 

ÁMŸ<� ¾}KÁ¿ S<Á }U[¨< 

Ÿ�UI`� u?� c=¨Ö< ukØ• 

¨Å }Óv` ¾T>cT\�” ’¨<:: 

ÃI ›Ã’~ �UI`� ¾�Ï“ 

¾�¡’>¡ S<Á”' Ów`“”' 

I¡U“”' UI”Ée“” ¾T>Á"�~ 

“�¨<:: �¨<k� }¢` ¾UK¨< 

uG<K}† Å[Í ›"ÇT>¡ 

¾T>vK¨<”“ u¢K?Ð� ¾T>cÖ<�” 

¾TIu^©“ ¾}ðØa dÃ”e” 

¾T>Á"�}¨< ’¨<:: 

 

�eŸ p`w Ñ>²? }Óv` }¢\ 

�UI`� um �Ÿ<[� }’e�� 

›K KTK� w� ¾}ssS 

ÃSeM ’u`:: �’²=I �UI`�� 

¾T>cÖ<v�¨< T°ŸL� •ÏÓ 

<̈e” uSJ“� <̈ ¾T>Áe}“ÓÇDcW 

}T]�U lØ` ›Ñ]�ª 

ŸU�ðMÑ¨< ›”í`U J’ 

�UI`� u?�� S<Á“ ¡IKA�” 

ŸTe�Öp ›"DÁ ›=U”� ’u\::  

 

u›”é\ ŸS� 90 ¾T>J’¨< 

¾T>e}“ÑÅ¨< u�¨<k� }¢` 

�UI`� Se¡ ’¨<:: kÅU c=M 

�eŸ 12† ›G<” �eŸ 10† ¡õM 

¾T>WÖ¨< �UI`� Ÿ}Óv` 

Ò` ÁM}q^‟ ’¨<:: u²=I Å[Í 

¾T>cÖ¨< �UI`� ›LT ›K¨< 

Ÿ}vKU K=ðØ` Ácu¨< 

uSÚ[h¨< ¾�¨<k� [Éõ LÃ 

qS¨< É”u\” KSÓó� 

¾T>�K< MH>q�”“ UG<^”” 

ÃSeLM::  

 

Ÿ›”Å†“ ŸG<K}† Å[Í ¾T>¨Ö< 

}T]� ukLK< K=ÖkS<u� 

¾T>�K<�” �UI`� ›ÃT\U:: 

uSJ’<U ¨Å Ÿõ}† �UI`� 

u?�� KSÓv� ¾}d“�¨<“ 

lØ^�¨< �ÏÓ Ÿõ}† ¾J’< 

}T]� u}Óv` ¾TÃS’²` 

�”i ›¨<k� ÚwÖ¨< 

¨ÅIw[}cu< c=SKc< Ku?}cw“ 

KIw[}cw g¡U J’ªM:: Ÿ²=I 

›"DÁ c=�Ã �UI`� u?���” 

¾Y^ð�� Sðw[Ÿ=Á ’¨< 

¾J’<�:: 

 

Ÿõ}† �UI`� u?�� ¾SÓv� 

•ÉM ÁÑ‟< }T]� •× 

ð”�U Ÿ12†“ Ÿ10† ¡õM 

�UI`��¨<” KTs[Ø 

Ÿ}ÑÅÆ� ¾}hK �UI`� 

›Ó‡}ªM KTK� ›ÁeÅõ`U:: 

u²=IU Å[Í ÁK¨< �Ó` ¾›LT 

�Ó` ’¨<:: uŸõ}† Å[Í 

¾U“e}U^�¨< }T]� 

c=S[l U” �”Ç=J’<“ 

�”Ç=ÁÅ`Ñ< }ðMÔ ’¨< 

¾U“e}U^�¨<; u¾�†¨< 

¾�UI`�“ ¾YMÖ“ Se¡ ’¨< 

�Ø[� ÁKw” ¨²}... }wKA 

�UI`~“ YMÖ“¨< u’²=I 

SMf� LÃ S’Åõ c=Ñv¨< 

uÅS’õe �’²=I }T]� �²=I 

ÃÓu<& �’²=Á Á”” ÃT\ }wKA 

’¨< ¾T>¨c’¨<:: ¾›=¢„T>¨< 

SW[� Ów`“ uJ’u� ›Ñ`& 

›=”Æe�]“ ›ÑMÓKA� ¾MT� 

}có“ S^H> ÔÇ“ SJ” 

uT>Ñv�¨< ›Ñ`& SW[} 

MT� ›K }wKA uÉõ[� 

KS“Ñ` uT>�Ó`u� ›Ñ` 

›w³†¨<” cM×‡ Ÿ’²=I Se¢� 

¨<ß Te}T` Ó^ ¾T>ÁÒv 

Ñ<ÇÃ ’¨<::  

 

vKñ� 50 ›S�� ›Ñ]�ª w²< 

¾}ðØa dÃ”+e�� ›e}U^K�::  

�’²=I dÃ”+e���” U” 

}T\& }U[¨< U” ð¾Æ& 

uU” uU” U`U` }cT`}¨< 

›Ñ]�ª ukLK< ØpU LÃ 

M�¨<K¨< ¾U��M Ó‡� 

›eS²Ñu<& u›ÖnLÃU U” 

ÖnT> }Óv` c\ KT>K<“ 

ScM ØÁo� ¾T>Á¢^“ 

¾T>ÁS[n SMe KTÓ‟� 

ÁÇÓ•M:: dÃ”+e�� ¾}T\�“ 

¾T>T\� �UI`�& Ÿ�UI`� 

u?� c=¨Ö< ukLK< }Óv^© 

¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ<�” �¨<k��”“ 

›}Ñvu`” dÃJ” ›ÇÇ=e 

Øux�”“ Ó‡��” KTõKp 

¾T>Áe�L�¨<” ’¨<:: uŸ?T>e�]U 

ÃG<” uvÄKAÍ=& uH>dwU ÃG<” 

uò²=¡e u¿’>y`c=+ Å[Í 

¾T>cÖ¨<  �UI`�“  

¾T>ÁŸ“¨<’<� MUÉ 

(›?¡eø`S”�) SW[�©¨<” 

�¨<k� ¾T>ÁeÚw×�¨<“ 

Kk×Ã YMÖ“ ¾T>Á²ÒÍ�¨< 

’¨<::  

 

Øm�� ÃI” SW[•© 

�UI`� u›Ñ` ¨<eØ“ u¨<ß 

›Ña� uT>ÁÑ‟<� ¾�UI`�“ 

¾eMÖ“ �ÉM KTeó�“ 

KTØKp �KªM:: ÃI” •ÉM 

ÁÑß# UG<^” u}KÁ¾ ¾�¨<k� 

Se¡ �^d�¨<” ÁeŸu\u�“ 

›Ñ]�ª” Ád¨l U`Ua� 

›"H>Å¨< u�¨l ¾dÃ”e 

SêH@�� uTd}U ´““ 

¾T�[Ó �ÉÑ� ›Ó‡}¨<u�M:: 

uÓL�¨< vL�¨< ´”vK?“ 

�¨<k� u¯KU LK< ›���¨< 

�KA��¨<” ›eSe¡[ªM:: 

uSJ’<U K›”~• up}ªM::  

 

�UI`��¨<” ŸSËS]Á Ç=Ó] 

uLÃ KTdÅÓ •ÉM ÁLÑ‟< 

¾vÄKAÍ=& ¾Ÿ?T>e�]& ¾ò²=¡e“ 

¾T�T+¡e UG<̂ „��” ª’†¨< 

Y^�¨< uG<K}† Å[Í“ 

u¢K?Ð� ›e}T] SJ” ’¨<:: 

}Óv^�¨<U ¾¨Åò~” MH>p“ 

¾›¨<k� É”u` Ñò KTÉ[Ó 

¾T>Áe�M �UI`� Teóó� 

’¨<:: ÃIU dÃ”e” }U[¨< 

dÃ”e” ¾T=Á¨<p Iw[}cw 

ðÖ^ ®<Å� ›”Æ ›"M ’¨<:: 

¨”´ ¾TÁhÓ` dÃ”e 

¾ÚuÖ¨< u›e}T]’� }kØa 

Á”’< ¨”´ ¾TÁhÓ` �¨<k� 

ÁeóóM::  

 

uTIu^© dÃ”e ¾cKÖ’< 

UG<^„��”U u=J’< Ÿ}ðØa 

dÃ”e ›���¨< ¾}hK J’¨< 

›M}Ñ‟ <U:: TIu^© 

dÃ”+e���” ¾›Ñ]�ª” �Ó` 

›Ö=’¨< ›Óvw ÁK¨< Sõ�H@ 

�”ÅSðKÓ& Ÿ¨<ß KkcS<� 

Sõ�H@ ›Ñ^© �Ó` õKÒ 

c=Te’< ›Ñ]�ª” ¨Åvc �Ó` 

’É}ª•M::   
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ŸK?L ›”é` c=�Ã ²S“©¨< 

�UI`� u›=�ÄåÁ¨<Á” 

IÃ¨� LÃ �Mp ¾vI`Ã K¨<Ø 

›UØ�M:: ¾}T`’¨< ¾¨<ß¨< 

�UI`� vIL© �c?���”” 

u%ELk`’� uSð[Ï ¾†” 

�”É“ØLL“ �”É”ÖL uK?L 

uŸ<M ¾¨<ß¨<” �c?��& 

vIKA�“ ›“E“E` �”É“ðp`“ 

�”É”ÕÕ ›É`Ô“M:: ²S“© ’‡ 

¾T>K¨<& u}KÃU ¨×~ 

ŸvIL© �c?�� Ò` uSKÁ¾~“ 

¾}T[¨< uS<K< ¾¨<ß¨<” 

uSJ’< ›Ñ^© Sc[� ›Ø�& 

*Ñ^© �Lò’~” e�& 

›=�ÄåÁ© SJ’< ¾T>Ádõ[¨<& 

ð[”Ï KSJ” ¾T>n×¨< 

Iw[}cw J„M::  

 

›=�Äå©’��”” K=Áeõk” 

¾VŸ[¨< �UI`� uŸòMU 

u=J” }d¡�K•M:: ³_ 

›=�ÄåÁ©’�” �”É“õ`u�& 

vIL�””“ �c?���”” u%ELk`’� 

�”É”ð`Ï ›É`Ô“M::  

 

’Ñ` Ó” ð[”Ï K=ÁÅ`Ñ” 

¾VŸ[¨< �UI`� ð[”Ï 

›LÇ[Ñ”U:: uSJ’ <U 

Ÿ›=�ÄåÁ©’�U ›ð“pKA” 

ð[”ÏU dÁÅ`Ñ” ŸG<K� 

›Ø}” SGM LÃ }”ÖMØK” 

k`}“M::  

 

kÅU c=M p‡ }Ñ» K=ÁÅ`Ñ<” 

V¡[¨< ÁM}d"L�¨< Ÿ†

’��”“ ŸvIL�” u}’ÖK 

�UI`� ¾›•Ua }Ñ» 

›É`Ô“M:: ŸcKÖ’¨< I´w 

�Ÿ<M ÁÅ`Ñ“M wK” ¾}T`’¨< 

�UI`� Ÿ’c< �Ÿ<M eLLÅ[Ñ” 

¾’c<” ¾uLÃ’� ÁKT¨L¨M 

}kwK“M:: ¾}T[¨< �¨<MÉ 

KkÅU� ›v�� �”ÓÇ KJ’¨< 

¾u��’� eT@� }Ñ» SJ’< 

¾T>ÁeÑ`U ›ÃÊKU:: KU” 

u=vM ¨<ÉÉ\ ¾T>Å[Ñ¨< u’c< 

IÓ& Å”w“ Å[Í uSJ’<::  

 

Ÿ“”} ›“”eU wKA ¾STEÑ~ 

›”Æ SÑKÝ ¾TIu^©“ 

¾}ðØa dÃ”+e���” 

¾›Ñ]�ª” �Ó` S`U[¨<& 

Sõ�H@ u=ÁÑ‟<K�U ÃI”” 

Ó‡� ¾T>’Ó\� �Ó\ LÖn¨< 

I´w dÃJ” Kð[”Ï ’¨<:: 

�’²=I }Å^c=Á” �Ó^�” 

�Ó^�¨< eLMJ’ ¾U`U` 

¨<Ö?���”” �”"D” K=ÖkS<u� 

k`� Mó��”” óÃÇ cØ}¨<� 

T”uv�¨<”U u•ÏÑ< 

�Ö^Ö^KG<:: ›LT¨< �’c< 

�”Ç=ÖkS<u� dÃJ” ¾#�’@ 

Ÿ“”} vMuMØU ›L”eU$ 

TeSeŸ]Á Û¤� uSJ” 

K=¨cÉ ÃÑvªM:: 

 

ÃI SK¨Ø ›Ku�:: ¾U”T[¨< 

�UI`� ¾›Ñ` õp`” 

¾T>ÁLwe& K�Óa��” Sõ�H@ 

¾T>ðØ`“ ¾¨Åò~” ¾MT� 

ÔÇ“ kÃf K}Óv^©’~ 

}Ñu=¨<” ¾dÃ”e“ ¾�¡„KAÍ= 

�¨<k�& ¡IKA�“ Sd]Á 

¾T>ðKeõ K=J” ÃÑvªM::  

Ÿ²=I ›"DÁ Iw[}cu<” udÃ”e“ 

u�¡„KAÍ= �¨<k� ›e�Øq 

U`~”“ U`�T’~” ›dÉÔ 

uYM×’@ ÔÇ“ KTeŸ?É 

¾T>Áe�M K=J” ÃÑvM::  

 

¾�UI`� ›LT¨< SSe[� 

ÁKu� •† ›=�ÄåÁ¨<Á” U” 

›Ã’� ¾ÓM“ ¾Iw[}cw �c?�� 

K=„\” ÃÑvM; KIÃ¨� U” 

�`Ñ<U“ ›LT SeÖ� ›Kw”; 

uÓKcw“ uIw[}cw Å[Í U” 

›Ã’� ’<a M”„` ÃÑv“M; 

U”e vI`Ã K=„[” ÃÑvM; 

�’²=I” �¨<” KTÉ[Ó U” 

TÉ[Ó ›Kw”; ŸT>K<“ ŸScM 

ØÁo� ŸT>Ñ‟< �¨<’�� 

LÃ ’¨<::  

 

u›Ñ^�” ¾T>cÖ¨< �UI`� 

G<K� SW[�© }M�¢� 

K=„\� ÃÑvM:: ›”Å†¨< cw›© 

MT� c=J” G<Kt†¨< U`•© 

wn�” ¾T>ÁÇw\ ÃJ“K<::  

 

¾cw›©’� �UI`� ¾IM¨<“�”“ 

¾U”ðØ[¨< Iw[}cw Sc[� 

J„ Tcw”& S}dcw” 

¾T>ÁÔKw�& ŸSw� Ò` 

¾T>H@Å¨<” �Lò’� ¾}VLu�” 

ÈV¡^c=Á© vIM” ¾T>ÁÇw`& 

ÔÍ= vI`Á�” ¾T>Áe¨ÓÉ& 

ÖnT> �c?���” ¾T>ÁÖ“¡` 

SJ” ›Ku�::  

 

ÓKcv©“ TIu[cv© �c?���”” 

uTuMçÓ ew�“�”” ¾T>ÁÔKw�& 

›"L©“ ›�Ua›© G<K”}“�”” 

¾T>Ñ’v& ›e}dcv�”” 

¾T>Ácó& ŸvIL�” ÖnT> uJ’< 

�c?�� LÃ ¾}Sc[}& 

SŸvu`”& S}TS””& 

ÃK<‡�”& Éõ[�” ¾T>ÁLwe& 

›”É’�” ¾T>ÁÖ“¡`& M¿’�” 

¾T>ÁÅu´´ SJ” Ã„`u•M:: 

 

U`�© wn�” ŸTÇu` ›"DÁ 

�UI`� K›=¢„T>¨< �ÉÑ�“ 

KIw[}cu< G<K”}“© MT� 

›Óvw’� vK¨< G<’@� Sp[ê“ 

Ø^~” ThhM' eMÖ“�” 

Sk¾e' ¾}T[¨<” Iw[}cw 

u^e ¾S}TS” wn� TdÅÓ“ 

u}T\�“ uk]¨< Iw[}cw 

S"ŸM �ÁÅÑ ¾S×¨<” cLÖ? 

Åõ„ G<K~” ¾T>ÁÁÃ´ Ö”"^ 

ÉMÉÃ SÑ”v� “�¨<::  

 

Iw[}cu< u}KÁ¿ ¾TU[� 

}Óv^� c=cT^ vK¨< 

�¨<k�“ SX]Á U`�T’~” 

¾T>ÁdÉÓu�& u›"vu=¨<  

¾T>Ñ‟<�”U J’ Ÿ\p ¾T>ÁÑ†

�¨<” Ów›�� u}hK 

ÁÅ[ÍË�& ¾›S^`& ¾›c^` 

eM��” uSÖkU ^e” 

TÅ^Ë�“ }Óv\” ¾T>ÁnMMu� 

¡IK��”“ SX]�” 

KSðMcõÁ“ KSõÖ]Á 

¾T>ÖkUu�” �KA• TdÅÓ 

ÃJ“K<:: 

   

K²=IU ¾}Óv` }¢` �UI`� 

�Ÿ<[� K=�[¨< ¾ÓÉ ÃLM:: 

YMÖ“¨< uG<K<U ¾}Óv` 

Se¢� u}Ö“Ÿ[ G<’@• 

Su^Ÿ� c=Ñv¨<& ¾Sªp^© 

K¨<Ö< pÅU }Ÿ}K<” ÃS^M:: 
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¾›ß` Ñ>²? �Ÿ<[��” 

ŸSªp^© K¨<Ö< S’h ŸJ’<� 

¾Ów`““ u›’e}†& Ønp”“ 

vIL© ¾›=”Æe�] MT� LÃ 

Á}¢[ eKT>J” �UI`� 

u?���” K²=G< eŸ?� ›Óvw’� 

ÁL�¨<” ¾•Ï vKS<Á}•�”& 

SG”Ç=f�”& ¾I¡U“ 

vKS<Á�”& �¡„KAÍ=e��& 
¾Ów`“ dÃ”+e��”& ¨²}... 

Tp[w S�M Ã„`u•M:: 

 

Ÿ›LT Ò` }ÁÃµ ¾T>S×¨< 

Ø^� ’¨<:: Ÿ²=I ›"DÃ ›G<” 

KeS< �UI`� Ãc×M �”Í= 

U” �”ÅT>T\ •ex' K²=I wl 

¾J’ ›e}T]“' ¾ST]Á 

¡õKA� ¾�UI`� S`Í� 

}TEM}¨< ¾T>Ñ‟<u� �UI`� 

u?� ¾KU:: }T]� 

¾T>T\v�¨< SíIõ�' KS<Á' 

K�¡’>¡' KdÃ”e }T]� 

¾T>ÁeðMÑ¨< SX]Á Ÿ¨<ß 

¾T>Ñ²< uSJ“�¨< uT”†¨<U 

Å[Í ÁK< }T]� �’²=I” 

¾�UI`� Sd]Á� 

u›e}T]¨< �Ï Ÿ\p ŸT¾� 

ue}k` K=ÖkS<u� uT>�K<� 

w³� u¾�†¨<U ¾�UI`� Å[Í 

¾KU:: 

 

¾Sd]Á�“ ¾�UI`� 

S`Í¨< �Ø[� Ÿ¨<ß 

eKT>SÖ<“ ¨<É uSJ“�¨< 

�Ø[� TÒÖS< ¾T>Ñ`U 

›ÃÊKU:: SX]� �”ÅMw 

}Ñ‡}¨< }T]� cò MUUÉ 

u=„^�¨<U c=S[l ¾}T\�” 

�UI`� S<K< uS<K< 

LÃÖkS<u� Ã�LK<:: K²=I 

U¡”Á~ ¾}T\u� Sd]Á 

Ÿ�UI`� u?� ¨<ß eKTÃÑ‡ 

’¨<:: K²=I Sõ�H@̈ < 

SX]Á�” ›Ñ` ¨<eØ 

Sðw[¡ ’¨<:: ÃI c=J” 

Sd]Á� KTe}T]Á w� 

dÃJ” KTU[�U eKT>ÁeðMÑ< 

õLÔ��¨< Ÿõ}† ÃJ“M:: 

›LT¨< ¾†’< �¡„KAÍ=e��“ 

ÃI”” ¾T>ÖkS< ›U^��” 

SõÖ` �eŸJ’ É[e SËS` 

ÁKw” ÁK<”” �¨<k��& 

wMG��Â Sd]Á�” uThhM& 

uT²S” LÃ SJ” ÃÑvªM:: 

 

u›ÖnLÃ }Óv` }¢` �UI`� 

¾T>cÖ¨< eMÖ“ Ÿ¨<ß uS× 

Sd]Á �eŸJ’ �UI`~”“ 

YMÖ“¨<” �“eóó u=vM 

�”"D” Teóó~ u¨<ß U”³] 

S„` ¨ÃU ›KS„` Ã¨c“M::  

 

›LT¨< ÁK<”” wMG��“ 

Sd]Á�” uThhM“ uT²S” 

LÃ ¾}Sc[} Sc[} cò 

MT� T"H@É �”ÅSJ’<“ 

ÃI”’< eŸ?•T TÉ[Ñ< LÃ 

�eŸJ’ É[e ¾}Óv` 

SËS]Á¨< ›Ñ^© �¨<k� 

SJ” ÃÑvªM:: Ÿ¨<ß 

ŸT>S×¨< Ò` c=’éç` ›Ñ` 

ukM ¾J’¨< Sd]Á %ELk` 

u=J”U ÃI Ñ>²?Á© �Ó` 

Ÿ›LT�” K=Ñ�” ›ÃÑvU:: "K” 

}’e}” KShhM ¾U“Å`Ñ¨< 

Ø[� uH>Å� K›Ñ^�” }eTT> 

¾J’ ¾dÃ”e“ ¾�¡„KAÍ= �ÉÑ� 

cò Sc[� ŸS×K<U K?L 

wn�” KTdÅÓ Ÿõ}†“ ê’< 

Sc[� ÃðØ^M::   

 

}Óv` }¢` �UI`� 

KTeóó� uT>Å[Ñ¨< Ø[� 

›Ã’~”& Å[Í¨<”“ w³~” 

KS¨c” �UI`~” "K<N 

¾U`� É`Ï�� Ò` ›k“Ï� 

¾T>ðKÑ¨<” �¨<k�“ u�UI`~ 

H>Å� ¾}Óv` MUUÉ 

¾T>"}�u�” G<’@• SõÖ` 

¾ÓÉ ’¨<:: uSJ’<U u}KÁ¾ 

Se¡ ÁK< ›U^�“ ›ÑMÓKA� 

cÜ É`Ï�� ŸY`œt 

�UI`~ k[í ËUa �eŸU[n 

uT>Å[Ñ¨< �”penc? }Ñu=¨<” 

T>“ �”Ç=Ý¨~ TÉ[Ó 

ÁeðMÒM:: 

 

�Ÿ<[� K}Óv` �UI`� 

SeÖ� TK� �¨<k� }¢` 

¾J’¨<” S<K< uS<K< S}¨< 

TK� ›ÃÊKU:: ÃI 

¾�UI`�“ ¾eMÖ“ Se¡ 

›eðLÑ> ’¨<:: uSJ’<U ›¨<k� 

}¢` �UI`� ÃkØLM:: ’Ñ` 

Ó” u²=I Se¡ ¾T>cKØ’< 

}T]� M¿ }cØ*“ �KA• 

ÁL�¨< }S`Ö¨< �”Ç=T\ 

SÅ[Ó Ã„`u•M::  

 

¾U`U`“ ¾U`U` ¨<Ö?� 

MT� K?L ›ddu= Ñ<ÇÃ ’¨<:: 

U`U` ¾}Óv` }¢` 

c^}•�“ u}KÃU K�¨<k� 

}¢\ ¾�UI`� }sT� 

SW[�© }M�¢ SJ” 

Ã„`u•M:: ¾U`U\ �Ÿ<[� 

u›”É uŸ<M LK¨< �Ó` Sõ�H@ 

¾T>h J„ uK?L uŸ<M 

Sd]Á�”& wMG��”“ 

¾›}Ñvu` eM��” TÇu`“ 

›Ñ^© TÉ[Ó  ÃJ“K<::  

 

U`U`” u›Ñ^© �Ó`“ 

u¨Åò� ¾MT� ›p×Ý LÃ 

›’×Øa }Ñu=¨<” ¾Ów›� 

U”ß“ H>Å� �”Ç=kÃe TÉ[Ó 

�Mp �`UÍ c=J”& G<K}†¨<“ 

ŸU`U\ }Óv` ¾TÁ”c¨< 

�ÓM uU`U` ¾}Ñ‟¨<” 

¨<Ö?� TMT�“ Tc^Ú� 

’¨<:: kÅU c=M dÃ”+e���” 

u›Ñ]�ª �Óa� LÃ Ÿõ}† 

U`U` u=Á"£ÆU ¨<Ö?~” 

c=Ãue\ ¾’u\� �Ó\ ÃÖn¨<” 

Sõ�H@¨<” u›e�"DÃ 

KT>ðMÑ¨< I´w dÃJ” Ñ<Ç¿ 

KTÃSKŸ}¨<& óÃÇÂ wKA 

u¨<Ö?~ KTÃÖkS¨< K¨<ß¨< 

c¨< �”Å’u` ŸLÃ }SM¡�M::  

 

ÃI }K¨<Ù ŸU`U\ vhÑ` 

dÃ”+���” ¾U`U`“ ¾e`ç� 

¨<Ö?���¨<” KÑ<Ç¿ vKu?� 

u›Ñ`† s”s“ ukLK< }Óv^© 

K=Å[Ó uT>�Mu� G<’@• 

K=Ák`u<K� ÃÑvM:: 

 

ŸU`U`“ Ÿ}Óv^© YMÖ“ 

›"DÁ É`Ï�� ¾^d�¨<” 

¾U`U`“ ¾e`ç� T�ŸL� 

TssU“ Teóó� ÖnT> ’¨<:: 

ÃI””U KTÉ[Ó K=u[•~ 

ÃÑvM:: ¾›=�ÄåÁ ›¾` S”ÑÉ 
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K²=I }Öni UdK? ’¨<:: kÅU 

c=M ¾T>ðMÑ<�” vKS<Á 

uTcMÖ” Ã�¨l ¾’u\ �”Å 

�K?& mB‰T `YL& v”¢� 

U” ÁIM }d¡�L�¨< �”Å’u` 

KT¨p ›ÁÇÓ�U:: ÃI” ›c^` 

›Ç¡V ¾¨<ß vKS<Á“ ›T"] 

ØÑ† ŸSJ” ¾^d�”” �Ó` 

u^d�” ¾U”¨×u�” ²È“ 

wMH� •†¨< TÇu` ›Kw”:: 

�”ÅTu[�� K=ÖpU ¾T>�K¨< 

É`Ï�� Ÿ¯S� Ñu=Á�¨< 

¾}¨c’¨<” (KUdK? 3 uS�) 

KU`U`& KYMÖ“ ¨²}... 

K=Á¨<K< S�L�¨<” SõkÉ 

ÃI”” ¾›pU Ó”v� eM� 

K=ÁdÉÓ Áe�LM:: 

 

8. › = �ÄåÁ  u 2 0 2 0  

¯S} UI[� 

 

ŸLÃ ¾²[²`"D�¨< Sªp^© 

K¨<Ù� Ÿ}"H@Æ“ �’²=IU 

ukM×ó ›ÑMÓKA� •Ó²¨< 

›Óvw vK¨< �UI`�“ YMÖ“ 

Ÿ�Ëu< ›=�ÄåÁ u2020 ¯S} 

UI[� ¾}ðØa ØÑ† ŸJ’ 

›=¢„T>Á©“ TIu^© Y`¯� 

¨Å �¨<k� S` Y`¯� 

�gÒÑ^K�:: 

 

¾•ÉÑ�“ ¾MT� ÔÇ“ 

¾T>ËS[¨< u2000 ¯mt UI[� 

’¨<:: Ÿ1996 ¯mt UI[� �eŸ 

U°} ›S~ SÚ[h ÁK¨< Ñ>²? 

K�ÉÑ� ›S� ¾J’< TIu^©½ 

þK+"©½ ›=¢„T>Á© Ñ<ÇÄ� 

¾T>ðÖ\u�& ¾ÔÅK¨ < 

¾T>TELu�& ¾ÔuÖ¨< 

¾T>e}"kLbT ›S�� ÃJ“K<:: 

 

u2000 ¯mt UI[� ËUa 

›=¢„T>¨< u›T"Ã u›S� 12 

uS� uTÅÓ& u2020 ¯mt 

UI[� ¾›=�ÄåÁ¨<Á” ¾›S� 

¾’õe ¨Ÿõ Ñu= u2000 ¯mt 

UI[� ŸT>Å[eu� w` 800 ¨Å 

w` 6000 (u1996 w`) ÁÉÒM::  

 

¾›=¢„T>¨< Sc[� ¾J’¨< 

Ów`“ K¯S�© U`� 

¾T>Áu[¡}¨< ›e}ªê* ›G<” 

"Ku� 50 uS� ÑÅT ¨Å 35 

uS� ´p ÃLM:: u²=I }Óv` 

¾}cT\ ²?Ô� ›G<” "K¨< 85 

ŸS� É`h ¨Å 30 ŸS� ´p 

ÃLM:: ²`ñ uU`� É`h¨<“ 

ŸT>Ápð¨< Q´w ›”í` 

¾T>k”c¨< �ÉÑ~ }Ñ�� dÃJ” 

¾›=”Æe�]¨<“ ¾›ÑMÓKA� ¡õK< 

Ÿc< �ÏÓ uðÖ’ SÖ” 

eKT>ÁÉÑ< ’¨<:: 

 

uØnp”“ u�ÅØuw �Ÿ<[� 

¾ËS[¨<“ ¾}Sc[}¨< 

¾›=”Æe�] �ÉÑ� ¨Å Ÿõ}†“ 

S"ŸK†¨< ²`õ }³U� 

¾›Ñ]�ª ª“ ¾Y^“ ¾Ñu= 

U”ß ÃJ“M::  Ÿ²=I ²`õ 

¾T>S[}¨< U`� ›ÖnLÃ 

›S�© U`� ¨Å 35 ŸS� 

Ÿõ c=M u²=I }Óv` ¾}WT\� 

W^}•�U ³_ "K¨< 10 ŸS� 

¨Å 40 uS� ÁÉÒM:: 

 

¾›ÑMÓKA~ ¡õM u²S“© 

�¡„KAÍ= uSÖ“Ÿ` wn~” 

›Çwa KÓw`“ <̈“ K›=”Æe�]¨< 

²`ö� �ÉÑ� Ÿõ}† ›e}ªê* 

ÁÅ`ÒM:: U`~U Ÿ›ÖnLÃ 

›Ñ^© U`� ›G<” "K¨< 40 

ŸS� ¨Å 30 ŸS� ´p ÃLM::  

¾²=I ²`õ É`h ´p ¾T>K¨< 

vKTÅÑ< dÃJ” ¾›=”Æe�]¨<“ 

¾Ów`“¨< ²`õ uT>ÁeS²Óu<� 

Ÿõ}† �ÉÑ� uSªÖ< ’¨<:: 

 

Kcw›© �ÉÑ�“ K›=¢„T>Á©“ 

TIu^© MT� ›Óvw’� ÁK¨< 

�UI`� �ÉT@›�¨< K�UI`� 

ŸÅ[c<� ¨<eØ K95 ŸS�¨< 

ÃÇ[dM:: u�K?y=»”' u_Ç=Ä“ 

u}KÁ¿ ¾�UI`�“ ¾YMÖ“ 

eM�� uT>W^ß �UI`� 

S�ÃU’� Öõ� kÅU c=M 

¾�UI`� •ÉM ÁLÑ‟< ÔMTf� 

¾wMH�“ ¾�¨<k� vKu?�� 

ÃJ“K<:: 

 

u�UI`� Seóó�“ Kc?�� 

�I���” uT>ðÖ`L�¨< ¾Y^ 

�ÉM U¡”Á� 3 uS� ›"vu= 

ÁK¨< ›S�© ¾I´w �ÉÑ� 

u›T"Ã ¨Å 2 uS� ´p 

ÃLM:: u²=I eK?� SW[� 

¾›=�ÄåÁ I´w lØ` ²”Éa 

Ÿ}ÑS}¨< 70 T>K=Ä” u2020 

¯mt UI[� ¨Å 104 T>K=Ä” 

ÁÉÒM::  

 

¾I´u< ¾›SÒÑw Y`¯� 

Ö?“T“ T>³“© Ö?”’~ ¾}Öuk 

ÃJ“M:: Ÿ1996 •eŸ 2005 É[e 

I´w LÃ �Mp Ñ<Ç� c=ÁÅ`e 

¾’u[¨< ¾›?Ée ui• ulØØ` 

Y` ¨<KA u²=I ui� ¾}Öl� 

c� lØ` u1996 Ÿ’u[¨< 14 

ŸS� u2005 ¨Å 25 uS� 

u=ÁÉÓU u2020 ¨Å 2 ŸS� 

Ãk”dM:: u2020 ¯mt UI[� 
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¾T>ÑS}¨< �ÉT@ ›G<” "K¨< 

42 ›S� ¨Å 70 ›S� Ÿõ 

ÃLM:: 

 

uSJ’<U u}KÁ¿ U¡”Á�� 

›Ñ`” gi� ŸSH@É ÃMp 

¾gg<� ¾T>SKc<v� KK?KA� 

›Ña� UdK? ŸSJ” ›Mó Íû” 

u=Ý I´w” Ÿ’ß ¾uLÃ’� ’í 

�”Ç¨×� G<K< ›=�ÄåÁU 
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}UdK?� �J“K�:: 

 

ÃI G<K< K=J” ¾T>�K¨< G<K� 

Sc[�© �du=� c=TEK< ’¨<:: 

›”Å†¨< ¾cLU“ S[ÒÒ� 

Seð” c=J” G<K}†¨< 

¾SM"U ›e}ÇÅ` S”Ñe ’¨<:: 

�’²=I G<K� Sc[�© Ów›�� 

�e"M}TEK< É[e ¾›=�ÄåÁ 

I´w ›v²? ›¾Ñ²ð uSH@É 

›Ñ^�” ¾MT�“ ¾wMêÓ“ 

›¨<�` ŸSJ” ¾Ù`’�“ 

¾`eu`e õÏ� ›¨<ÉT 

�J“K�::  

 

•† ›=�ÄåÁ¨<Á” �”Å ›”É 

I´w J’”' ¾ŸóóÃ“ ¾›õ^i 

•ÃKA�” Ø[� ›U¡’” ucLU 

uõp` u¨”ÉTT�’� ›w[” 
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KS„` e”�M w� ’¨<:: ›”É 

I´w ’” e”M M¿’�� ¾K<U 

KTK� ›ÃÅKU:: ¾s”s' ¾vIM 

¨²}... M¿’�� u=„\U u›”é\ 

›”É’��”” ¾T>ÁÑ´ñ G<’@�� 

›K<”:: K´”}›KU ›w[” 

uS„^�” uÒw�“ u}KÁ¿ 

Se}Òwa� uÅU ¾}Ñ“‟”& 

vIKA��”” ÁªHÉ”& bxÖnLÃU 

ŸT>ÁKÁ¿” M¿’�� ›”É 

¾T>ÁÅ`Ñ<” �ÃKA�“ 

¾T>Áe}de\” vIKA� ›Çw[“M:: 
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³_” ›hÓa ’Ñ” ¾T>ÁÃ ›•Ua 

¨<Ö?� ›KSJ’<” }[É}”& 

KSKÁ¾� uU“Å`Ñ¨< �ÓM 

¾T>Ÿc}¨<” ›ÅÒ“ Ñ<Ç� 

›S³´’”& G<L�”U }ÔÍ= �”Í= 

T”†�”U }ÖnT> M”J” 

›KS�L�”” }Ñ”´u” }vw[” 

ÉI’�” KTe¨ÑÉ S×` ’¨< 

¾T>Öupw”:: ÃI ¾’@ ’¨<& 

¾}¨cÅw‡ u²=I ²S” ’¨< 

SvvM ŸS×' Á”} ›ÃÅKU' 

u²=I ²S” Ÿ’@ ¾’ÖŸ¨< ’¨< 

¾T>M ¡`¡` �”ÅT>’d“& Ç†¨< 
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¾T>S×¨<”U õÏ� }[É}” 
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Ã„`w“M:: 
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›e}ÇÅ` Seð” ’¨<:: 

u›=�ÄåÁ ¾Çu[ •ÏÓ ÔÍ= vIM 

¾YM×” ›ÖnkU ’¨<:: 

›=�ÄåÁ© YM×” c=Ã´ ¡ñ“ 

Ú"‡ ÃJ“M:: ›”É SM"U 

›du=“ Kc¨< MÐ� }q`s] c¨< 

S] c=J” ›[S’@“ Óð† 

ÃJ“M:: ¾T>Ñ`S¨< �Ÿ<Ã 

¾YM×” vI`Ã ¾T>Luc<� 

uYM×” l”à LÃ ¾}kSÖ<� 

w� dÃJ’< uG<K<U Å[Í vK< 

c� LÃ uÑHÉ Ã�ÁM:: ›”É 

ÅÓ“ \I\I c¨< ¾þK=e ›vM 

c=J” Ú"‡ ÃJ“M:: ›”É 

›”Ñ~” ¾Åó“ ð]H �Ó²=›wH@` 

¾cð’u� Úª c¨< ²u† c=J” 

u›Å^ ¾}cÖ¨<” Ãc`nM:: 

›”É c¨< ›¡v]“ �G<� c¨< 

}LLŸ= u=J” c¨<” ›”Õ×ß 

ÃJ“M:: ØÁo¨< •ÉÁ •† 

›=�ÄåÁ¨<Á” vK”u� ¾�Lò’� 

�`Ÿ” ¾M”Ã²¨<” YM×” 

KI´w ØpU“ K›Ñ` �ÉÑ� 

u›Óvu< ¾SÖkU wn� 

ÃÔÉK“M TK� ’¨< ¨Ãe ÃI 

}cØ* ¾K?L�¨<“ I´w” 

KSÚq”“ ›d\” ¾Tw³� 

�KA� ÁL�¨< w� “�¨< 

KŸõ}†U J’ ›’e}† YM×” 

¾T>ul� ¾T>Ác‡ ’¨<:: 

¾›=�ÄåÁ Q´w uT”†¨<U 

¾Se}ÇÅ\ Å[Í ÁK< ›vL�U 

J’ T”†¨<”U eM×” ¾T>Ã´ 

›"M ¨ÃU c¨< �c<” 

�”Ç=ÁÑKÓK¨< ¾kÖ[¨< 

SJ’<”& Q´w K�K� Ñ<`c< 

c=Te” Ÿ¨<ß ¨^]' Ÿ¨<eØ 

kT†' �”Ç=Öwk¨< c`� 

¾T>uLu�”' ›Ó‡� ¾T>Ÿw`u�” 

¾¨<eØ“ ¾¨<ß G<’@��” 

�”Ç=ÁS��K� ¾kÖ[¨< 

SJ’<” uS[Ç�“ ÃI” }Óv` 

KT"H@É ¾T>ÁeðMÑ¨<” ¨Ü 

Ÿ^c< Ñu= �¾k’c uÓw`“ uk[Ø 

KSe}ÇÅ\ Ñ”²w SeÖ~” 
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II..  IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN  

 

The Ethiopian Economic 

Association has been inviting a 

selected few from a large pool of 

potential candidates to seriously 

think through the issue of where 

they would want to see Ethiopia one 

generation from now and suggest 

what needs to be done in order to 

realize that vision. The task thus 

assigned, as demanding as it has 

been to those selected to address the 

issues has equally been challenging 

to the participants of the 

symposium. At this forum, which 

the Association has chosen to call 

Vision 2020, a number of 

intellectuals have shared their ideas 

and opinions and have, in the 

process tackled an array of issues 

covering a broad range of 

disciplines and concerns. Among 

these the country's economic and 

social profile; the state of the 

country's environment; the capacity 

of the private sector to assume the 

responsibility of developing the 

nation, as well as its achievements; 

the state of peace, stability and rule 

of law, which are fundamental to 

the country's development; the 

nature of the country's development 

programmes and policies as well as 

how they ought to be designed were 

among the most notable. We have 

as a result been able to acquire a 

significant amount of knowledge to 

draw important lessons from the 

presentations of individuals who 

have attempted to explore issues 

related to our country, our people, 

our government and the Ethiopian 

state.9 

 

Following the footsteps of those 

who spoke before me, I, too, would 

like to extend my appreciation to 

the Executive Committee of the 

Ethiopian Economic Association for 

inviting me to this esteemed forum 

to speak on the visions I have of 

Ethiopia a generation from now and 

to deliberate on what needs to be 

done beginning now if these visions 

must become a reality within the 

projected period of time. 

 

I have nothing to add to what the 

speakers who went before me said, 

except to express my admiration for 

the comprehensive and in-depth 

analytical manner in which they 

tackled the issues and the interest 

they kindled on their audiences. The 

lesson I learned from the previous 

                                                        
9
 In this paper, I use the terms 'government' 

and 'state' to refer to two distinct entities.  

'"State"' represents a very broad concept and 

at this conceptual level it embraces the 

country's overall administration, laws,  rules, 

regulations, customs, cultures, and, at the 

institutional level, it includes the executive, 

legislative and the judiciary branches of the 

state.  The terms 'government' is the  

'executive organ' and refers to the 

organization that manages the affairs of the 

state. 

speakers, and an issue that I have 

used in my presentation as a 

launching pad, is the fact that there 

is currently nothing that is right 

with Ethiopia. There is nothing right 

about our economy and nothing 

right about our culture. There is 

nothing right about our politics 

either. Neither our own education 

nor the education of our children 

has been right. Our governance has 

not been right. I agree with and 

share these views and conclusions 

of the previous speakers. 

 

I also agree that, if Ethiopia is to 

tread the path of development and 

prosperity materially, spiritually, 

psychologically and economically, 

all this must change.  I have also 

realized that the challenge needs to 

be tackled most urgently despite the 

difficulty it poses.  

 

With this as a starting point, I have 

chosen to single out, among the 

various multifaceted activities that 

ought to be undertaken and the 

programmes that I consider 

essential for the overall growth and 

development, and focuses on the 

issue of what should be done.  

 

The critical message I would like to 

make is that, unless we bring about 

a radical structural transformation 

that is supported by science and 

technology, economic and social 

progress would be unthinkable. The 

point also serves to bring to 

FROM A NATURE DEPENDANT TO A KNOWLEDGE 

DRIVEN ECONOMY:  ETHIOPIA IN THE YEAR 2020**
  

 

Befekadu Degefe 
 

Translated by:  Yonas Admassu 

 

____________________ 

* A speech made at the Vision 2020 
Ethiopia Series organized by the 

EEA, March 26, 2004 at Hilton 

Hotel. 
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attention the need to carefully 

explore the solutions that science 

and technology can provide for our 

problems and the role they can play 

in our development and for putting 

in place a carefully considered and 

thought-out strategy that would 

enable us partake of the benefits 

they provide.  

 

This reminds me of a ferenji saying: 

"Fools dare that which Angels fear 

to tread." My aim in this 

presentation is not to provide a 

panacea for all our ills.  It is rather 

to venture some suggestions that 

would serve as a starting point for 

drawing out a workable programme 

that would enable us to develop our 

country and redeem our people 

from poverty. 

 

II. SOME MEDITATIONS 

A N D  Q U E R R I E S  

R E G A R D I N G     

E  T  H  I  O  P  I  A 

 

While I was pondering the issues 

that I was supposed to present here 

tonight, two contrasting scenarios 

attracted my attention. On the one 

hand, I was marveling at the 

country's natural resources, its 

history, its culture and the pinnacles 

of civilization that it had reached in 

the past, while, on the other hand, I 

was confronted with a puzzling 

situation that triggered equally 

intriguing questions when I paused 

to compare the high stage of 

civilization the country had 

achieved in the past with the 

situation in which it finds itself 

today.  

 

The country is in possession of 

fertile land and untapped land 

resource that would be the envy as 

well as the pride of others, and yet 

her toiling farmers are tilling a 

meager piece of impoverished land, 

unable to produce enough even for 

their daily needs, and survive on 

handouts from the international 

community. The country's 

environment and resources have 

been rendered barren. The 

knowledge, skills and tools that the 

people knew and used were akin to 

the 'Biblical era'.10 The question 

now is: How is it, then, that this 

country and the people inhabiting it, 

that had once achieved one of the 

highest stages of civilization the 

world ever witnessed, now lag 

behind all other countries in this age 

of progress? 

 

This is a country that boasts a rich 

water resource: it has the waters of 

the Nile basin extending from the 

Sudan border on the west to its 

northernmost tip in the north; its 

southern region is home to Gojeb, 

Gibe and other tributaries of the 

Omo river; in the east we have the 

waters of the Awash and Wabi 

Shebele river basins; the central part 

of the country has the water 

resources of Tana, the Rift Valley 

lakes and others, as well as potential 

underground water resources that 

we had never been able to use 

except as sources of Holy water. 

Yet it remains a country whose 

people and animals perennially 

suffer from unmet water needs, 

while its farms have turned into 

wasteland due to an equally 

perennial drought. The question is: 

What is it, then, that has rendered us 

captive to reliance on rain water 

instead of putting to good use our 

rivers, lakes and springs, and 

succumb to hunger and thirst when 

the rains stop altogether? 

                                                        
10

  Richard Pankhurst cites travelers who 

visited Ethiopia in the 19
th
 century and states 

that they refereed to the agricultural tools 

used at the time as 'antiquated'. These tools 

and instruments remain unchanged until 

today. For details, see Richard Pankhurst, A 

Social History of Ethiopia (Institute of 

Ethiopian Studies, Addis Ababa University, 

1990), p. 137. 

Lest we are tempted to claim that 

the country is stranger to science 

and technology, there are many 

evidences to the effect that it had in 

the past developed these sources of 

knowledge and techniques ahead of 

many a country at different times in 

its history. Documents of ancient 

history stand witness to the fact that 

the people that lived ten thousand 

years ago in the area today known 

as Ethiopia had been the pioneers of 

amazing and miraculous 

technological revolutions. The 

people that lived in this area had 

been capable of engaging in an 

agricultural revolution that started 

with the cultivation of inset seven 

thousand years B.C.E.*, continuing 

with the cultivation of teff around 

six thousand B.C.E., and the 

cultivation and consumption of 

barley and wheat around four 

thousand B.C.E. They were a 

people who developed the art of 

tilling the land with ploughs, 

replacing the hoe, in order to 

facilitate these activities. They were 

also a people who, alongside their 

farming activities, domesticated 

wild animals providing benefits to 

humanity. 

 

The question is: Whatever became, 

in the wake of the succeeding 

millennia, of the mind that 

generated and practiced the art of 

domesticating wild animals and 

cultivating land with the help of a 

new, indigenous technology? Why 

did it not continue to develop along 

the trail that it blazed? 

 

The question also is: If our country 

had managed to invent the plough, 

to domesticate wild animals that 

provide different benefits to 

mankind, and to cultivate different 

crops for food, how come that, 

10,000 years later--meaning today--

                                                        
*
 B.C.E. stands for 'Before the Current Era',  

replacing B.C. [Trans.]. 
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the people have remained fettered 

by a knowledge and practice that 

are not much different from those 

the people of old had been using 

millennia ago? 

 

Why are a people once equipped 

with the knowledge and firm 

initiative capable of engineering the 

palaces, houses of worship, and 

obelisks of the Axumite era, the 

rock-hewn churches of Lalibela, the 

Gonderine palaces and churches, 

now forced to live in huts that are 

helpless against a windstorm or 

stone hovels that cannot protect 

their dwellers from the elements? 

This, too, is the question. 

 

Let us grant that the people were 

forced to live thus because of their 

poverty and the nature of the 

resources available to them. The 

question, however, is: Why, in the 

country's long history, did its kings 

fail to establish a stable and 

permanent seat of government other 

than those of Yeha, Axum, Roha 

and Gondar, with an administrative 

structure proper to such a capital, 

and succumbed instead to the habit 

of moving from one place to 

another to run affairs of state from 

temporary dwellings? 

 

Whoever has looked at the obelisks 

of Axum and the rock-hewn 

churches may be awed by the mere 

sight in his presence, and rightly so. 

But what is more awe-inspiring than 

the obelisks and the churches is not 

so much the capacity to fashion 

those buildings out of a whole 

monolithic rock, given the tools and 

knowledge available at the time as it 

is the brain or the mind that 

conceived of the very idea of the 

"possibility" of fashioning such an 

engineering feat to begin with, and 

one that committed itself to 

changing this idea, this possibility, 

into a monolithic reality. 

The question, therefore, is: What 

void of a Black Hole swallowed up 

that quintessence of commitment 

and resolve to conceive of this 

wondrous idea, and make it come 

true, to boot?  

 

What should be borne in mind, 

however, is the fact that the 

knowledge and the tools that 

enabled those obelisks and churches 

to come into being was not 

something that dropped out of the 

blue like manna from the skies. We 

should not doubt for one single 

moment that they were both a result 

of gradually building and improving 

upon an already existing and 

inherited stock of knowledge and 

tools. 

 

Why, then, did such skills and tools, 

which were a result of knowledge 

accumulated over the years and a 

developed and matured brain, 

disappear without leaving any 

trace?  Why did its development get 

arrested at that stage? These, too, 

are questions that need pondering? 

 

The country was once the proprietor 

of scientific and technological 

knowledge--though considered 

somewhat backward today, but 

which nevertheless was as modern 

as it could come when first 

developed--for undertaking all those 

activities that we today label 

collectively as cottage industry. 

Thus it was that the people were 

engaged in the production of 

jewelry (including silverware), 

cooking utensils, vessels for 

collecting and storing water, 

containers for preparing and serving 

different beverages, different 

tumblers made of horn and clay for 

drinking the beverages, household 

utensils made of grass and reeds, 

farming tools, sickles for mowing 

grain and tools for threshing crops, 

containers for storing grains and 

similar other technological tools. 

The country had no need for 

importing clothes, as it was self-

sufficient in this respect. The people 

used to smelt iron ore and produce 

ploughshares, sickles, knives, spears 

and other household tools and 

instruments for purposes of self-

defense. 

 

The question is: While those 

countries that have gone far ahead 

in their progress by starting from 

such rudimentary technological 

knowledge have managed to 

improve upon their tools and 

instruments, why couldn't our 

artisans improve upon the 

technology they possessed?  

 

Ethiopia has been the proprietor of a 

well-developed script since early on 

in its history. And yet its people still 

remain more illiterate than those 

who do not have scripts to speak of 

as their own. The question is why 

Ethiopians did not become literate. 

 

It has now been close to a century 

since we denounced our country's 

indigenous knowledge, skills and 

education in favor of Western 

education, hoping it would help us 

extricate ourselves from 

backwardness and clothe us with 

modernity. In the said period of 

time, the country has produced, 

both domestically and abroad, a 

large number of intellectuals both in 

the natural and social sciences. This 

education, however, has not been 

able to liberate the country from 

backwardness, nor the people from 

poverty. What ever became of that 

modern education on which we 

wagered our hopes and aspirations? 

Yet another question to ponder. 

 

I understand that, when pondering 

the Ethiopian situation, enumerating 

such puzzling and intriguing 

phenomena and wondering why all 
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the things mentioned above and 

others that are not mentioned 

withered away without a trace has 

become the fate of many an 

Ethiopian. Although these situations 

and phenomena puzzle me, I believe 

that history will repeat itself, and 

take solace in the prospect that the 

people of Ethiopia will make the 

necessary sacrifice and attain a 

much higher level of progress than 

the ones they attained  in the past. 

 

III. P  O  I  N  T    O F   

D E P A R T U R E 

 

In order to make history and embark 

on the project of rejuvenating 

ourselves, we must first of all 

accept, with no trace of hesitation, 

the fact that we are poor and 

backward. The major indicator of 

our backwardness and the main 

reason for the low level of our 

production and productivity is the 

fact that our social structure has 

remained unchanged and the people 

have been trailing the beaten track 

of the past without the slightest 

deviation from the knowledge and 

skills inherited from the days of old. 

The reason for this state of affairs is 

that the Ethiopian people have 

zealously remained stuck to their 

ancient heritage without making any 

attempt to change their political, 

economic and psychological 

outlook and the attending practices 

and to improve their individual, 

social, spiritual and material lives. 

 

The people that had once lived in 

the area we now know as Ethiopia 

transformed their economic 

structure, as I have pointed out 

above, 10,000 years ago when they 

made a transition from the culture 

of gathering and hunting to the art 

and science of agriculture and other 

related activities. The descendants 

of those people have only managed 

to get to where they are without 

making any significant structural 

and organizational transformation 

and making any improvement on 

their skills and the process of their 

production since the last 

transformation effected by their 

ancestors. Because the people have 

not managed to create alternative 

sources of income other than 

agriculture, virtually everyone has 

been forced to become nothing but 

tiller of the land.  

 

Let us forget the remote past and 

focus on what has transpired in our 

own lifetime.  What we can stand 

witness to is the fact that there has 

been no significant structural 

change made in the last 50 years. 

What we learned at our schools 

when we were students about the 

reality of our society and the basis 

of our economy was that 85% of the 

Ethiopian people lived in the rural 

areas and that coffee was the main 

source of the country's foreign 

exchange needs. Today, too, it is 

about this same reality that our 

children and grandchildren are 

learning at school. 

 

IV. THE NEED FOR 

AND THE PROCESS 

OF CHANGING OUR 

E   C  O  N  O  M  I  C  

S  T  R  U  C  T  U R E 

 

We cannot move ahead with such 

antiquated economy as we have at 

present. It is imperative that we 

transform our economic structure 

such as to make a transition from 

agriculture to industrialization and 

the provision of modern services by 

changing the nature of our bond 

with nature and utilizing all the 

scientific and technological 

knowledge, as well as skills, 

available to us in a manner that 

would enable us to control nature 

and make it malleable to serve our 

needs. 

 

It is, of course, impossible to deny 

that the basis for making the 

necessary structural change and 

transformation, as well as the 

foundation for the country's overall 

growth and development, is the 

rural areas and the agricultural 

activities therein, which constitute 

the mainstay of our economy. As 

has been reiterated on different 

occasions, the raw material 

necessary for the growth of the 

industrial as well the service sector 

is essentially obtained from the 

agricultural sector. The satisfaction 

of the food needs of the non-

agricultural sector of society and 

that of the country's foreign 

exchange needs is also obtained 

from the same economic sector. 

Although the people of Ethiopia in 

general live in poverty, the poverty 

affecting the population is more 

prevalent and serious in the rural 

areas, which we believe to be the 

basis for Ethiopia's survival and for 

the development and growth of the 

population. It, therefore, goes 

without saying that the starting 

point, as well as the solution, for 

reducing poverty and improving the 

livelihood of the population is the 

development of the agricultural 

sector. 

 

The question that logically follows 

from this premise is what should be 

done to develop this economic 

sector. The shortest and point blank 

answer to this question is to 

recognize and accept the fact that 

there is no alternative to carrying 

out a radical organizational and 

implementational transformation in 

the structure of the economy. The 

new organization and 

implementation scheme shall focus 

on access to and use of the main 

resources of production: land; 
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manpower, modern production 

inputs, improved tools and, of 

course, their appropriate 

implementation.  

 

The first measure should be to 

organize the rural land tenure and 

land use system in a manner that 

will make it productive and 

sustainable. As it has been 

repeatedly stated, land in the rural 

areas is highly crowded, resulting in 

reduced holding sizes for 

households. According to the 

2001/02 Report of the Central 

Agricultural Census Commission of 

the Federal Democratic Republic of 

Ethiopia, of the estimated 10.8 

million farm households, 64% have 

land holdings of only one hectare or 

less.11 The findings of a recent 

study, conducted by the Ethiopian 

Economic Policy Research Institute, 

which is an integral part of the 

Ethiopian Economic Association, 

concurs with the figures above, and 

have confirmed that only 15% of 

the farmers have holdings of over 

two hectares.12  

 

It is altogether impossible, not 

simply difficult, to imagine that 

Ethiopian farmers would, with the 

small holdings they have, be in a 

position to produce surplus output 

over and above that which enables 

them to feed themselves and their 

families and to provide the 

resources for the development of 

the other sectors of the economy.  

While the situation we are in is a 

cause of grave concern, it must be 

admitted that, unless alternative 

venues for jobs and income 

                                                        
11

 FDRE, Central Agricultural Census 

Commission, Ethiopian Agricultural Sample 

Enumeration, 2001/02. Results at Country 

Level, Part I. Addis Ababa, July, 2003, IV:1, 

p. 82. 
12

 Ethiopian Economic Association/Ethiopian 

Economic Policy Research Institute, "A 

Research Report on the Ethiopian Land 

Tenure System and the Agricultural Sector."  

October 2002, Table 8, p. 59. 

generating schemes are opened up, 

the land holding size of the farmers 

that we today consider too small 

would definitely get even smaller in 

the years to come. Five years from 

now, that is, in 2007/08, the 

country's population is projected to 

increase to 81 million, the size of 

the rural population will increase to 

68 million from the current estimate 

of 60 million. This means that there 

will be an additional 8 million 

people in need of land. It is 

estimated that, 10 years from now, 

that is in 2013/14, the population of 

Ethiopia will jump to 92 million, of 

which 76 million will constitute the 

rural population. This means that 

the rural and farming population 

will increase by 16 million from the 

current 60 million.  Because these 

additional rural residents will 

inevitably need land, it will become 

necessary to take away portions of 

land from the holdings of the 

already existing farmers and 

apportion them among the new 

ones. One may not know what all 

this is going to lead to, but the 

process will certainly continue in 

the manner described. 

 

And it is inevitable that the result of 

such a process would be nothing but 

dire poverty. And that is not the end 

either. Those who only have 

smallholdings, or are without any 

land at all, would inevitably resort 

to migration to other places. The 

migration could either be to urban 

centers or other rural areas. If this 

can at all be considered as a 

solution, it would only prove to be a 

temporary one.  

 

In order to come up with sustainable 

solutions, we have no alternative 

but to bring about a radical 

transformation in the country's 

economic structure and reduce the 

burden so far sustained by 

agricultural land.  

Accordingly, our attempt at a 

radical transformation of the 

country's economic structure must 

begin with shifting the surplus 

agricultural labor force to other 

areas of economic activity. We 

simply have no other alternative. 

 

But who and what constitutes this 

surplus manpower? And how is one 

going to determine that it is indeed 

surplus? These are questions that 

beg for answers, however difficult it 

may be. In order to determine who 

constitutes surplus manpower in the 

sector, we need to start with 

determining the minimum 

landholding size that would be 

exploited optimally.  

 

I have tried to explore this issue 

through conversations and 

advisement from a large number of 

people with knowledge and 

experience about the sector. I have 

been informed that if a strong and 

hardworking farmer were to be 

allowed a minimum holding size of 

3 hectares, that farmer would be 

able, still with the current 

instruments of production available 

to him, not only to maintain the 

fertility of the land but also increase 

the land's productivity and increase 

his production.  

 

This forms the basis for defining 

and identifying the surplus labour in 

agriculture. Therefore, allotting 

each farmer with a minimum of 3 

hectares of land and legally 

ensuring land security by declaring 

that the minimum holding size 

would not be less than the 3 

hectares thus allotted would, I 

believe, be the beginning of the 

transformation I have in mind of the 

agricultural sector. 

 

Accordingly, what I refer to as 

surplus manpower are those people 

that are left without land after the 
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available land has been apportioned, 

3 hectares per farmer/household, 

among those farmers selected on the 

basis of their capacity to till the land 

and increase its productivity as well 

as their production. Who is to be 

allotted land on the basis of this 

criterion? Who is to be left without 

land on the basis of the same 

criterion? These are appropriate 

questions in search of appropriate 

answers. 

 

In order for us to be able to answer 

these questions, we must first give 

serious consideration to the 

activities and attitudes of the rural 

population. Generally speaking, if 

one were to take a close look at the 

rural population, one would find it 

difficult to categorize all of the 

people as fully engaged in 

agricultural activities. Except for 

the fact that the manner and 

organization of the activities may be 

backward, their scope rather 

limited, and their nature 

fragmented, the rural areas are 

constituted by a population that 

does engage, by and large, in all 

those activities undertaken in the 

urban centers. According to the 

1999 Analytical Report on the 

National Labour Force Survey of 

the Central Statistical Authority, 

while 88% of the rural population 

was engaged in agricultural 

activities, the remaining 12% was 

engaged in handicraft, construction, 

tailoring, mining, and 

administrative and other activities.13 

According to the findings of the 

study conducted by the Central 

Agricultural Census Commission, 

which I mentioned above, of the 

10.8 million farming households, 

2% or 2.2 million members of 

                                                        
13

  The Federal Democratic Republic of 

Ethiopia, Central Statistical Authority, 

"Analytical Report on the 1999 National 

Labour Force Survey." Statistical Bulletin 

234, December 2000. Table 5.8c, pp. 124-

125. 

farming households live in urban 

centers, which we can, therefore, 

not consider full time farmers. 

 

Accordingly, therefore, in the 

process of allotting land to the 

farmers, one ought to sift those who 

have opted for farming for lack of 

any other alternative and those who 

are engaged in farming in addition 

to other activities, and give priority 

to the full time farmers in the 

distribution of land.  

 

If there is not enough land to 

allocate to those farmers thus sifted 

and given priority, who should get 

the three hectares  shall be decided 

by households or regional councils 

and Qebele Associations on the 

basis of ability and capacity to make 

best use of the land s/he is to be 

allotted.  

 

While going through the 

implementation of this modality, 

however, it is also imperative that 

those hardworking and diligent 

farmers who end up without land in 

their community are resettled in 

other parts of the country on lands 

suitable for agriculture but are 

currently not employed for any 

purpose. The selection and 

preparation of lands for resettlement 

should be carried out in stages, and 

that process should start with those 

lands that can be easily developed 

without expending much labour and 

incurring high cost. Then, the 

surplus labour force so obtained 

from the agricultural sector could be 

used to develop other new lands. 

Lands thus obtained and reclaimed 

could accommodate those farming 

households that are forced out of the 

original settlements due to 

population pressure arising among 

smallholder communities. 

 

Further more, it would be necessary 

to create alternative sources of 

income for those farmers who 

remain landless, due to different 

reasons or criteria, whether in their 

own homesteads or through 

resettlement. It would be 

appropriate to provide training 

programs for those farmers, so 

displaced from their holdings, who 

happen to possess knowledge, skills 

and disposition to handicraft and 

deploy them in their chosen areas of 

interest, with the view to creating 

opportunities by which they can 

build their capacity, improve their 

skills and increase their production 

and productivity.  Those who are 

going to be deployed in activities 

outside agriculture shall be provided 

with the necessary support and 

loans to start them going. 

 

As for those farmers who have not 

been embraced through these 

schemes, they can be deployed in 

activities supporting the agricultural 

sector and that are capable of 

producing assets in the rural sector.  

These shall include preparing 

irrigation canals, river diversion, 

collecting water in ponds, building 

roads, schools, health centers and 

deploying them in the general area 

of infrastructure development.  

 

The main point is that, unless the 

surplus labour force that has been 

accumulating in  agriculture is 

deployed to other activities, it is 

impossible to hope that our  

economy will develop and our 

people will meet with good fortune. 

I would like to emphasize that this 

must be done, if our hope is to 

become a reality, either through the 

schemes I pointed out above or by 

other appropriate means. But there 

is no escaping the fact that the 

surplus labor needs to be taken out 

of agriculture if agriculture is to 

develop and kick-start developing 

the other sectors. 
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When I suggest this, I am quite 

aware of the complications involved 

in the attempt to reorganize the 

agricultural sector, the interruption 

of the production process with the 

attending social crisis and political 

instability, the issue of the 

desirability or acceptability of the 

resettlement program and the new 

jobs to be created, and the ensuing 

cost to be incurred in the process as 

a whole. I suggest this because it is 

something that has to be done.  

 

If we refrain from taking such 

measures, which could be 

considered drastic for fear of the 

political, social and other crises that 

might follow as a result we will 

only prolong the underdevelopment 

of the country and deepen the level 

of poverty. If, on the other hand we 

opt for taking the measures I 

suggest, there may indeed result 

some damages. But when we put 

the two negative results and put 

them on the balance, the impact of 

the damages resulting from taking 

the suggested measures, I think, will 

be insignificant compared to the 

cost incurred due to not 

implementing the measures. It is not 

difficult to imagine how much 

better our social and economic 

profile would have been had these 

measures been taken during the 

imperial era or the regime of the 

Dergue. 

 

Although the most determining 

input for making the agricultural 

sector productive is land, it is 

equally true that we need, in 

addition to this input, modern 

agricultural inputs and instruments 

to raise its productivity as well as 

that of labor. In order to harvest 

agricultural produce twice or three 

times a year instead of just once, 

and in order to bring to an end to 

our dependence only on the rains, 

we need to harvest water using the 

different methods available to us, 

prepare irrigation canals, provide 

fertilizers, improved seeds, 

pesticides and other necessary 

inputs in a reliable and sustainable 

manner. Agricultural instruments 

and the manner of production 

should be improved. Rural road 

infrastructure should be expanded to 

ensure that agricultural inputs are 

made available to farmers on time 

and to facilitate the speedy delivery 

of products and goods to the 

market.  

 

New inputs discovered through 

research should reach the farmers 

on time, together with the 

knowledge and information about 

their use and application. In order 

for the farmers to be able to access 

these inputs as well as other 

research findings to the satisfaction 

of their needs, the establishment of 

research and training institutes at 

the woreda level, if possible, or else 

at the awraja level, is of great 

benefit.  

 

While the creation of a suitable 

environment for the growth of 

production is crucial, it nevertheless 

does not mean that production will 

increase just because of it. Farmers 

do not produce with the philosophy 

of feeding their hungry fellow-

Ethiopians in the back of their 

minds. Using force to make farmers 

increase their production does not 

work either, nor is it beneficial. 

However, there are other ways by 

which to make the farmers increase 

their production on a sustainable 

basis. One such way is to make 

available on the markets they 

frequent sufficient quantities of 

various kinds of consumer items of 

improved quality as well as 

instruments of production. When 

the farmers see these items in the 

market they would develop the 

desire to purchase them. This would 

create the incentive to increase their 

production.  Another alternative is 

to allow the farmers to access bank 

loans and expand their activities, the 

repayment of which would be 

another pressure to increase 

production. Such methods, coupled 

with the demands of traditional 

income tax and land fee, can 

enhance the desire of the farmers to 

increase their production.  

 

An agricultural sector so organized 

can, supported by knowledge and 

modern agricultural inputs, develop 

its productivity and register 

increased production in a short 

period of time. On the demand side 

of the economy, urban dwellers and 

those who have switched from 

engagement in agricultural activities 

to other areas of production will 

constitute the basis of a strong and 

reliable domestic market for the 

products of the farmers. Moreover, 

domestic processing industries and 

foreign markets will compliment the 

vibrant domestic markets for 

agricultural products. 

 

If we manage to organize the 

agricultural sector in the manner 

outlined above, we will have 

overcome the most difficult phases 

in effecting the structural changes 

the country's economy needs, which 

also means that we will have laid 

the foundation for the growth and 

development of the other sectors of 

the economy. 

 

V. DEVELOPING THE  

I N D U S T R I A L  

S  E  C  T  O  R  
 

The second part of the 

transformation of the structure of 

the economy concerns the industrial 

sector. The industrial sector refers 

to an amalgam of all activities 

engaged in the production of non-
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agricultural material goods. It 

includes mining and quarrying, 

large- medium- and small-scale 

industries, handicrafts, water, 

electricity and construction. 

 

There is no doubt that the growth 

and development of this sector 

plays a crucial role in the efforts we 

make to extricate the country from 

poverty and backwardness. Sheer 

reliance on nature will never enable 

us to bring about a sustainable 

economic growth. While liberating 

the agricultural sector from its 

perennial dependence on nature 

constitutes the first stage of the 

structural transformation, changing 

the raw material and primary 

commodities obtained as a result of 

the changes made in that sector into 

finished products constitutes the 

second stage: what we all know as 

industrialization. 

 

When we speak of the speedy 

growth of the industrial sector, what 

it translates into is shifting from 

agricultural production to the 

activity of producing other material 

goods at the national level; making 

a transition from the utilization of 

backward instruments of production 

to that of modern ones; making a 

transition from manual labour to 

mechanized means of production.  

 

When we think of the development 

of this sector of the economy, we 

are doing so with the full realization 

that the full potential of this sector 

which can make use of the rich 

labor force remains untapped. The 

output obtained from this sector in 

2002/03 was Birr 6.6 billion or 12% 

of the country's GDP at current 

prices. This amounts to a mere US$ 

757 million at the current exchange 

rate. 

 

Let us stop for a moment and 

ponder the size/magnitude of 

Ethiopia's economy, in general, and 

that of our industrial sector in 

particular and consider the two 

together. The South African 

Breweries, which has expressed 

interest in the acquisition of and 

tendered to purchase the Meta, 

Harrar and Bedele breweries had a 

revenue of  USD 6 billion in 

1998/9914. Ethiopia's Gross 

Domestic Product in that same year 

was Birr 56 billion or US$ 6.6 

billion. What this means is that the 

annual income from the sale of beer 

of the companies was equal to 

Ethiopia's GDP.  

 

The annual sale of these South 

African Breweries was ten times 

larger than the value of the annual 

production of our industrial sector. 

Furthermore, the amount of income 

obtained in 2001/02 from our 

modern, large- and medium-scale 

industrial enterprises was Birr 2622 

million. When converted into USD 

at the current exchange rate it 

comes to USD 306 million. When 

compared with the income of the 

South African Breweries mentioned 

earlier, the revenue from our largest 

and most modern manufacturing 

sector  was a mere 5 percent of the 

South African Breweries.  

 

While we have a great opportunity 

to develop this sector of our 

economy, we must also be mindful 

of the huge efforts and serious 

challenges ahead of us in this 

regard. Accordingly, it is imperative 

that we come up with a strategy 

capable of creating a strong industry 

by speeding up the growth of the 

industrial sector as a whole given 

the stage of development at which 

we find ourselves at present.  

 

                                                        
14

 UNCTAD, World Investment Report, 

2001: Promoting Linkages (United Nations, 

New York and Geneva, 2001), Table III.9, p. 

105. 

The general objective of developing 

the industrial sector focuses on 

mining, expanding factories, 

carrying out building activities to 

facilitate the process and providing 

the necessary electric power. 

Among these sectors of the 

economy, the main burden of our 

growth lies with the development of 

our manufacturing industries.  

 

There are two ways of realizing 

these potentials. The first is to focus 

on the big industries and hope that 

they would generate the capacity to 

pull the whole economy out of the 

morass it finds itself in.  

 

However this approach has a 

number of drawbacks. The first is 

that this strategy depends on the 

volume of foreign exchange that the 

country is capable of mobilizing. 

Secondly the trickle down effect of 

large industries to lift the whole 

economy misses out the small-scale 

and handicraft industries which are 

very widespread.  

 

The inputs needed for establishment 

of large scale industries is made 

available through the imports. This 

increases the foreign currency 

needed for the importation of 

machinery, raw materials and spare 

parts. Furthermore the limited jobs 

these industries create would 

constraint the use of the more 

abundant resources of the country.  

 

We all should realize that we could 

not develop our country into 

prosperity by means of instruments 

of production that we obtain 

through import. The instruments so 

imported were invented to solve 

problems in the countries that 

produced them; consequently, they 

are not fit for solving our problems, 

since the producers did not have our 

problems in sight when they 

manufactured the instruments. For 
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example, an ultra-modern 

machinery or tool manufactured by 

the West has as its major aim the 

saving of the labor force of which 

they are short. Such an instruments 

or tools are inappropriate in a 

country that has a huge manpower 

and one of whose biggest problems 

happens to be the creation of job 

opportunities for the working force 

already available to it.  

 

Dependence on imported material 

and instruments amounts to nothing 

less than subjecting our 

development to the whims and 

caprices of the availability of 

foreign exchange. Our industries 

will, consequently, be forced to 

develop not according to our own 

desire and needs but in line with the 

demands of the export market, 

which is the source of our foreign 

exchange. These needs are not 

limited to the machinery of 

production but extend to include 

spare parts needed for the 

machinery. Consequently, to the 

extent that our industrial enterprises 

increase in number and size, we 

need as much foreign exchange to 

keep them running at the optimum 

possible level of operation, which, 

in turn, means that we will become 

all the more vulnerable to 

dependency on others. 

 

Moreover, exposing our 

development to dependency on 

foreign machinery and tools will 

constrain the development of 

science and technology that we 

have been saying we need to 

liberate our society and our 

economy from backwardness. The 

knowledge and skills that we have 

at our disposal to be able to use 

imported machinery and tools are of 

a nature that takes us no further than 

operating the machinery when they 

are in working order or fixing them 

when they break down. When the 

machinery breaks down, since the 

parts to be replaced are themselves 

imported, what our workers 

approach the broken-down 

machinery with is nothing more 

than a screwdriver, some bolts and 

nuts and raw labor. And this 

certainly is not a strategy that will 

equip us with the knowledge needed 

to enable us to develop our own 

scientific and technological 

capacity, liberate us from foreign 

dependency and undertake a broad-

based industrial development 

project. 

 

All this, however, does not mean 

that we should not establish large 

and medium scale industries that 

avail themselves of imported 

machinery and tools to drive 

forward our growth and 

development. The point is to make 

sure that we are able to gradually 

divert our efforts from the culture of 

dependency. This means that we all 

must realize the importance of 

drawing up a development strategy 

that would put us safely on the road 

to starting with producing raw 

materials and then gradually 

moving on to the production of light 

machinery and, then, heavy 

machinery, and so on. 

 

One thing that must be given due 

consideration is the development of 

broad-based small-scale and micro 

industries alongside the 

development of medium- and large-

scale industries. The need for 

focusing on small-scale, micro and 

handicraft industries is justified by 

the small amount of capital needed 

for their establishment, the limited 

need for foreign exchange that they 

have, the domestic availability of 

raw materials, and the fact that they 

create more job opportunities. 

Moreover these industries are 

widespread throughout the country 

and they are engaged in virtually all 

sectors of economic activity. 

Accordingly, focusing on these 

industries and helping them assume 

the status of modernity would mean 

the creation of a broad-based 

industrial sector. Modernizing these 

small and backward industries, over 

and above speeding up our 

scientific and technological 

development efforts, will also serve 

as a strategy for creating other 

indigenous-based sources of 

knowledge and skills.  

 

This industrial development 

strategy focuses on modernizing our 

indigenous scientific and 

technological knowledge and tools. 

We have many indigenous sources 

of wisdom. My fear is that they may 

be totally wiped out by the specter 

of modernization. Our weaving 

technology, which starts out with 

raw cotton to produce finished 

clothes was not fashioned after the 

modern technology of textile 

production, whereas the science of 

smelting iron ore using bellows and 

producing tools for farming and 

household utensils does not differ 

from the modern technology of steel 

production in its essence. Neither is 

the fabrication of jars, jugs, pots, 

pans, saucers, etc. out of clay based 

on a different technological 

principle from the modern form of 

production in its essence. The art of 

preparing ink from different 

varieties of plants and, used for 

painting pictures that decorate our 

churches and writing religious texts 

on parchment, is not that different 

from the scientific techniques used 

by modern industries.  

 

It is a fact that our farmers have 

been using domestically produced 

fertilizers, such as manure, ashes, 

etc., fully aware that using 

fertilizers enhances the fertility of 

soils, something they have known 

all along from the ancients. While 
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we have realized the uses and 

benefits of using fertilizers, what 

has been missing is that we have not 

been able to produce them in large 

quantities. While, on the one hand, 

the imported chemical fertilizers 

contribute to the enhancement of 

the land's productivity, on the other 

hand, they also have a corroding 

effect on the soil, the long-term 

damage they cause, running for 

years at time, has been witnessed in 

those countries that have been using 

them. The task awaiting us in this 

regard is that of producing organic 

fertilizers and, thereby, protecting 

the healthy composition of the soil, 

while at the same time increasing 

our production.  

 

We also have many wonderful and 

amazing indigenous knowledge 

when it comes to preparing 

medicine and drugs. While we have 

been inhaling the steam from boiled 

eucalyptus leaves to combat colds, 

the ferenji have produced the same 

drug under the trade name of Vicks. 

Such purgatives as kosso, mettere, 

and inqoqo [all drugs used for the 

purgation of tapeworm] are 

excellent examples of combating 

domestic ills with domestic 

medicinal products. What remains 

to be done in this respect is ensuring 

the potency of medicines and drugs 

concocted from leaves gathered 

from a variety of plant species and 

various roots and modernizing the 

process of manufacturing them and 

the manner of their administration. 

 

I believe it was ten years ago that 

there was a debate between public 

health professionals and a 

traditional medicine man, whose 

name has slipped me since, which 

was broadcast on the radio and 

disseminated through the press. The 

bone of contention was the 

traditional medicine man's claim 

that he had found a cure for AIDS. 

According to that person, people ill 

and weakened by AIDS had gone to 

him for help, whereby he treated 

them with some liquid concoction 

made from plants. 

 

The result, according to him, was 

that the people had regained their 

appetite, recuperated from their 

sickness, with their energy restored, 

and that they had been able to go 

back to work. This facts were not 

denied by the professionals of 

modern science. The controversy 

revolved around the issue of 

whether this medicine man's 

concoction provided a cure for 

AIDS or not. The health 

professionals had sent to Geneva 

samples of blood taken from the 

people who were said to have 

recuperated after taking the said 

concoction and had confirmed that 

the people still had the AIDS virus 

in their system. Their position, 

accordingly, had been that the 

traditional medicine man had not 

discovered a cure for AIDS.  

 

The important thing for me, 

however, is that the concoction by 

means of which the traditional 

medicine man managed to restore 

the energy of his patients did not in 

any way differ from the modern 

drug administered to AIDS patients 

to help them live longer.  

 

What I am trying to underscore is 

that, what we lack in our country is 

not the knowledge itself but the 

know-how and the skill, as well as 

the capacity, to transform this 

knowledge into a more viable 

modern scientific knowledge. This 

to me represents the lack on our part 

of skills that would enable the 

country to make a transition to 

modern science and technology, 

both as a means and as a tool of 

development. Consequently, one of 

the aims of our development 

strategy should be based on 

enriching our indigenous 

knowledge, skills and tools and 

make them attain the level of 

modernity. 

 

Our new science and technology 

development policy should have as 

its aim to help us acquire the 

knowledge and skills by which we 

can upgrade our indigenous skills 

and knowledge and enable the 

society attain the same level as 

modern technology. The education 

and training programmes 

undertaken at schools should move 

along these path. 

 

What I would like to reiterate at this 

point is that we do not have to 

invent or discover everything from 

scratch. Rather, we should import 

machinery and tools, skills, know-

how, and use these to transform the 

society. In other words, adapting the 

machinery and tools as well as the 

skills that we import from other 

countries to the needs of our 

particular situation and devising 

ways and means by which the tools 

and the skills could be replicated 

domestically is, at present, the only 

alternative available to us if we are 

set upon developing a broad-based 

industrial sector. Any 

industrialization project worth the 

name should at this point have two 

tasks: on the one hand, our task 

should be to adapt the tools, skills 

and knowledge that we import to 

the needs of our country, while, on 

the other hand, it should be to 

modernize our own traditional, 

backward knowledge, skills and 

tools. We can't expect to develop 

our country by simply relying on 

imported machines, tools and skills. 

The tools that we manufacture by 

adopting an industrial development 

strategy based and focusing upon 

the small-scale and handicraft 

enterprises may be faulted, when 
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compared with the quality tools and 

commodities that we import, with 

being backward, less productive, 

too expensive to produce and 

inferior in quality. This could be 

true when we consider the situation 

only as a short- and medium-term 

engagement. In the long run, 

however, we need to keep in mind 

that we would be able to bring 

about national economic growth 

with the attending quality and 

productivity only when we manage 

to achieve a sustainable, national 

technological capacity.  

 

I have stated earlier that we need to 

focus on the development of these 

industries not only because they 

form the basis for sustainable 

development but also because they 

play an important role in the 

creation of the highly needed job 

opportunities. Given the current 

scenario in Ethiopia, the number of 

people annually going into the job 

market is not less than one million. 

The modern economic sector cannot 

create job opportunities to 

accommodate so many people 

annually. Consequently the people 

who seek so many jobs only have 

the alternative of being employed in 

these small-scale or handicrafts 

industries or creating jobs for 

themselves. I have previously stated 

that, in order to achieve the 

desirable growth in the rural sector 

and to develop our country as a 

whole, we should move the surplus 

labour force in the rural areas and 

deploy them in other sectors. 

Assuming that I would be asked 

what I would do with all those 

people, or what would happen to the 

people displaced from agriculture, I 

had pointed out that I would deploy 

part of the surplus labour force in 

the industrial sector. The sector that 

would be able to accommodate this 

huge force is constituted by the 

small-scale and micro industries 

combined. It should be born in mind 

that the alternative to creating an 

industrial sector capable of 

absorbing the existing and future 

labor force is the vicious circle of 

replowing the people into the 

agricultural sector, which amounts 

to nothing less than retracting the 

structural change we devised for the 

economy.  

 

Consequently, when we say that our 

industrial development, and more so 

our manufacturing industry, should 

be based on the small-scale 

industries, when we push for the 

modernization of our indigenous 

skills, for the utilization of our 

accumulated skills and knowledge, 

as well as our inherited practices, 

and when we, accordingly, suggest 

that it is only when this has been 

achieved that we can undertake a 

broad-based development project 

that allows for the participation of 

all stakeholders, it is with the full 

awareness of the need to provide for 

the knowledge, skills, capital and 

other inputs sufficient for 

developing, nurturing and 

modernizing these sectors. This last 

specifically concerns the sector that 

develops and disseminates our 

scientific and technological 

knowledge and its application. The 

other is the service sector, more 

particularly our financial 

institutions. We shall come to these 

in due time. 

 

The strengthening of the industrial 

sector is not a new idea. The 

previous administrations had 

considered this sector as one of the 

means for the development of the 

country and, accordingly, 

established small-scale and 

handicrafts enterprises aimed at 

enhancing the sector's growth. But 

because it had not been given the 

attention it deserved, it could not 

take off as expected. 

 

At this moment, however, efforts 

should be made to combine ideas 

and practice and the sector should 

be so organized as to enable it to 

create links with science and 

technology institutions, conduct 

research, and lay down strategies 

for making practical improvements 

in the sector. It is also necessary to 

demonstrate the application of the 

tools and the skills for improving 

the sector to the people deployed in 

the sector and provide them with 

training that would enable them to 

enhance their abilities, broaden the 

scope of their thinking and set them 

on the path of developing new work 

ethic and changing their attitudinal 

orientation. In this sector, too, as in 

the agricultural sector, we need to 

have in place an extension program 

aimed at disseminating new 

knowledge and modalities. 

 

While the growth of small-scale 

industries is determined by the 

demand of their products on the 

market, drawing up a strategy by 

which the activities of these 

industries are coordinated with 

those of medium- and large-scale 

industries, such that the products of 

the former will serve as inputs for 

the latter should be given due 

attention. 

 

What determines the development 

of small-scale and handicrafts 

industries are the efforts and 

interests of the producers in the 

sector. Unless they make their own 

efforts and commit themselves to 

improving their production, they 

can't go very far with efforts and 

initiatives exerted from outside. To 

achieve this objective, the 

Organization for the Expansion of 

Small-scale and Handicrafts 

Industries should concretely 

demonstrate to them its readiness to 

provide them with support, to help 
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them with improving their activities 

and to be of benefit to them. These 

industries for their part must 

organize themselves into 

associations in order to ensure that 

their problems get timely responses, 

their interests are given due 

attention and their voices heard.  

 

From the point of view of 

organizational structure, the 

industrial sector can be developed 

in either of two ways or some 

combination thereof. One involves 

the market. But  development 

strategy that is guided by the 

demands of the market alone cannot 

bring about growth in the industrial 

sector in the desired quantity and 

quality as well as within the desired 

period of time. 

 

The alternative strategy involves the 

establishment of an institution that 

pushes forward the sector's 

development, sets down priorities, 

co-ordinates the activities of the 

sector with those of others, and 

collects and manages resources. In 

order to facilitate such guided 

development, the government 

should come up with a long-term 

economic and industrial 

development plan, establish a strong 

organization to guide and 

coordinate development activities as 

part of its responsibility to 

implement the plan, and which 

works in cooperation with other 

relevant bodies in order to speed up 

the sector's development.  

 

At this point, it may be proper to 

speak of those who believe and are 

convinced that the all-pervading 

global system and its cohorts, the 

World Bank institutions, would not 

allow this to happen, and that this 

situation is posing insurmountable 

difficulties for the country's 

development. But, then, when asked 

what else could be done and how 

we would otherwise be able to 

extricate ourselves from poverty, 

either they have no answer, or they 

tend to intimate that we have no 

choice but to do what external 

forces want us to do. I think this 

tendency is one of pessimism or 

despair. In fact, I would go one step 

further and consider such a 

tendency as a veil behind which to 

hide our laziness and shun making 

efforts. I do not think the rest of the 

world thinks this way. If it does, 

then it is wrong. In spite of 

whatever interests the outside world 

may have, our efforts must be 

geared to the task of developing our 

country and to redeem our people. 

And this can be done if we could 

only rise to the occasion and give it 

all we can. 

 

Although the main responsibility of 

developing a country is that of the 

private sector, because, given the 

current scenario, this sector does not 

have the capacity to carry this 

burden all by itself, it is imperative 

that the government play a crucial 

role in the development of the 

country. The industrial activities 

that the government gets involved 

in are those that are necessary and 

important for the growth of the 

economy and for the improvement 

of the people's livelihood, but only 

those activities that are considered 

necessary and yet the private sector 

does not engage in due to lack of 

capacity or because  find them 

unprofitable.  

 

The position that the government 

should not involve itself in the 

development projects; that it should 

leave everything to the private 

sector and the market, with its role 

limited to that of facilitating 

situations for the economy's 

development and coordinating 

efforts is the position of those 

people who do not desire the 

country's development, or, simply, 

those people who do not know what 

they are talking about anyway. 

There has been no country known to 

have developed without the 

intervention and active participation 

of governments. This is true of all 

countries, including the USA, 

Japan, France, and Germany and 

those of South-East Asian countries. 

Such thinking as professed by 

outside forces that the private sector 

should undertake the development 

project, with no intervention what 

so ever from the government, 

amounts to nothing less than saying: 

"Do not do as I do but  do as I say." 

 

The push for privatization of 

government enterprises, rather than 

being intended as solution for our 

problems, is meant to serve the 

interests of outsiders. Our problems 

have less to do with issues of 

ownership than shortage of modern 

industries.  Our problem is poverty. 

Our problem is joblessness. Our 

problem is being unable to create 

opportunities for the private sector. 

If, instead of selling an enterprise to 

an individual or group of investors, 

the government were to provide all 

the support it could to those who 

want and have the means to buy 

government enterprises in order for 

them to be able to establish new 

enterprises, such a measure would 

be more beneficial to the country, 

since this would mean the country 

would become owner of additional 

modern production enterprises and, 

therefore, there would be more job 

opportunities for those people who 

are willing to work and earn their 

living. If the problem is that, 

because the government's 

enterprises are given special 

consideration [by way of subsidy, 

for example], the private sector 

cannot, therefore, be able to 

compete with them, the way out of 

this is to have a competition law 
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that levels the playing field and 

applies common rules of the game. 

 

And there are others who argue in 

favor of allowing foreign financial 

institutions to operate in the country 

and selling telecommunications, 

electric power and water and 

drainage services to foreign 

investors. This not only goes 

contrary to the interests of the 

people, but it amounts to nothing 

less than turning over the country to 

foreign interests.  These services are 

instruments as well as targets of 

development. As such, access to, 

and the manner of, their utilization 

are determined by those who own 

them. There will be no one to stop 

the owners from heavy handed 

operation once they have been 

allowed to own and run these 

services. 

 

With respect to allowing foreign 

banks to operate here, we have a lot 

to learn from the experiences of 

Southern African countries. In 

Zambia, for example, the 

indigenous population have not 

been able to get involved in the 

export-import sector. Those who 

were once active in the sector have 

been kicked out. The citizens could 

not establish their own industries. 

They couldn't modernize and 

expand agriculture. In short, they 

couldn't work and grow. Why? 

Because the banks operating there 

are foreign banks, and they extend 

loans only to those they want. They 

are extremely possessed of 

nepotism. It did not take much time 

for farmers from Zimbabwe, who 

recently migrated to Zambia, to get 

loans from the banks and start their 

own new and modern agricultural 

enterprises, the very loans, mind 

you, the country's citizens were not 

allowed to access. In countries 

where electric power and water 

services have been privatized, user 

charges have been escalated. South 

American countries have provided 

us with a useful lesson about the 

problems resulting from such 

measures. 

 

In order to understand the kind of 

pressure and oppression that results 

if and when foreign investors take 

over and control the economy, we 

need not go any further than our 

immediate neighbor in the south. 

 

The people of Ethiopia have lived 

throughout their history committed 

to the protection of their country 

and their freedom. It is a disgrace to 

make of our children economic, if 

not political, slaves by turning over 

our country, which our forefathers 

struggled for and made huge 

sacrifices to keep free, to foreigners. 

But then, because we seem to have 

developed the capacity to carry such 

burden of shame and disgrace, we 

may not feel it now. What is sure, 

however, is that the generations to 

come will not only behold us with 

scorn, they will also damn us all the 

way. 

 

If one insists that government 

enterprises should be privatized, 

and if it is so decided or agreed 

upon, one way to go about the job is 

to divide the enterprises to be sold 

through shares, and allot 20% to the 

Regional States, 30% to banks, 20% 

to the Federal Government, and sell 

the remaining 30% to the public.15 

Following this path has many 

advantages. The Regions and the 

working people will develop a sense 

of ownership. Banks will find it 

expedient to control the enterprises 

and extend loans. Small savers 

would have an alternative to 

                                                        
15

 I had suggested a similar idea in 1992/93.  

Befekadu Degefe, "What Should We Do 

With the Ethiopian Economy." Be'Aman 

Economic, Political and Social Issues 

Monthly (Be'Aman Publishers and 

Consultants) Vol. I, No. 1, pp. 33-34. 

depositing their money in bank 

deposits.  

 

VI. DEVELOPING THE 

SERVICE   SECTOR 

 

Because the enhancement of the 

capacity and efficiency of those 

service sectors that help facilitate 

the development of the industrial 

sector is crucial, they should be 

given due attention, since they serve 

as sources of input for the industrial 

sector. Those areas of the service 

sector that need particular attention 

are financia l  in st i tut ions , 

transportation and communications, 

and commerce. 

 

Unless road infrastructure is 

expanded and farmers are able to 

buy the inputs they need easily and 

at low prices, supply their products 

to the nearest possible market 

outlet, have access to a developed 

market where they can sell their 

products and in turn buy the 

services and commodities they 

need; unless there are financial 

institutions close to where the 

farmers live from which they can 

access loans at better interest rates 

than those charged by usurers, or 

where they can put money that they 

don't need for safekeeping, the kind 

of development that we envision 

will be difficult to realize though 

one cannot say it would be a total 

failure. 

 

Consequen t ly,  modern  

transportation, a well-developed 

market system and financial 

institutions are sub-sectors that will 

help facilitate the country's 

development project. 

 

Our banks are pillars of 

development and growth. There 

can, of course, be no exchange 

without money. There can be no 
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significant investment through 

private savings in the absence of 

loan systems or schemes. 

Consequently, our banks and our 

savings and credit institutions play a 

crucial role in our development. The 

biggest responsibility in this respect 

lies with our National Bank. Since 

this institution has the mandate to 

issue the general financial 

regulations and guidelines, in 

accordance with which banks 

operate, and decides how they 

should operate, the National bank 

determines, in the final analysis, 

whether our banks play a positive, 

supportive role in our development 

or whether they prove to be 

stumbling blocks in the process. In 

this regard, the National Bank 

should draw out and implement a 

strategy by which the meager 

resources the country has and its 

foreign exchange reserve are 

appropriately invested in its 

development. Consequently, banks 

should loan money not to those who 

are just capable of borrowing, but to 

those who invest the money they 

borrow in development. In addition 

to this, the loan programme should 

see to it that banks lend money not 

only to those wealthy clients who 

have sufficient collateral but also 

for projects and development 

activities that are considered to pay-

off in the long run. Since our loan 

programme has as its goal not only 

catering to the rich and the wealthy 

but also providing opportunity to 

the poor to become rich and 

wealthy, in order for this goal to be 

realized, our banks should also 

extend loans to those plans and 

projects that are considered to pay-

off were they allowed to operate.  

 

In terms of developing our financial 

institutions, those that need special 

attention are the small savings and 

credit institutions. Since our 

development strategy is so planned 

as to include smallholder peasants 

(farmers) and small-scale and 

handicrafts industries, the bigger 

banks may find it difficult to extend 

their loan services to producers in 

these activities. Precisely because it 

is the small savings and credit 

institutions that can satisfy the 

needs of such producers from close 

range, appropriate support should 

be given for the expansion and 

growth of these institutions. 

 

VII. S C I E N C E   AND 

T E C H N O L O G Y 

 

It has now become common 

knowledge that any given country's 

social and economic growth 

succeeds when its population 

achieves a sophisticated level of 

scientific creativity, develops its 

technological knowledge, and is, 

consequently, able to capably use 

the development inputs available to 

it. It is an undeniable fact that the 

success of the structural 

transformation we envision as the 

foundation for our development and 

overall growth and, consequently, 

the speed with which our country 

liberates itself from poverty and 

starts moving along the path of 

progress is determined by the extent 

of the scientific knowledge its 

people acquire and the 

technological capacity and 

capability it has developed through 

this scientific knowledge. 

 

Although such inputs that are 

crucial to our overall growth are 

generally acquired through what life 

teaches us and the experiences thus 

accumulated, we get the type of 

education that takes these 

experiences, refines and presents 

them in a systematized manner only 

at schools in the formal educational 

sector. 

It has now been about a hundred or 

so years since we bought into this 

modern educational system as the 

reality of the day. The one school 

that started with Emperor Menelik 

II has now reproduced itself into 

12,471 primary, 491 secondary, 

numerous professional and 

technical schools, and 6 universities 

and 15 colleges.16 The number of 

people that need and seek education 

has now exceeded the capacity of 

the system to accommodate all of 

them, a system that, in its early 

beginnings, had to resort to 

persuasion, intercession and subsidy 

to convince children to come to 

school [or parents to send their 

children to school]. 

 

Suppose the ever-increasing number 

of the country's citizens had the 

opportunity for access to education. 

The twin questions that we must 

pose to ourselves are: What did they 

benefit from the education they got? 

How, in turn, did they benefit the 

people and the country as a whole? 

The answers to these questions 

should be looked at from the 

vantage point of the individual 

citizen or from that of the country 

as a whole. 

 

The citizens that went to school in 

previous years have gained 

considerable benefits, depending on 

the level of education they had 

attained. They have been able to get 

into high-paying jobs both within 

and without the country. Because of 

the education they acquired and the 

consequent economic advantages 

they obtained, they have been able 

to command social respect. 

 

But one cannot say that these 

educated citizens had made any 

                                                        
16 All the figures having to do with education 

were  obtained  from Ministry of Education, 

Education Statistics Annual Abstract, 1995 

E.C./2002/03. 
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significant change when it comes to 

the country's development and the 

betterment of the livelihood of the 

people. When we consider the 

efficacy of the tools of growth and 

change that can be obtained from 

such formal education as we are 

talking about and, then, look at the 

psychological, spiritual, economic, 

political and social situations of our 

society, we see that not really much 

has changed. The farming 

community has not been able to 

extricate itself from antiquated 

instruments of production and 

skills. The industrial sector has not 

expanded. In short, one cannot dare 

to claim that the kind of education 

we are talking about has contributed 

to the advancement of science and 

technology, to the development of 

the economy and to the overall 

betterment of the livelihood of the 

people. 

 

But, why the present state of affairs 

with all that education? An 

appropriate question, to be sure. 

And for which, also, the answer is 

short and simple. The problem is 

not that educated citizens lacked the 

desire to develop their country and 

to improve the livelihood of the 

people. The problem lies with the 

aims and contents of the educational 

system. It also lies with the lack of a 

system that has respect for 

education, research and the findings 

obtained through them, a system 

that, instead of relying on the 

country's intellectuals, regards them 

with suspicion and a sense of 

contention. 

 

In order to expand the people's 

capacity in the social and the natural 

sciences, there ought to be in a 

place a leadership and a state 

committed, most above all, to the 

development of the country and the 

liberation of the people from 

poverty and backwardness, 

leadership and a state that believes 

in the results of knowledge and 

research and their application and 

using these as inputs for any 

decision made at all levels. Because 

such a state should lay down a 

strategy for development and 

growth and, at the same time, have 

on the ready the scientific and 

technological knowledge, both in 

quantity and quality, that is 

necessary for realizing the 

development goals of the country, 

the educational programme under 

such a system well perforce have a 

defined aim. Because a government 

that does not have as its aim the 

development of the country and 

redeeming the people from their 

problems would more than likely be 

prone to make decisions from the 

vantage point of its own interests or 

simply based on instinctual urges, 

schools could not possibly have 

clearly defined aims and serve as 

institutions capable of producing the 

necessary skilled manpower.  

Because such a government would 

tend to regard intellectuals with 

suspicion rather than confidence, or 

as contenders rather than partners, it 

would turn to external agents for 

any help or support it needs. It 

would end up being at the mercy of 

external individuals and institutions 

for the advice and consultation it 

seeks. 

 

Consequently, regarding the 

development of scientific and 

technological capability, the 

problem is lack of clearly defined 

aims and vision by which to steer 

these sectors. What is the purpose 

of educating people? What are they 

expected to do once they are 

through with their education? If we 

decided our needs and interests are 

such and such, what type of 

education should be provided 

toward this end, and at what level? 

Instead of providing the appropriate 

answers to these questions and, 

accordingly, designing the relevant 

curriculum, we import wholesale 

the educational practices of the 

advanced countries and teach our 

children using the same textbooks 

and tools that those countries use, 

but only so as to claim, by way of 

paying lip-service, that we have 

actually educated our children. 

 

Our country today provides two 

types of education: one that is 

action-oriented, and the other 

academic-oriented. What I have 

here called action-oriented refers to 

the different vocational fields that 

enable the students directly to go to 

work in their areas of specialization. 

This type of education embraces 

technical profession, agriculture, 

medicine, and engineering. What I 

have called academic-oriented 

refers to the academic education 

given at the high school level and 

the social and natural science 

education given at the different 

colleges.  

 

Until very recently, the vocational 

education had not been given due 

attention, so that it looked as if it 

were instituted as some show-off 

case. Because the institutions 

catering to this type of education 

were highly limited in number, the 

number of students the institutions 

catered to was virtually nil, whether 

in terms of the manpower needs of 

the country or the capacity of the 

institutions to equip the students 

with the necessary skills and 

capabilities. 

 

In contrast to this, about 90 per cent 

of the students are enrolled in the 

academic stream. The education 

thus provided up to grade 12, 

formerly, and now up to grade 10, is 

in no way linked with practical 

activities. If this type of education is 

said to have ever had any aim, it 
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appears that its focus had been on 

producing the elite and intellectuals 

meant to push the educational 

frontier further forward positioned 

at the topmost level of education 

that they have achieved. 

 

Students in the primary and 

secondary levels are provided with 

the type of education that they can 

neither apply nor benefit from when 

they leave school. Consequently 

those students who have failed to 

make it to the next level of higher 

education, and whose numbers are 

extremely high, end up being a 

burden to their families and the 

society at large, equipped as they 

are with only small knowledge that 

cannot translate into practice.  

Looked at from this point of view, 

our schools have only managed to 

become manufactories for the idle 

and jobless. 

 

When it comes to those who had the 

opportunity to make it to 

institutions of higher education, 

they cannot be said to have 

benefited any better from the 

education they got than their 

counterparts who were forced, for 

one reason or another, to 

discontinue their education at 

grades 12 and 10. The problem at 

this level, too, is that of aims. When 

we provide the education that we do 

to these students in institutions of 

higher education, what are we 

expecting them to be and to do upon 

their graduation? In which area of 

training do we suffer shortage [of 

skilled manpower]? Instead of 

designing the education and training 

programmes we provide in answer 

to these and similar other questions, 

what has happened is instinctively 

or spontaneously deciding to have 

such and such students enroll and 

specialize in such and such 

disciplines. In a country where the 

bulwark of the economy is 

agriculture, in a country where the 

industrial and service sectors ought 

to have been the hope and beacon of 

our development, in a country 

where it has become difficult to 

speak with any confidence of 

infrastructure development, 

educating the majority of those we 

are supposed to train in the 

academic stream instead of those 

fields relevant to the development 

of the said sectors should strike one 

as an oddity. 

 

The country has produced many 

natural scientists within the last 50 

years. Yet it is very difficult to get 

answers to one's satisfaction and 

gratification to the questions of 

what these scientists of ours 

actually have learned, what concrete 

results they have to show for it, 

what research they conducted and 

with findings they have come up 

with that the country could easily 

apply and benefit from, and, 

generally, what useful projects they 

have undertaken, and more. The 

education the scientists had been 

getting and are still getting is, by 

and large, a theoretical one that 

enables them to conduct research 

and arrive at new findings rather 

than knowledge that they can easily 

apply when they leave school and 

the know-how that should come 

with it. The university education 

given in chemistry or biology, or 

mathematics or physics and the 

experiments they undertake equips 

the students only with those 

fundamentals that would prepare 

them for the next stage in their 

training. 

 

A few students have succeeded in 

broadening the scope and raising 

the level of this basic education of 

theirs through further training both 

at home and abroad. Intellectuals 

who ran into such opportunities 

have been able to conduct research 

in their respective disciplines and to 

publish their findings in reputable 

journals and have been elevated in 

rank, in the process gaining respect 

for themselves and publicity for 

their country. They have managed 

to prove their abilities to their peers 

elsewhere in the world through their 

own individual interests and the 

knowledge that they have 

accumulated. They have, therefore, 

earned the respect and reputation 

due to them. 

 

Those biologists, chemists, 

physicists and mathematicians who 

had not had the opportunity to go 

beyond their first degree have in the 

main been engaged in teaching in 

high schools and colleges. Their 

task is to produce the future 

intellectual and expand the 

knowledge territory. This is part of 

the educational cycle in which 

people learn about science and try 

to create a society equipped with 

scientific knowledge. Those 

equipped with scientific knowledge 

that does not go any farther than a 

stone's throw are thus engaged in 

disseminating exactly the same kind 

of knowledge they themselves 

acquired in the same manner. 

 

Neither are our intellectuals in the 

social sciences faring any better 

than their counterparts in the natural 

sciences. Instead of probing into 

and understanding the problems our 

country is faced with and, 

accordingly, attempting to seek 

solutions, we see our social 

scientists going up and down 

looking for problems for solutions 

that they imbibed from abroad, in 

the process steering the country 

towards an even graver situation. 

 

Considered from a different angle, 

the modern education we are 

speaking of has brought about a 

considerable change of orientation 
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among Ethiopians. This imported 

education has affected us such that 

we [have virtually made a vocation 

of] classifying our cultural values as 

backward and denigrating what is 

ours, while at the same time falling 

in love with the values, cultures and 

ways of life of the outside world to 

a point of obsessive yearning for 

what is not ours. Those who color 

themselves modern, but particularly 

the youth, have parted ways with 

the society's cultural values. What 

they have learned is wholly foreign. 

Consequently, they have lost their 

national, social footing to a point 

where their Ethiopian-ness has 

become and embarrassment to 

them, with the result that they tend 

to gravitate more and more toward 

being ferenjis. 

 

The aim of this education to strip us 

of our Ethiopian-ness has been 

partially successful. It has made us 

to feel embarrassed about our 

Ethiopian-ness. It has succeeded in 

making us look at our own culture 

and values as backward. 

 

But the education that tried all it 

could to make ferenjis out of us has 

not managed to do it all the way. It 

has shaken our Ethiopian 

foundation to its roots but has not 

made complete ferenjis out us, the 

net effect of the process being that 

we have been left in a cultural 

limbo, being neither here nor there. 

 

Those who had earlier on tried 

make a direct colony out us, but had 

failed, have now, through an 

education completely divorced from 

our culture, succeeded in 

subjugating us mentally and 

intellectually. Because the 

education we imbibed, believing it 

would make us their equal, has not 

done so, we have accepted their 

superiority without any second 

thought or hesitation. It should not 

at all come as a surprise, then, that 

the educated generation has become 

subject to an inferiority complex, a 

feeling that was totally alien to our 

forefathers. The reason is that any 

competition we get into is played 

out in accordance with the rules, 

regulations and at a level 

determined and set down by 

outsiders. 

 

One of the manifestations of the 

tacit argument that "we fare no less 

than them" is that, although our 

social and natural scientists 

investigate the country's problems 

and manage to find the appropriate 

solutions, the audience they address 

about their findings and the 

solutions they have come up with, 

rather than being the direct 

beneficiaries to the findings and 

solutions, are the ferenji themselves. 

Because our problems are not the 

problems of the audience thus 

addressed, I very much doubt that 

they even take the time to 

appreciate our efforts and read our 

findings, let alone use them in any 

meaningful or significant way. The 

aim of the exercise is definitely not 

make the said audience use the 

findings; it should rather be taken as 

a venting out an emotion to prove 

that "we may not be superior to you, 

but we certainly are not inferior 

either." 

 

Such attitude and mode of operation 

should change. The education we 

get should be of the type that 

inspires in us love for our country, 

that is capable of producing results 

and providing solutions to our 

problems, and one that enables us to 

lay down a sound development 

strategy and create the scientific and 

technological knowledge, skills and 

tools that would help realize the 

implementation of that strategy.  

This education, then, must be so 

designed as to enable the society 

equip itself with scientific and 

technological knowledge, increase 

its production and productivity, and 

put it on the road to progress. 

The aim of the education in this 

country must take into account, and 

be based on, the answers we 

provide to the following questions: 

What values should we cultivate as 

Ethiopians, both in individual and 

collective terms? What significance 

and aims should we attach to life? 

What kind of life should we lead 

both as individuals and as a 

collective entity? What attributes 

should we cultivate? And what 

steps should we take to realize all 

these? 

 

The education we provide in this 

country should have two basic 

missions. One is human 

development, while the other is the 

development of our productive 

capacity. 

 

The education focusing on human 

development should be geared 

towards strengthening our 

personality by enriching our social 

values, developing our material and 

spiritual being, broadening our 

mental and intellectual scope, 

endowing ourselves with mutual 

trust, considerateness and courage, 

strengthening our unity, and 

minimizing our differences. 

 

From the vantage point of 

developing our productive capacity, 

our education should be so designed 

and its quality so improved as to 

have relevance to the growth of the 

country's economy and the overall 

development of our society. We 

must design training programs, 

increase the self-confidence of the 

educated sector and build a strong 

bridge in order to close the gap that 

has of late been widening between 

the educated sector and the rest of 
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society and bring the two closer 

together. 

 

The education we envision must 

enable the society to increase its 

productivity in the different areas of 

economic activity, using the 

knowledge and tools available to it. 

It must enable the society to make 

better use of the inputs available to 

it domestically as well as those it 

acquires from other places. In this 

way our society should be able to 

better organize itself, create better 

leadership and modes of operation, 

and enhance its capacity to create 

skills and tools to facilitate its 

development activities. 

 

It is, consequently, imperative that 

we give this action-oriented 

education all the attention it needs 

and deserves. While the training 

programmes we envision should be 

strengthened in all areas of activity, 

the structural transformation we 

have in mind should be able to take 

care of the sequence and level of 

priority with which the programmes 

are to be implemented. Since our 

short-term focus shall be on the 

development of the agricultural and 

small-scale, micro and indigenous 

industrial sectors, our schools 

should produce vocational 

personnel, engineers, medical 

professionals, technologists, 

agricultural scientists, etc. to ensure 

the success of the development of 

the said sectors. 

Regarding the aims of education, a 

corollary to what has been said 

above is the ensuring of the quality 

of our education. In this respect 

what is now being provided by way 

of education amounts to nothing 

more than paying lip service to the 

sector.  Because the system has not 

thought out in advance what our 

students should learn in schools, 

there is not a single school fully 

equipped with capable teachers, 

classrooms and the necessary 

teaching aids. Because the 

textbooks and the tools necessary 

for providing vocational, scientific 

and technical training are acquired 

from abroad, they are not available 

at any level of the educational 

system in the needed quantity, so 

that our students, far from being 

able to actually use them, only have 

the luxury of looking at the books 

and tools in the hands of their 

instructors. 

 

Since the tools and other teaching 

aids are acquired from abroad and, 

consequently, are expensive, it is 

not surprising that there is shortage 

in this respect. Even if the necessary 

tools were to be made available and 

the students were able to acquire 

considerable experience, it is 

possible that they may not be able 

to use the education and training 

they acquired once they are out of 

school, the reason for this being that 

the tools with which they have been 

familiarized are not available 

outside of the school system. The 

only solution available to us, 

therefore, is to produce these tools 

domestically. When this is made 

possible, because the tools will be 

needed not just for purposes of 

training our students but also for 

production, the demand for them 

will be greater. As long as the aim 

of our education is to produce 

technologists and producers capable 

of using the knowledge and tools, 

we should start with improving and 

modernizing the knowledge, skills 

and tools already available to us.  

 

As long as the training acquired 

through our action-oriented 

educational system is left to rely 

only on imported educational tools, 

even if we were genuinely intent 

upon expanding our educational and 

training programmes, the success or 

failure of those programmes will be 

determined by availability or non-

availability of our foreign exchange 

reserves. 

 

As long as our aim is to undertake 

broad-based national development 

projects and to ensure its success by 

improving and modernizing the 

skills and tools already available to 

us, everything must begin with 

developing our own indigenous 

knowledge. Although our 

indigenous tools may be backward 

as compared with those acquired 

from abroad, this temporary 

shortcoming should not be allowed 

to deter us from pursuing our aim. 

The effort we make to improve 

ourselves, starting with what is 

available to us, will, through a long 

process, help lay a broad base for 

the development of a science and 

technology suitable to the particular 

conditions and needs of our country 

as well as enhancing our capacity. 

 

In our effort to expand an action-

oriented education and to determine 

the quality and the level of training 

as well as the quantity of trainees to 

be produced, it is necessary to link 

and coordinate the training 

programmes with production 

enterprises/institutions in order to 

ensure that the knowledge thus 

acquired is tied to actual, practical 

engagement in the various fields. It 

is, consequently, necessary to 

actively engage the country's 

production and service sectors in 

the educational system, beginning 

with curriculum design all the way 

up to graduation. 

 

Focusing on action-oriented 

education does not, however, mean 

the total abandonment of academic 

education. This branch of education 

is important. Providing academic 

education shall continue. What it 

therefore boils down to is selecting 

those students who happen to be 
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specially gifted and able and 

training them in the vocational, 

technical and scientific branches. 

 

Another issue that demands due 

attention is the development of 

research and the results obtained 

through such research together with 

their application. Research should 

be included as one of the missions 

of producing action-oriented 

trainees/personnel, but particularly 

it should be the mission of academic 

educational institutions. While the 

focus of the research should, on the 

one hand, be on finding solutions to 

the country's problems, it should 

also be developing tools, skills and 

implementation strategies with their 

own national imprint and form, on 

the other.  

 

While making research 

undertakings target national 

problems and the future direction of 

the development the country should 

follow and, accordingly, enabling 

them to develop input resources and 

plan the process of their utilization 

is one huge step in itself, the second 

and no less important task of such 

undertakings is further developing 

and disseminating the research 

results. It has been pointed out 

earlier that, although our scientists 

had been conducting serious 

research on the problems the 

country faces, they nevertheless had 

been announcing their findings to 

foreign audiences to whom the 

country's problems were of no 

concern or who had no inclination 

whatever to make use of those 

findings, in the process leaving out 

in the cold the people who had all 

along been victims of the problems 

and who were in dire need of the 

solutions to those problems.  

 

All this needs to change, and our 

scientists should take it upon 

themselves to make known the 

results of their research and their 

application to the actual 

stakeholders in a language they 

understand and in a manner they 

can be easily implemented by the 

stakeholders themselves. 

 

Alongside the undertaking of 

research and practical training, it 

would be useful for enterprises to 

have their own research and 

experimentation centers, towards 

which end they should be 

encouraged. Ethiopian Air Lines is 

a case in point in this regard. It is 

not difficult to reckon with how 

much success such institutions as 

Telecommunications, Ethiopian 

Electric Light and Power Authority 

and banks had met in their attempts 

to train the professionals they 

sought. Instead of weakening this 

practice and rendering ourselves 

dependent on foreign professionals 

and consultants, we should devise 

ways and means by which to solve 

our problems on our own. As an 

incentive towards this end, 

enterprises should be allowed to 

allocate a certain percentage of their 

annual income (say, to the tune of 

3%, for example) for purposes of 

research, training, etc. This could 

enhance the efficacy of our capacity 

building strategy. 

 

VIII.  ETHIOPIA  IN  THE  

Y  E  A  R     2 0 2 0 

 

If the structural transformations I 

detailed above are implemented 

with the support of an efficient 

service sector, and accompanied by 

the appropriate and relevant 

education and training programmes, 

Ethiopia will, in the year 2020, be 

able to extricate itself from a 

Nature-dependent economic and 

social system and make a transition 

to a knowledge-based system.  

 

This journey of economic growth 

and development shall start in the 

Year 2000 [E.C.]. The years 

between 1996 [E.C.] and the end of 

the present century [and millennium 

E.C.] shall be devoted to the 

creation of conditions favorable to 

tackling social, political and 

economic issues, filling in such 

gaps as may exist, and rectifying 

mistakes. 

 

Beginning with the Year 2020 the 

country's economy will grow at an 

annual rate of 12% and the per 

capita income of Ethiopians will 

rise from Birr 800, attainable in 

2000, to Birr 6000 (computed at the 

market value of the 1966 Birr). 

 

The contribution of the agricultural 

sector, which currently constitutes 

the basis of the economy, to the 

annual production the country will 

decrease to 35% from the current 

ratio of about 50%. The ratio of the 

population engaged in the sector 

will decrease from the current 85% 

to about 30%. This decrease in 

percentage of the sector's 

production and manpower, rather 

than being a result of any constraint 

placed upon its production rate, will 

be because of the huge increase in 

speed of the growth of the industrial 

and service sectors. 

 

The growth of the industrial sector, 

which would start out with a focus 

on the micro and handicraft sectors, 

will make a transition to the large- 

and medium-scale industries and 

will, consequently, become the 

country's major source of job 

opportunities and income. The gross 

domestic product obtained from this 

sector will increase to 35%, while 

the manpower deployed in the 

sector will jump from the present 

10% to 40%.  
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The service sector, buttressed by 

modern technology and having thus 

increased its capacity, will make a 

huge contribution to the 

development of the agricultural and 

industrial sectors. The ratio of the 

sector's production, vis-à-vis the 

gross domestic product of the 

country, will decrease from the 

present 40% to 35%.  The reason 

for the decrease in production of 

this sector is the fact that it will be 

dwarfed by the huge growth rate 

registered in the agricultural and 

industrial sectors, not due to any 

constraint placed upon its 

production capacity. 

 

The number of school-age children 

to benefit from the education 

relevant to and geared in the 

direction of the growth of social 

capital and economic and social 

development would reach the 95% 

level. Illiteracy will be done away 

with through the education 

disseminated via television, radio 

and by means of different 

educational and training 

programmes, as a result of which 

adults, who previously had no 

educational opportunities, will be 

equipped with the necessary 

knowledge and skills to call their 

own. 

 

As a result of the expansion of 

education and the job opportunities 

to be made available to our sisters, 

the present rate of population 

growth, which stands at 3% per 

annum, will decrease to an average 

of 2% per annum.  On the basis of 

this estimate, the population of 

Ethiopia, presently [1996 E.C.] 

estimated at 70 million, will rise to 

104 million in the Year 2020. 

The food regime of the people will 

be healthy and nutritionally 

balanced. The AIDS epidemic, 

which will have inflicted much 

damage on our people between 

1996 and 2005 [E.C.], will come 

under control, and although the 

percentage will increase to 25% in 

2005 from 14% in 1996 [E.C.], it 

will have diminished to 2% in the 

Year 2020. The life expectation of 

Ethiopians will increase to 70 years 

from the present 42 years. 

 

Due to all these achievements, 

Ethiopia will become a country to 

which those of its citizens who had 

fled abroad will come back instead 

remaining one from which they flee 

for whatever reasons. It shall not 

only become an example to other 

[African] countries, it will move 

beyond that to represent the beacon 

of liberation from inferiority 

complex and economic 

backwardness for the Black race, 

much the same way Japan has 

become an example to the Yellow 

race of liberation from subjugation 

to the superiority of the White race. 

But all this can only happen when 

two requirements have been met. 

The first is the reigning of peace 

and stability, while the second is the 

prevalence of good governance. 

Unless these two prerequisites have 

been fulfilled, the adversities with 

which the Ethiopian people have 

been afflicted will continue to go on 

the rise and as a result, our country 

will become a hotbed of wars and 

mutual destruction and annihilation 

rather than a pillar of development 

and prosperity.  

 

It is only when we Ethiopians, as a 

unified community, manage to abort 

the efforts of divisive and 

disintegrative forces and be able to 

coexist in love and brotherhood that 

we can achieve this. When we say 

that we are one people, it does not 

mean there are no differences 

among the different communities 

constituting the population. What 

we rather mean is that, although 

there are linguistic and cultural as 

well as other differences, there also 

are, on the other hand, factors that 

go to underscore the primacy of our 

unity. Because of centuries of 

having lived together, we have 

created links through intermarriage 

and other forms of interaction, 

forged common cultural bonds, and 

developed a combined network of 

cultures and forces that put our 

unity in the forefront more than 

those factors and forces that foment 

differences among us. Our effort 

should consequently be geared 

towards strengthening those factors 

that would help slacken the tension 

in our differences and mapping out 

the path that would enable us to live 

together, rather than whipping up 

those forces that would add up to 

the already existing differences and 

the ensuing tension. 

 

We must realize that the affliction 

with which territories are 

exclusively claimed by one 

community or another and, for that 

reason, telling others to pack off to 

where they belong smacks only of 

infantilism. We must understand 

that such a game is not a product of 

a mind that is capable of seeing 

beyond today far into the future. 

What is, consequently, expected of 

us is to carefully consider the 

damage caused by the contention 

among ourselves to go our separate 

ways and to realize that we will all 

be losers and none of us winners in 

such a struggle and, accordingly, 

cooperate with each other and make 

a concerted effort to rid ourselves of 

the poverty in which we find 

ourselves. Where one comes up 

with a claim to a given territory and 
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starts contending that one had been 

divested of that territory at such and 

such a time in the past, what follows 

is only another counter-claim that 

the first claimant has no right to the 

contended territory, that the 

claimant had actually taken it away 

from the latter, the adjudicator in 

such claims and counter-claims, 

rather than being History, will 

certainly be none other than 

resorting to the use of the force of 

arms. We must, therefore, realize 

the consequences of the mutual 

destruction following from such 

confrontation and must be able to 

coexist in a state of mutual respect 

and consideration. 

 

The second issue, which is linked to 

the preceding one, has to do with 

the prevailing of good governance. 

The most harmful culture in 

Ethiopia at present is the abuse of 

power. When Ethiopians hold the 

reins of power, they invariably tend 

to be vicious and cruel. A person 

who has been kind and concerned 

about the welfare of humanity 

suddenly becomes vicious and 

heartless when assuming power. 

What is surprising is the fact that it 

is not only people who find 

themselves at the pinnacle of power 

who become afflicted with the evils 

of power but all those who find 

themselves in positions of power at 

the different levels of the hierarchy. 

A kind and compassionate person 

suddenly becomes ruthless when he 

becomes a member of the police 

force. A once humble and God-

fearing man steals property given to 

his care when he becomes a 

watchman. A respectful and polite 

person scoffs at people when he 

becomes an errand person. Looking 

at all this, one is tempted to ask if 

we, as Ethiopians, lack the ability to 

properly use our positions of power 

in the service of the people and the 

country's development, at whatever 

level of the power hierarchy we 

happen to be. Or, should we ask if it 

is only those people who lack this 

ability but are adept at oppressing 

people and compounding their 

miseries who are perchance fit to 

hold the positions of power, 

whether high level or low level. 

 

Every Ethiopian must realize that 

any public official or servant is in 

the position he is in as the servant of 

the people in order to protect them 

from external incursion and internal 

violation while they peacefully go 

about their daily business; that the 

official is there to facilitate both the 

internal and external conditions for 

the people to work and feed 

themselves, own property and lead a 

respectable life. Ethiopians must 

realize that they cede a portion of 

their income to the state in the form 

of taxes and that the money so 

collected by the state should be 

invested toward the reduction of 

their poverty, nurturing their 

development and enhancing their 

capacity and efficiency and they 

should, accordingly, follow-up and 

monitor the activities of their public 

servants who happen to be in the 

employ of the people [and not the 

other way round]. 

 

The people of Ethiopia must make 

sure that the state properly 

administers their affairs in 

accordance with the law and in a 

manner appropriate to the 

responsibilities the people have 

mandated it with. They must make 

sure that the state is their partner in 

development and, accordingly, 

prevent it from turning into their 

enemy and becoming a stumbling 

block to their aspiration to prosper, 

or robbing them of the gains they 

have made through their efforts. 

 

If these conditions are fulfilled, the 

people of Ethiopia will at least 

attain the level of development I 

have detailed above, or even better, 

in the Year 2020. 

 

May the Almighty help the people 

of Ethiopia to free themselves of 

their poverty and ensure the success 

of their efforts they make to live 

together peacefully. 
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bmjm¶Ã Xn@M lx!T×ùÃ 

x!÷ñ¸KS ÆlÑÃãC ¥^bR 

|‰ xSfÉ¸ ÷»t& XNÄ!h#M 

lì/R bf”Ç dGØ b}/#ÍcW 

§Y ¦œB XNDsnZR :DL 

Sls-#" kLB yçn MSUÂüN 

xqRÆlh#ÝÝ xq‰rb@ XÂ yÌNÌ 

GDft&¿ µ§ÈmmB" bStqr¿ 

y}/#ûN :Y¬ l¥ÄbR Ñk‰ 

xDRg@xlh# Bü xSÆlh#ÝÝ 

 

ì/R bf”Ç “ktf_é _g"nT 

wd :WqT mR x!÷ñ¸” 

y¸lWN }/#ÍcWN b2020 

›.M ¥yT l¸š*T x!T×ùÃ 

R:ÃcWN l¥µfL kFt¾ 

yxStúsB xD¥S xQRbêLÝÝ 

 

bmGb!Ã jMrW¿ Sl x!T×ùÃ 

xNÄND _Ãq&ãCN xNStW 

yx!T×ùÃNÂ yx!T×ùÃWÃNN 

mnš bmÄsS bq_¬ l2020 

R:ÃcW m\rT Ãdrg#TN 

yx!÷ñ¸ ymêQR lWõCÂ 

£dèC½ bœYNSÂ t&KñlÖ©! 

btlYM bTMHRT z#¶Ã 

TMHRT bx!T×ùÃ½ SlTMHRT 

xGÆBnT¿ Sl TMHRTÂ 

yt¥r sW CGR¿ Ã§cWN 

TN¬n@ xQRbêLÝÝ  bm=ršM 

x!T×ùÃ b2020 ›.M btf_é 

_g¾ kçn x!÷ñ¸ÃêEÂ ¥Hb‰êE 

|R›T wd :WqT mR 

|R›T T¹Ug‰lC BlW 

DMÄ»ÃcWN xSFrêLÝÝ   

 

¥ÂcWM x!T×ùÃêE yx!T×ùÃN 

:DgT yx!TùÃWÃNN b¥^b‰êEÂ 

x!÷ñ¸ÃêE h#n@¬ kl@lÖC µdg# 

hgéC UR XNÄ!StµkL Ym¾LÝÝ  

R:ÃCNÂ xµÿÄCN YlÃY XN©! 

ltmœœY F§¯T nWÝÝ 

ርዕያችንን ተልመን ዛሬ ካሇንበት 
ተነስተን እዚያ ሇመድረስ ምን 
ማድረግ እንዳሇብን መገንዘብ አንደ 
አካሄድ ሲሆን ሁሇተኛው ዯግሞ 
አሁን ካሇንበት የተቻሇንን ሁለ 
እያዯረግን የምንዯርስበትን ርዕይ 
ማድረግ ሌላኛው ነው፡፡ 
 

YH {/#F byT¾W XNdtm\rt 

mlyT b!ÃScGRM XNdxmcEnt$ 

kh#lt$M ytWÈÈ YmSl¾LÝÝ 

 

bì/R bf”Ç yqrbW }/#F 

XÃNÄNÇ xNq} /kä§ ¯dL…/ 

/xwÃYÂ xk‰µ¶/ bmçn# 

Slxq‰rÆcW kFt¾ xDÂöT 

xl"ÝÝ  çñM btÃÃ™nT XÂ 

bw_nT l¥yT (lXn@ BÒ 

YçÂL)  tcGÊxlh#ÝÝ   yg!z@ 

N}}éC kBz# ¹! ›m¬T 

yHBrtsB y:DgT ¬¶K wd 

x|Rt ›m¬T b¥nÉ[R 

s!mlkt$ ym\r¬êE CG„N 

mNSx@ dB² x_FèB¾LÝÝ 

 

q$+TÂ Bz# S»èCN S§zl 

lXRúcWM úÃScGR yqr 

xYmSl"MÝÝ bÈM Bz#Â 

WSBSB CGR §lÆT hgR 

mFTÿWM XNÄ!h# WSBSB 

nWÂ¿ y¸s¥N XÂ yMÂWqWN 

bmFT/@nT BÂSqM_ 

ymFTÿãC KBdT XSµLtlµ 

h#l#M mFTÿ nW¿  h#l#M 

TKKL YçÂL… ytwsn CGR 

mQrû Sl¥YqR¿ q$Mng„ 

q$LûN CGR FlU §Y nWÝÝ  

yEz!Ã mf¬T ll@lÖCM h#l# 

mFT/@ nWÂ!  lBz# mè 

›m¬T bnbrbT dr© §lW 

HBrtsÆCN YHN mFTÿ 

¥f§lG yh#§CNM yz@GnT 

GÁ¬ mçn#N ì/R bf”Ç 

btzêê¶M b!çN xsMtêL! 

 

bbk#l@ b{/#û §Y Ãl#"N 

xStÃyèC grF grF xDRg@ 

l¥QrB yMgddWM k§Y 

Ænœh#T MKNÃT nWÝÝ 

 

bmGb!ÃcW bÈM xSdNU+ 

S:L (µlûT xQ‰b!ãC 

Ãgßh#T nW BlW) xQRbêLÝÝ 

(g{ 1 xNq: 1)¿ x!T×ùÃ 

WS_ MNM TKKL ngR ylM½ 

- “x ! ÷ñ¸ÃCN  TKKL  

xYdlM¿ 

- ±ltEµCN TKKL xYdlM¿ 

- yt¥RnW TMHRT çn 

LíÒCN yt¥„T TKKL 

xYdlM¿ 

- ÆH§CN TKKL xYdlM¿ 

- mStÄD‰CN  TKKL 

xYdlM”¿ 

 

btÆl#T ¦œïC bmS¥¥T 

YjM‰l#¿  YHN h#n@¬ lmqyR 

bœYNSÂ t&KñlÖ©! y¬gz |R 

nqL ymêQR lW_ ¥Sflg#N 

ÃqRÆl#¿ XNGÄ!H kz!H 

m\rt( ¦œB tnStW nW 

}/#ÍcWN ÃÄb„TÝÝ 

 

ስሇኢትዮጵያ አንዳንድ ጥያቄዎች 
በሚያነቡበት ወቅት፤  

- yx!T×ùÃ lMnTÂ bW¦ 

hB¬MnT bxNÇ ¯n#½ 

yDRQ slÆ mçN bl@§ g#n#… 

bkÆD XNöQL>nT b¥œyT¿ 

- kl@lÖC hg‰T UR STnÉiR 

b¬¶K ynb‰T yœYNSÂ 

t&KñlÖ©! qÄ¸nT kxh#n# 

ì¼R bf”Ç dGØ §qrb#T {h#F bxwÃYnT yqrb 

xStÃyT¿  

 

x|‰T b#Lb#§ 

 

mailto:Xn@M
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mailto:kl@lÖC
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ï¬ê h#n@¬ UR s!mzN G‰ 

y¸ÃUÆ mçn#N½ 

- ²Ê b|LÈn@ ym-q$ 

hgéC X¾ knbrN tmœœY 

:WqT tnStW 

mœ¶ÃãÒcWN s!Ãš>l# 

y¾ yXJ ÆlÑÃãC lMN 

x§ššl#M? y¸L _Ãq& 

b¥NúT 

- k_NT jMé yðdL Ælb@T 

çÂ HZï‟ GN bmhYMnT 

mUr© WS_ mçNN 

bm_qS¿  

 

Xnß!HNÂ msL h#n@¬ãCN 

b¥NúT YH tlWõ yx!T×ùÃ 

?ZB kF Ãl y|LÈn@ dr© 

§Y YdRúL BlW t}ÂNtêL¿ 

tSÍM xDRgêLÝÝ yh#§CNM 

tSÍ nWÝÝ 

 

¥NúT k¸gÆcW ngR bbk#l@ 

yCGéÒCN mNSx@ãC 

kHBrtsB :DgT ¬¶K xµ*Ã 

b!¬†½ l¥lT XwÄlh#ÝÝ 

 

Xnz!H yk#‰èÒCN m\rèC 

yçn#T y¬¶K BL+¬ãC bBz# 

›m¬T L†nèC WS_ (b¬¶K 

zmÂT BL+ DRGM Ãl# ... 

yGl@ :Y¬) bm¬y¬cW 

:Mn¬CNN b¥Ynµ wYM 

b¥Y¹r>R mLk# yzmn# 

yHBrtsÆCN y:DgT½ yœYNSÂ 

yt&KñlÖ©! W-@èC mçÂcWN 

bxú¥"nT bmtNtN½ 

 

ÆlfW ¬¶K½ ÆlfW œYNSÂ 

t&KñlÖ©! §Y Xytm\rt 

b¥ššL fN¬ y¥_ÍT½ 

ymÍQ½ ÃLnbr XNÄ!mSL 

y¥DrG ÆHL m-Âwt$N XNd 

xND yDKm¬CN m\rT 

¥yTN¿ b!Äss# mLµM YçÂL 

X§lh#ÝÝ 

 

y`Y¥ñT y:MnT tÌ¥T½ 

yng|¬T½ ymœFNT½ 

b@tmNG|èC½ mñ¶ÃãC½ 

m”BéC Xytrû yl@lÖc$ 

ysðW HZïC h#n@¬ ywdÑbT 

MKNÃT½ xNÄND Xnz!HM 

bBL+¬nT y¬†T xš‰ãC 

XNÄ!fRs# ytdrgbT MKNÃT 

b_Ãq&nt$ mnœT lmFT/@WM 

fR qÄJ YçN YçÂL y¸L 

GMT xl"ÝÝ 

 

bBz# ¹! ›m¬T ÃlWN h#n@¬ 

bxGÆb# ¥œyT XNÄ!ÃW 

lMúl@ bxKs#MÂ b§l!b§ 

y|LÈn@ xSµ*lÖC z#¶Ã MN 

Q¶T xl?  kl@l HBrtsb# 

l¸ÃMNÆcW kF b¥DrG __ 

l‰s# g!z@ÃêE m-lÃ bm|‰T 

¥lû _„ ¥nÉiR YçN¿ 

 

ll@§W `YL/ lw‰¶ lW+ 

g¢EãC xlmNbRkK?/ xlmUl-# 

¥nÉi¶Ã mlk!Ã xú_è YçN?  

tn_lÖ ›lMN rSè b›lM 

trSè yñrN HZB½ 

- bmñ¶ÃãÒCN (b@èC) 

yzmÂT Tk#lÖÒCN 

- b-@ÂCN z#¶Ã 

- bxmUgÆCN z#¶Ã 

- bxlÆbúCN z#¶Ã 
 

“lz!HC g!z@ÃêE  ›lM” b¸L 

ymNfúêE n#é ›YnT “›lM 

b”"” y¸L ›YnT x„„‰CN 

XNÄ!lw_ XNÄ!fRS MN 

¥DrG xlBN¿ kFt¾ y:WqT 

mR xµÿD YmSl¾LÂ! 
 

q$LF lWõCN b¸mlkT 

ì/R bF”Ç yx!÷ñ¸ÃCNN 

ymêQR lW_N bêÂnT 

Ãñ‰l#ÝÝ 
 

"ymêQR lW-# lxg¶Tê 

h#lNtÂêE XDgTÂ L¥T 

mNdRd¶Ã g-R mçNM 

mµD xYÒLM" (bQNF WS_)  
Y§l#ÝÝ k:Wn¬ãc$ mµkL 

y¸flgW _rT l!g" y¸ClW 

kGBRÂ nW y¸L nW! YH 

ymNG|TM yh#§CNM :MnT 

b!çNM l@lÖCM mft> 

ÃlÆcW YmSl¾L?  lz!H 

_¶T¿ 

lMúl@ y¥:DN zRûS? 
- bUMb@§ yDFDF zYT 

b!g"  (_„ :MnT S§l" )¿ 

- båUÁN ytf_é UZÂ 

(yDFDF h#n@¬?) wd 

L¥T b!¹UgR¿ 

- bb!l!×N èN y¸ö-rW 

yDNUY ksLN BNmlkT¿ 

- lW¦CN tmÈÈ" gb! 

BÂg"¿ 

- ywRQS? 

- bW+ Ãl# x!T×ùÃWÃN 

y¸Lk#T ¦BT TRg#M 

XNÄ!ñrW b!drG¿ 

- kMNf_rW s§M xµ*Ã 

yt$¶ZM :DgT y¸ÃmÈLNS 

hBT? 

 

xNÄND wd tGÆR XNÄ!¹Ug„ 

y¬lÑ ¦œïC tGÆ‰êEnT 

bÈM xScU¶ãC kmçÂcWM 

b§Y xSf§g!n¬cWM xY¬y"M! 
lMúl@ lxND gbÊ y¸dRsW 

mÊT k3 ÿK¬R XNÄÃNS 

b?G mdNgG y¸lW! 
 

YH b£dT b:DgT y¸ksT 

XN©! x¥‰Œ ÆLtrUg-bT¿ 

b!rUg_M yz@GnT xš‰N 

y¸f¬tN½ ymBTNM h#n@¬ 

y¸UÍ Slçn b}Ns ¦œb# dr© 

CG„ Y¬y¾L? 
 

úYNúêE Yzt$M x-ÃÃqE nW?  

GB›èc$ ktmÒc$¿ t&KñlÖ©!W 

xGÆBnT XNÄ!ñrW ktdrg½ 

bxND ÿK¬R (?) dr©M 

t›MR l!\‰ YC§L¿ yÑk‰ 

XRšãCN ¥yt$ bqE nWÝÝ  

YHNN l¥-ÂkR Múl@ LWsD¿  

xND ygbÊ b@tsB bx¥µY 6 

b!çN½ kxND ÿK¬R b›mT 

60 k#N¬L bölÖ b!Ãg" 

lb@tsb# 15 k#N¬L b!-qM 45 

k#N¬L ll@lÖC ngéC 

y¸ÃW§cW çn ¥lT nWÝÝ  

bÈM x”LyW b¥yt& kYQR¬ 

+MR nW¿ ((( YH Q¶T wd 

µpE¬LnT XNÁT XNd¸lw_ 

mNgÇN XSµmÒcN ¥lt& nW! 
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bx!T×ùÃ GBRÂ btlYM XRš 

z#¶Ã SlMR¬¥nT s!nœ¿  

yxND gbÊ ቤተሰብ የሰው ቀኖች 
(mandays) በዓመት በትክክል 
በእርሻው ላይ የሚውሇውን ብናይ 
አናሳነቱን እንዯርስበታሇን፡፡ ይህ 
ቢሻሻል የሚያመጣው ሇውጥ በዚህ 
ጽሑፍ ግምት ውስጥ ቢገባ በገጠር 
ሇምንመኘው ሇውጥ አንድ ጥሩ 
ማሻሻያ ግብዓት ይሆናል ብዬ 
እገምታሇሁ፡፡  
 

bx!NÇST¶W KFl x!÷ñ¸ 

L¥T z#¶ÃM mLµMÂ QN 

¦œïC t\NZrêLÝÝ  çñM 

YHN KFl x!÷ñ¸ bx-”§Y 

yhg¶t$N yx!÷ñ¸ :DgT 

yMNwSnW X¾W bX¾W y¸L 

-Nµ‰ ¦úB xQÐLÝÝ  bbk#l@ 

xh#N ÃlNbT h#n@¬ YHNN 

mNgD yzUW YmSl¾LÝÝ  b„ 

l¾ BÒ KFT µLçn bStqR 

GlÖÆ§Yz@>N DNbR yl> 

GBYT XytSÍÍ bmÈbTÂ 

b¥YqRbT (lxNÄND mk§klÖC 

XNµ* xQM úNgnÆ (( Ãdg#T 

XÃdrg# b!çNM) ›lM 

¥MrÒãC bB/@‰êE S»T 

BÒ /TRÍ¥ mçÂcW 

b!¬wQM XNµ* ytwÄÄ¶ 

xê+n¬cW XNÄYñ„ 

ÃdRUcêLÝÝ =ê¬W ytly 

mLK Y²*LÂ!  Slz!H½ 

 

“ytf_é ¦BT MRTN b_Ê 

:”nT wd W+ m¹_ 

y“§qRnTÂ yDHnT ¯ÄÂ nWÝÝ  

MRTN b_Ê m¹_ ¥lT 

|‰N wd W+ xúLæ mS-T 

nW“ y¸lWN xÆÆL 

BNS¥¥bTM mft> ÃlbT 

g#ÄY nW!  lng„ lBz# ›m¬T 

YHNN l¥DrG xYdL xh#N 

y¸drgW TGL Y,W xYdL¿  

ymNG|T yx!NÇST¶ L¥T 

ST‰t©!M Y,W YmSl¾L!  

 

bF§¯TÂ b:Wn¬ m/L 

Ãl#TN L†nèC mqbL 

lCGéÒCN mFT/@ãC _„ 

fR YqÄl# y¸L :MnT xl" 

“wdDNM -§NM” mqbL 

xlBN  yxQM g#ÄY nWÂÝÝ  

xNqbLM y¸l#T l¥SfiMM 

xQM Ã§cW ytwsn# 

XNÄ!ÃWM xND hgR BÒ 

YmSl¾L L¬rM ZG° n"! 

b!ÃNS b!ÃNS `Yl¾ ¯RF 

s!mÈ x¹ê bíNÃ äLtN 

kmUf_ b¯Rû xQÈÅ mé_ 

TN> :D» Yz‰LN YçÂL!  

s!ÒL s!ÒL tS¥¸ 

mNúfðÃM mQzðÃM YzN!  

GlÖÆ§Yz@>NN XNd xdUM 

XNd _„ xUÈ¸M (95% : 5%) 

mWsÄCN “wdDNM -§NM” 

nWÂ! 

 

bx!NÇST¶W KFl x!÷ñ¸ 

M:‰F WS_ Bz# 

y¸Ã=”+q$ mr©cW 

mStµkL ÃlbT wYM btšl 

mr© §Y mmR÷Z ÃlbT 

mçn#N bdfÂW mGl} 

XwÄlh#ÝÝ  ZRZ„ bz!H xUÈ¸ 

kg!z@ xµ*Ã xÃSfLGMÂ!  k§Y 

b¯RF mLK b-qSk#T h#n@¬ 

WS_ XÃlN XÂzgyW XNdçN 

XN©!ÝÝ 

 

- yW+ ÆN÷C XNÄYgb# t&l@½ 

mB‰T `YLÂ yW¦Â Fú> 

xgLGlÖT XNÄY¹-# BlÖ 

ðT lðT màgt$M 

mQrb#M xScU¶ YmSl¾L¿  

b¾ F§¯TÂ b¾ xQM BÒ 

y¸wsN xYmSl"MÂ yÍ¬ 

g!z@ XNd¸crN bz!H yÍ¬ 

g!z@ l¾ b¸-QM mLk# 

bzlq&¬ mdrG ÃlbTN h#l# 

làà§T mrÆrB GN 

ÃSfLULÝÝ bz!H rgD 

m\‰T ÃlbTN kmNG|T 

UR XJ lXJ mÃÃZ ÃlbT 

YmSl¾LÝÝ  k¥Â¹NfW UR 

õRnT ÆNg_MM g#Ät$N 

l¥œnS bs§M xBé lmñR 

GN m¬gL xlBNÝÝ  

y:Wnt¾ HLWÂ g#ÄY nWÂ! 

 

 

btrf bz!H M:‰F yqrb#TN 

¦œïC kmNG|T yx!NÇST¶ 

L¥T ST‰t©! SnD UR 

únÉ}rW tmœœY XNdM¬ 

XNÄlW lmgNzB CÃlh#ÝÝ 

 

bz!H xUÈ¸ xNÄND 

¬œb!ãC XNdgÂ XNÄ!ft¹# 

nW!   

 

lMúl@½ 

“…kz!HM l@§ kW+ 

bMÂSmÈcW mœ¶ÃãC 

xg‰CNN l¥L¥T l¥bLiG 

XNd¥NCL m¬wQ YñRb¬LÝÝ“ 

Y§L bbk#l@ yMNClWN ÃHL 

bhgR WS_ lmfBrK m\rT 

mÈl# XNÄl çñ XNµ*NS 

XNd¾ km=ršW rDF 

ÃlnW qRè k¾ bÈM kF 

Ãl#TM (GB}½ G¶K½ B‰z!L½ 

÷RÃ½ x!Nìn@™Ã…) ‰úcWN 

xLÒl#M xSf§g!M xYdlMÝÝ 

 

bœYNSÂ t&KñlÖ©!W M:‰F½ 

TMHRT lz!H zRF ÃlWN 

q$LFnTÂ ên¾ |F‰ b_LqT 

tgLÚ*LÝÝ yz!HM M:‰F 

XÃNÄNÇ xNq} X‰s#N yÒl 

sð mwÃÃ n_B Ãzl nWÝÝ  

 

SlzmÂêE TMHRT bx!T×ùÃ½ 

SlTMHRt$ xGÆBnT½  

SlTMHRTÂ yt¥r sW CGR 

b\ðW tzGÆ*LÝÝ  bz!H M:‰F 

btlYM bTMHRTÂ bt¥r 

sW CGR z#¶Ã ytns#T n_ïC 

xk‰µ¶ YmSl#¾LÝÝ 

 

lMúl@½ 

 :WN bzmÂêE TMHRT 

m¬-”CN (bTN¹#M b!çN) 

hg¶t$N wd ¥Y¬wQ yDHnT 

xzQT _§*¬LN?  yt¥r sW 

b=mr q$_R yxg¶t$ CGéC 

XysûÂ |R XysdÇ nW 

yÿÇT? yt¥r lCGR 

mFT/@ fÈ¶ úYçN yCGR 

MN+ Xyçn nW yÿdW? 
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bMN mnšnT YçN YH 

ytÆlW¿ TMHRt$M ÆYgÆ ñé 

bzmÂêE TMHRTM y¬-q 

ÆYñR ñé  (_qETM) hg‰CN 

²Ê MN çn@¬ §Y TçN nbR?  

yxw‰rDN F_nT mqnS 

XNd:DgT m¬yT ylbTM? 

 

}/#û TMHRTN ltqÈ¶nT 

y¸Ãb” mœ¶Ã xDR¯ k¸ÃY 

|‰ lmF-R +MR mçn#N 

b!Ãm§KT ytšl nbR X§lh#ÝÝ  

tMé |‰ ¥ÈT 10+2½  

Ælmjm¶Ã Ä!G¶ãC½  wdðT 

Æl ìKTÊèC Y§L! 

 

 

l@§ Múl@½ 

TMHRT yz@GnT mGlÅ 

y¸çN xYmSl"M¿  b£œB½  

bðz!KS½… bMHNDSÂ½ bk@̧ ST¶½ 

bx!÷ñ¸KS bMHNDSÂ½ frNJ 

/G¥> frNJ/ y¸ÃdRG 

xYmSl"MÝÝ yÌNÌ yÆHL 

mSrG GN y¸qR 

xYmSl"MÝÝ y¸flgWN 

k¥YflgW mlyt$ §Y XN©!… 

HZÆCNN bXNGl!Z¾ ¥S¬-Q 

ytšl ZG° HZB ÃdRgêL 

y¸L :MnT xl"¿ lmçn# 

f_nN k¥knwn# W+ x¥‰Œ 

Bz# nWN? 

 

lœYNSÂ t&KñlÖ© :DgT 

mGÆb!Ã µSflgN/ÌNÌ yGD 

Y§L? yT¾W kçn lb@t$ 

Xtwêlh#?  ytlÃ† ÌNÌãC 

tÂU¶ HZïC Æl#bT hgR 

mGÆb!Ã ÌNÌ XNdMNfLG 

h#l#½ ytlÃ† mGÆb!Ã 

ÌNÌãC Ã§*T ›lMM mGÆb!Ã 

ÌNÌ FlU §Y ÂT!  

“XNGl!Z¾”! 

 

 

knz!H k§Y bt-qs#T bmnœT  

b2020 ›mt MHrT  MN dr© 

§Y XNDTdRS ì/R bF”Ç 

M®¬cWN xg#LtW bgli#bT 

xNq} XdmD¥lh#ÝÝ 

 

“bmçn#M btlÃ† MKNÃèC 

xgRN ¹>è kmÿD YLQ 

y¹¹#T y¸mls#bT ll@lÖC 

xgéC Múl@ kmçN xLæ 

©N b!Å HZBN kn+ yb§YnT 

nÉ XNÄwÈC h#l# x!T×ùÃM 

_q$R HZBN kb¬CnT S»T 

kx!÷ñ¸ “§ qRnT nÉ 

yM¬wÈ tMúl@T TçÂlCÝÝ”  

GN mc& YçN?!?! 

 

bÈM xmsGÂlh#ÝÝ 
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1. mGb^¶ 
 
yROY 2020 PÅG™M 
s^jmR k:uƒF aQ™b^¿[> 
aNë& SlnbRk& ANë^U aYnT 
:uƒF ìz¬jT MN YUL 
k²D ANdÒn aWq§luƒ¥¥   
yz^UN aYnT :uƒF btlY 
k²D yì@¶dRgW :uƒÛ 
yì@¶enENbT g&ëY MNM 
YuƒN MN ag™{N 
yMTgIbT uƒn…ª kg&ëy„ 
aN©R ytmsšql mÒN³ 
YUM kì@qsQ±[W Bz&• 
AJG Bz& E¶q†¿{ WSE §³ 
§³¿[> ®Y lìt×R yt>N 
aNSÄ yt>N ANdì@tW 
mlyT b½M aS[¬Þ mÒn& 
nW¥¥  bag™{N ¶lW 
aeš®Y uƒn…ª kaND e²B 
{GR tnSÄ ANèN bZRZR 
s^mrmR ANd sNslT 
t¶YzW aFEeW 
yì@me*BNN kalT ykbë& 
{GÅ{ BºT yìNNM tS¨ 
yì@fTn& ³[W¥¥ ANGë^U kz^U 
aYnT> bXNQ sNslT kªer 
uƒn…ª WSE ytS¨ X®NXL 
fLÆ ìW½T³ YUM tS¨ 
AWN l^ÒN yì@{LbTN 
mNgD ì±yt>N nW¤ YU 
PÅG™M laQ™b^¿[> 
yì@seW TLq> ft³¥¥ kz^U 
aN©R s^ªY dGÀ baQ™b^W 
:uƒF ®Y aSt¶yT ANDNsE 
yt¬bZN s¿{ aQ™b^W 
lrJM g^z_ bXNQ®t> 
s^¶B®®W³ s^¶mn|kW 
yÉyWN³ YUN uƒl& u±B 
baXR :uƒF qMÅ 
¶qrbWN¤ kbStç® yt·¶…dWN 
sÜ yaAMÅ TGL kGMT 

±³Sg² k:uƒF Bê bmn±T 
FTu§# yÒn aSt¶yT 
AND³qRB yì@ebQBN kÒn 
bAWnt> YU yaQ™b^¿[>N 
¶KLM ²YÒN wdz^¶W 
yte¬ l_® ft³ nW 
yì@ÒnW¥¥  
 
dGnt> kz^U bÜT btd¬¬ì@ 
ANdtngrW yaSt¶yT 
sã¿[> ì@³ :uƒÛN 
lmt[T ±YÒN :uƒÛ 
yì@¶n±[W §³ §³ g&ëÇ{ 
®Y bmNt™S lWYYT 
ml×á yì@Òn& aNDND nEÏ{ 
mwRwR³ kz^¶ aLÂ ¶…Ð 
aSt¶yT sãW bg&ëy„ z&Þ¶ 
aLtns&M¤ b^ns& mL·M nW 
yì@®[W u±Ï{ ·l& Ans&N 
bìN±T l:uƒF ìëbÞ¶ 
mSeT nW¥¥   An…M ¶l{IN 
aXR g^z_ :uƒÛ ¶n±[W 
ZRZR g&ëÆ{ WSE gB[† 
yt²lWN ANdg³ kmDgM 
YLQ b:uƒÛ §³ §³ 
mLAKÄ{ ®Y bìt×R 
yWYYT mGb^¶ YÒ³l& 
yM®[WN Eq#T aSt¶yÄ{ 
aqR²luƒ¥¥   Az^¶ kmG²t† 
bÊT GN az¬Ð[> bz^U :uƒF 
®Y aSt¶yT ANëqRB 
Sl¬bz&I ANëmsGN 
YfqDLI¥¥  
 

2. SlOuƒÛ aeš®Y 
aSt¶yT 

 
bAn… AMnT :uƒÛ bYzTM 
bQR:M b½M yt§½lT 
:uƒF nW¥¥   b:uƒÛ ytns&T 
Bz& q>M ngÅ{ yag™{NN 
{GR³ ywdÜT aQ½´{NN 

bì@mlkT ASkºr_ bz^U 
PÅG™M kqrb*T :uƒÂ{ 
bmen&M b^ÒN btly mLK 
AND³SB ¶d¨Fr³L¥¥  
b:uƒÛ mjmÞ¶ ®Y ytns&T 
men sÊ E¶q†¿{ l{G™{N 
z®q# mFT¶… AND³gI ·Sflg 
meyQ ¶lBN³ baE¬b^ 
mLK mmlS yì@g²NN ELQ 
E¶q†¿{ ¶n±L¥¥ Ì/R bfšë& 

btl¶y mLK¤ ktl¶y„ 
yªÞ·{N urÆ{ Aymzz& 
yeyq>N³ btlY ANd 
UBrtsB yqDÀ DNQ 
KUÇª{NN kauƒN F;&M 
m}mDmë{N ¬R A¶½qs& 
¶n±¡[W E¶q†¿{ s^xmq> 
baNë& arFt ngR ®QRbW 
BL³ kz^U bÜT PÅf_sR 
mSFN ²qrb*T y²b*R³ 
ynJW tM±l_T ²¶YzW 
yì@lW “²b*Ý uë^ë&N kÛ¼ 

m±t> a¶e™ERM GN yt> 
¬R nW y±tW? m[† nW 
y±tW? lMNDN nW 
y±tW?” yì@l&T E¶q†¿{ 
³[W Ì/R bfšë&N 

yì@rBá[W³ aN²b^WNM 
ANë^rB]&T yì@gÛT¥¥ Ì/R 

bfšë& AnIUN E¶q†¿{ 
s^¶qRb* lrJM ªÞ·{N 
kFt¼ kbr_ª bmSeT nW¥¥ 
ANë^U Yl&³L “ªë^¶ E¶q†W 
YU{ bSL´n… mEš ynbr{ 
agR³ UZB bz^U bslen 
zmN ANd_T kagÅ{ uƒl& 
tnE® ç® qr{ yì@L nW”¥¥  
”E¶q†W ¶ lsW LÐ{ fR 

qëJ yÒnWN ANs±T 
yì®mDN¤ ARáN baë^S³ 
bagR bqL t†KÈÇé@ 
yì·¶…DN ¶±B EbB 

bÌ/R bfšë& dGf_ ROY ®Y aXR aSt¶yT 
 

BR¦n# nU 
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¶mnx³ tG²™§# ¶drg 
aAMÅ bì@qElW zm³T yT 
g² lMN btqddW fR 
aLqelM nW¥¥” yble dGÀ 

k:uƒ¨[W AMBRT ¬R 
a¶YzW yeyq>T¥¥  
 
”yag™{NN ²U®§# AWqT¤ 

BL¾T³ TMURT aWGzN¤ 
kç®qRnT ¶w½³L zm³§#nTN 
¶®Bs³L BlN yMO™²W¶n&N 
TMURT mìR kjmRN 
aND mÄ amT ÒÑ³L¥¥ 
bz^UM g^z_ bagR WSE³ 
bWX agR kFt¼ q>ER 
¶®[W ytfEÅ³ yìUb™§# 
±YNS Muƒ™NN aFRªl{¥¥  
¶ uƒl& TMURT ag™{NN 
kç®qRnT UZ²{NN kDUnT 
l^¶w´ aLêlM¥¥ ¶ uƒl& 
TMURT³ AWqT yT g² nW 
E¶q†W¥¥” Y®l&¥¥   

 
lAnIU aENT sR±Þ E¶q†¿{ 
nW ANGë^U Ì/R bfšë& 

b:uƒ¨[W mLS lmSeT 
yÀkÝT¥¥ bAn… aml·kT 
yÌ/R bfšë& mLÎ{ bAnIU 

3 g&ëÇ{ ®Y ¶enE³l&¥¥  
 
1. UBrtsb* uƒlNt³§# 

m§QÝN ±YlWE 
AWqt>N³ BL¾t>N ENT 
knbrW ±¶ºNF ZNT 
alM mKrm* nW qëì@ 
gbr_¤ DÅM gbr_¤ 
auƒNM gbr_ ¶WM aND 
aYnT yam™rT zYb_ 
¶lW¥¥  YU aq™rB 
yì@¶n±W msrª§# E¶q† 
bzmn& an¬gR SNqYrW 
yì@lW kENª§#W a³¢³¢R 
zYb_ QDm kbRt†a§#) 
wd zm³§#W (ykbRt† 
CR¹T a³¢³¢R yì@wSdW 
yWSE GÜT (internal 

dynamism) ylWM nW¥¥  

YUM ANGë^U ²b*Ý 
uë^ë&N yT nW ylqqW 
yì@lWN E¶q† kENª§#W 
wd zm³§#W yì@¶]¬GrW 

DLDY a·²b^ mÒn&N 
Yeq>ìL¥¥  

2. YU yWSE GÜT ²lmÑÝ 
yWSe*N GÜT AÕT 
lmt·T kl_É{ agÅ{ 
CL´n… mìR nbrBN¥¥ 
YUM ²Lk¨ nbR¥¥  ngR 
GN YUN zm³§# SL´n… 
kWX S³Sg² kqDÀ 
ìNnª{N ¬R l^feR 
kì@{lW GXT aN©R 
yWSE MNnª{NN 
SNqYR¤ lADgT aSf®g^ 
yÒn&TN kWXW tqBlN¤ 
lADgT ANQ¨T yÒn&TN 
SnLÏ³§#¤ mNf±§#¤# 
a^×Ñì@¶§#¤ Ílt#·§#³ 
ìUb™§# a³¢³¢ÝN qYrN 
bSL´n… Æë³ mgSgS 
s^g²N (ANd é°N) A¼ 
GN kuƒlt>M bÆWN 
±NYZ ANë^uƒ tNg§lN 
qRt³L¥¥ y{G™{N 
ELqT GN yì@¶SyW 
¶štN bÆ bÆWN alm¶z& 
Bê ±YÒN yìYÒN 
yìYÒnW ®Y 
mbRªª{N nW¥¥   

3. lz^U aQ½´WN l±t 
a·¶…ë{N aNë& MKN¶T 
zm³§#WN yADgT³ 
ySL´n… Æë³ lmktL 
yì@¶SfLgNN AWqT 
lmxbE yteqMNbT 
yTMURT CR¹T nW¥¥  
ANd Ì/R bfšë& 

aml·kT zm³§# TMURT 
ba^TÇ?¶ yªyW ANd 
ADgT mµÞ¶ µYÒN 
b™s& ANd LìT 
mxrá³ mlk^¶ nW¥¥ 
bmÒn&M TMURTN 
lADgT mµÞ¶nT 
lmeqM yì@¶S{lWN 
“tG²R t×R“ yÒn AWqT 

Bz&M ¨Yë ²lmSeT 
baN©Ý “AWqT t×R“ 

yÒnWN a·ëì@¶§# TMURT 
y®q Ïª bmSeT bF;&M 
kOlT tOlT n&Åa{N³ 
la^×Ñì@ ADgª{N 

ASt§:Á ANë¶dRG 
ÒÑaL¥¥   SlÒnM baND 
bk&L balM aqF dré 
bzm³§# AWqT mÂ·kR 
yì@{l& s¿{N S³f™ 
bl_® bk&L GN YU 
AWqT bn&Åa{N ®Y 
MNM ¨Yë ±YfER 
ÖYt£L£¥¥ yTMURT 
SR¹t>M zm³§# ytìÝ 
C™ fÄ{ yì@fbrk&bT 
a^Në&STÞ ÒÑaL¥¥   
Slz^U ²b*Ý uë^ë&N lMN 
±t lì@lW E¶q† yA±[W 
mLS b}GGÝ wQT 
b™±{N yWSE GÊT 
mqyR s^¶QtN³ kWXW 
m§S GD s^ÒNBN ¶NN 
yt§SnWN AWqT 
kag™{N uƒn…ª ¬R 
ì½½M³ btlYM 
bqEª UYwª{NN 
lmlwE ANë^¶S{lN 
ì§qR almê®{N 
mÒn&N nW yì@nGÝN¥¥  

 
bn… aml·kT MNM ANèN 
YUNN sÜ mLAKT 
bì@¶St®LÛbT g^z_ 
bteqm*²[W aNëND 
m*GÄ{³ M±l_¿{ ®Y Ly„nT 
b^ÈrIM aeš®Y y:uƒÛ 
mNfSM Òn lAn… y:uƒÛ §³ 
mLAKÄ{ ³[W yM®[W 
k®Y yeqSè[W nEÏ{ 
bm*l& yM¬™[W³ 
aq™rb*M aSt±sb*M 
M™q>N y§e³ yskn AWqT³ 
BLUnT (wisdom) yt®bs 

mÒn&N mmSkR A{®luƒ¥¥  
 
MNM ANèN Ì/R bfšë& 

b2020 yì@¶y„§T a^TÆ?¶ 
An… A™s_ ²qrBk&T :uƒF ®Y 
bBz& u¶s^¶N b½M tSf¼ 
(too optimistic) kt²Lk&bTM 

¶lf³ ltS¨WM mcrT 
yì@Òn&T mná A±b_¿{ bZRZR 
yqrb* ²lmÒ³[W 
taìn@nª[W ®Y mt[T 
²YêLM (lM±l_ ya^×Ñì@W 
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m§Q™§# lWE a^Në&STÞN 
auƒN ·lbT 11% a·²b^ wd 
45% kF ¶drgW wYNM 
yagLGÇt>N zRF auƒN ·lbT 
45% wd 30% ZQ ìDrG 
AWntInT ae¶¶q# nW)>  
aeš®Y aQ´´W ®Y 
tšWÀ ylIM¥¥ btlYM 
auƒN ·lNbT uƒn…ª lmW´T 
GBR³W A™s& bmcrª§# 
mLk& mqyR ANëlbT 
yì@eq>mW³ aeš®Y 
a^×Ñì@WM kgbr_ a^×Ñì@ 
wd zm³§# ya^Në&STÞ³ 
yagLGÉT a^×Ñì@ mlwE 
ANëlbT (structural 

transformation) yì@¶±SbW 

KFL An…M yM¬™W³ bauƒn& 
g^z_ An… ASkìWqW DrS 
ba^×Ñì@KS m*¶ WSE ²lN 
s¿{ a·²b^ m*l& lm*l& 
tq²YnT ¶lW a·¶…D nW¥¥ 
ANdì@ªwqW kz^U ¬R 
yì@¶YzW³ w±I E¶qW† 
ANd_T nW YUNN lWE 
ìM½T yMN{lW yì@lW 
nW¥¥ lz^UM yÌ/R bFšë& 

EQL mLS ym§QR lWE 
l^¶m´ yì@{L uƒl&N aqF 
AST™té@¤ kqL´¨ 
agLGÉT³ aG²B ·lW³ 
E™t>N kebq (relevant and 

high quality) TMURT³ SLe³ 

¬R bmÒN s®M bsfnbT³ 
mL·M aStëdR ytzr¬bT 
uƒn…ª mfeR ANëlbT 
¶SgnZb*³L¥¥ bz^UM aeš®Y 
Q¶S ®Y km*l& SMMnT 
bStqR tšWÀ ylIM¥¥  
 
b:uƒÛ aeš®Y YzT ®Y 
¶lIN aSt¶yT bz^uƒ ®Bš³ 
b:uƒÛ ®Y wYNM kz^¶ ¬R 
bt¶¶z bAn… XNQ®T ®Y 
yt´Ý aNëND  E¶q†¿{  
lWYYT ìëbÞ¶ aNë^ÒN 
aNS[† ®Bš¥¥  
 

1. ya^×Ñì@ m§QR 
bmM½t> ®Y ktSììN 
Ì/R bfšë& ANdì@l&T³ 

mStëDÝM l_T tqN 
ANdì@ngrN ym§QR 
lWe* mná³ lagÞt£M 
uƒlNt³§# ADgT³ LìT 
mNdRdÞ¶W geR Bê 
nW? bARGE lADgT 

aSf®g^ yÒnW EÞT 
yì@giW kz^¶ nW? 

wYNS lgeÝ lA™s& 
ADgT yktìW³ yl_É{ 
KF®t a^×Ñì@ ìdG w±I 
nW? An… yç l¼W nW 

yì@mSlI¥¥   b^¶NS GN 
YU ™s&N yêl WYYT 
YáL¥¥   YU btlY Ì/R 

bfšë& lSRnql& ym§QR 
lWE mná bzRÛ ¶lWN 
TRF ysW ¸YL kGBR³ 
wd l_Ç{ tG²™T 
yìSt®lF u±B 
tG²™§#nT auƒN ¶lW 
TRF ysW ¸YL kgeR 
ìW½TN lz^UM kGBR³ 
Wã ¶lWN ya^×Ñì@ 
KFL baS[èY ìe³kR 
YeYšL¥¥ YU kÒn zNë 
yMNfLgW la×̂Ñì@Wê          

KFÉ{ tm½½I Tk&rTN 
btlYM dGÀ kauƒn& 
YLQ lwdÜT UYwª{N 
w±I bÒn& ya^×Ñì@ 
KFÉ{ ®Y ¶n½er 
AST™té@ YmSlµL¥¥  

2. bl_® bk&L Ì/R bfšë& 

cf™N bì@mlkT 
¶n±¡[W u±Ï{ sÜ 
WYYTN yì@XÝ ³[W¥¥ Ì/R 

bfšë& k:uƒ¨[W Bz& 
UZB l^¶sFÝ yì@{l& 
s¨Ü mr_Ä{ mÈ™[WN³ 
bAnIUM Ïª¿{ UZB 
bìSfR ytál yGBR³ 
uƒn…ª mFeR ANdì@êL 
¶M³l&¥¥ bz^U ®Y 
bARGEM ANdz^U aYnT 
Ïª¿{ mÈ™[WN³ 
bAnIUM Ïª¿{ UZB 

bìSfR ytál aYnT 
yGBR³ uƒn…ª mFeR 
ANdì@êL ¶M³l&¥¥ b^ÑÝM 
UZB mSfÝ kaeš®Y 
ya·²b^¶§# Eb” mRU 
aN©R aG²BnT alW 
ylWM yì@l& Bz& ak™·Þ 
E¶q†¿{ Yn±l& (lM±l_ 
yaÄ d±lI ‰HmèN 
:uƒF YmLkt>)¥¥ 

3. kWX yì@m½ m±Þ¶ 
ytflsfW bz^¶N agR 
yì@gI {GRN lmFªT 
ANé@ yA¼N aYnT {GR 
lmFªT ytfbrk 
aYdlM-- zm³§# as™RN 
ag™{N ¶Sg²L GN 
zm³§# a¶dRgNM --- 
bWX m±Þ¶ ®Y Eg¼ 
mÒN Lìª{NN yWX 
MNºÞ{{{EgÚ{³{{ASrÚ

{¶dRg³L “yì@lW 
an¬gR bRGEM Ì/R 

bfšë& bmqeL ANël&T 
bMNM mLk& uƒl&N ngR 
ANd aë^S A¼ mfLsF 
alBN yì@L B|ª WSE 
ANë¶Sg²N meNqQ 
YÑRB³L¥¥ kz^¶ aLÂ GN 
zm³§# t†KÈÇé@ kOšnt> 
aLÂ yì@¶mlKtWN 
yaSt±sB³ yas™R lWE 
“Aµnª{NN ±¶}rN bMN 
mLk& nW L³§UdW 
yMN{lW yì@lW w±I 
E¶q† YmSlµL¥¥ yAS¶ 
TONGRª§# ADgT yì@¶±yN 
Y~Nn& nW¥¥ yAS¶W 
LMD dGÀ aBÅ 
yì@¶±yN bz^U ®Y 
mNGCT l^́ wT yì@g²WN 
ì@³ nW¥¥ s™tÚê{N 
t†KÈÇé@ ANë^§¶ë[W 
bt†Kn@k& aè¶ ymµÞ¶WN 
EQM Bê ±YÒN 
ym±Þ¶WN CÞª ™s&N 
aFtLTlW ìwQ 
Yg²[§L¥¥   YUNN Bz& 
yAS¶ agÅ{ bGLB´ 
MUNDS³ zd_ (reverse 

engineering) nW 
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yt·n&bT¥¥ YUNN lìDrG 
dGÀ ymNGCT ynš 
t±TÂ w±I nW¥¥ yGl& 
²luBTM ANë^U ²lW 
as™R ANë^dFR ·Sflg 
kwTÅW ytly yk^±™ 
ad¬N ìêê¶ (risk 

sharing) l^¶SfLgW nW¥¥  

bz^UM ®Y E¶q†W 
mNGCT yGl&N ²luBT 
yì@¶YbT aYn& dM 
Aylbs l^ÒN Y{®L wY 
yì@lW nW¥¥  

4. l_® Ì/R bfšë& ¶ns&T³ 

b½M l^¶w¶Y yì@{L 
g&ëY bAWqT³ AWqTN 
wd tG²™§#nT³ zm³§# 
m±Þ¶ yì]¬gR “AWqt>N 
¶ly„bT nW¥¥ M³L²T 
·Lt±±Tk& btG²™§##nT 
dré “invention and 

innovation" bì@L frNÐ{ 

yì@k¨Fl&TN³ lz^UM 
yì@¶SfLgWN yAWqT 
aYnT lmlyT yÀkÝT 
nW¥¥ bAn… AMnT YU 
Ly„nT tgb^nt> ajìmR 
®Y ANé@ mcrª§# 
a·¶…D³ YUM yì@eYqW 
ast±sB ®Y aYdlM¥¥ 
ya_DS mDun@T agiuƒ 
¶l&T y²UL mDun@T 
a§q# ¶gi„T mDun@T 
f§} mDun@T almÒn& 
yªwqW bzm³§# 
aStSsB aND aë^S 
GIT AWnt¼ GIT mÒn& 
yì@l·bT alM aq¨§# 
(universal) ±YNS§# a·¶…D 
(scientific method) S®l³ 

YUNNM a·¶…D mktL 
S®lbT nW¥¥ ²U®§# UKM³ 
tq²YnT ANë^¶gI YUN 
±YNS§# ¾@dT yGD 
mktL albT alblz^¶ì 
a¬½ì@WN (chance) 
kmdb¼W (regular) bMN 

ANlyW› bebL a_DSN 
A³D³lN BlW b}ªWN 
bmNf±§#nT 
yì@¶Km*TN³ bRGEM 

¶D³L BlW kzm³§##W 
mDun@T YLQ YUNN 
bmeqM qS bqS 
yì@Àt>TN wgÑê{NN 
YU ebL yì@¶DNbTN 
MKN¶T ì±yT 
AS·LêLN bz^U a·¶…D 
mFT¶… L³gI aN{LM¥¥ 
bAn… AMnT buƒlt> 
AWqÄ{ mukL aND 
mcrª§# yÒn aSt±±Þ 
ast±sB al¥¥  Y`WM 
±YN±§#³ MKN¶ª§# 
a·¶…D nW¥¥  YU dGÀ 
tBTÏ k¶zN ²U®§# 
aSt±sB m®qQN 
YeYšL¥¥ YUN ìDrG 
kêLN Bê nW Ì/R 

bFšë& ¶lWN aeš®Y 
AWqTN wd tG²™§# 
AWqT mqyR 
yMN{lW¥¥ lz^U 
YmSlµL kz^U aeš®Y 
AWqT YØ y¶…dW 
a^TÇ?¶§# kagÝ wEÄ 
l_® zm³§# ìHbrsB 
WSE s^g² yAns&N ¶UL 
MRªì yì@ÒnW¥¥ lz^UM 
nW bAn… GMT³ Ð/R 

bfšë& btd¬¬ì@ 
ANën±W bTMURt> zRF 
yì@¶SfLgN ±YN±§# 
AWqT Bê ±YÒN 
±YN±§# aSt±sBM nW 
yMNlW¥¥  

5. l_®W btlY yTMURT 
²lm*¶¿{N l^¶±SB 
yì@g²W Ì/R bfšë& 

¶ns&T q>EÝ A¶dg y¶…d 
z_¬ yTMURT ADL 
b^¶gIM TMURT 
AytS¨¨ b¶…d q>ER 
yTMURT eqì…ª 
ltìrWM sW lagRM 
Ayebb mM½t> nW¥¥ YU 
qdM Bâ ¶n±uƒTN 
M³L²TM bÌ /R 

bfšë& ;&uƒF kFtµ 
Tk&rT yt[rW³ 
bRGEM l^[rW yì@g² 
E¶q† nW¥¥ g&ëy„ kTMURT 

aG²BnT (relevance) A³ 
E™T (quality) ¬R yt¶¶z 

nW¥¥ bTMURt> zRF 
TN}M yt±tFN 
s¿{ ANdM³WqW 
btlY yTMURT uƒn…ª 
ka^×Ñì@W F®ÆT ¬R 
bF;&M aLgEM BÉaL¥¥ 
¶lW uƒn…ª baND bk&L 
bë^GÞ dré 
TMURª[WN yxrs& 
tìÞ¿{ yS™ ¶lU 
yì@l&bT bl_® bk&L dGÀ 
asÞ¿{ y{Éª ¶lU 
BlW yì@²Kn&bT g^z_ ®Y 
nW ¶lnW¥¥ ban… AMnT 
b§³nT ye¨W yt†Kn@K 
AWqT Bê 
aYmSlIM¥ ¥ bmcrt> 
ye¨W³ k®Y ANd 
teqsW yNDF u±B 
AWqTN wd tG²R 
mqyR ¶LêlW yt†Kn@K 
AWqt>M b^ÑR YUN YØ 
bn© mNfS aSÏ³ 
tm™MÅ aëë^S SLÄ{N³ 
ac™Å{N lmqyS 
yì@¶S{L DFrT³ n©nTN 
yt®bs¤ ytseWN a·¶…D 
ZM BÉ yì@qbL ±YÒN 
a·¶…ë& ™s& yì@¶Sk_D 
·LmslW a·¶…ë&N 
yì@eYQ BÉM ytál 
yì@lWN zYb_ qYÎ 
lWDDR yì@¶qRB n© 
mNfSM nW ye¨W¥¥ n© 
mNfS btìrW a·L 
s^e¨ yDÅWN ZM BÉ 
ìSk_D ad¬ yl_lW 
s®ì§# mNgD ÒÑ 
bUBrtsb* bm*l& tq²YnT 
¶gI³ YdnD³L¥¥ bz^U 
uƒn…ª aë^S ngR ìFlQ 
yìYªsB YÒ³L¥¥  bz^U 
a·²b^ UYwT (environment) 

WSE yì@sÝ AWqT 
¶®[W s¿{ Ì/R bfšë& 

ANëlW ytìÝT l{GR 
mFT¶… mFeR ±YÒN 
y{GR MNX AyÒn nW 
yì@¶…dW¥¥ bAn… aml·kT 
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Ì/R bfšë& b:uƒ¨[W 
WSE bq# GMT 
aLse*TM Bâ 
yMwQ±[W ngR b^ÑR 
bz^U bAWqT¤ AWqTN 
btG²R bmtRÆM³ bn© 
mNfS mÑR (lz^UM 
yì¶SfLgWN yTMURTM 
Òn baeš®Y ysWnT 
n©nT (freedom including 

academic freedom) ¶lWN 

EBQ GNi„nT ae³KrW 
alìyª[W ®Y nW¥¥ YU 
GN ²lìwQ ytzll 
aYmSlIM¥¥  lìNIWM 
GN YUNN GNi„nT 
bì@mlkT s¨ ¶l 
WYYT ¶SfL¬L ²Y nI¥¥  

6. bmxráM k®Y 
kteqs&T g&ëY ¬R 
yt¶¶z aND nEB aNS[† 
®Bš¥¥ YUM Ð/R bfšë& 
a^TÇ?¶W¶N³ CL½N 
bì@L b:uƒ¨[W 
bStmxrá ¶ns&TN uƒnµ 
nEB YmlkªL¥¥  bA±[W 
aq™rB³ An…M 
ANdìMnW bCL½N ®Y 
¶l&T z_Æê{N Sl SL½N 
¶®[W aml·kT³ lngÝ 
YUNN SL½N aW½EtW 
lns& yse*T z_Æ{M Sl 
²lCL½Ñê[W ¶®[W 
aml·kT bAJg& 
ytN]§rr nW¥¥  CL½N 
®Y s^we* z_Æê{N KÛ 
YÒ³l& ¶LnWN ¶KL 
z_Æ{M k]&Àê[W 
yì@eBq>T YUNn& 
YmS®L¥¥ lz^UM 
YmSl¼L ìUbrsb* 
btlY kmNGCT bk&L 
yì@m´ EšTN lmqbL 
yì@¶S{lW sÜ³ ya^ÇB 
aYnT TAGST 
yt®bsW¥¥  Az^U ®Y GN 
yì@n±W ak™·Þ E¶q† 
wYNM lTMURTM BÉ 
YuƒN ll_® bWX agR 
bmÈR eNQÉ ¶WšL 
yì@²lW yUBrtsb* KFL 
YUNN lm]kM yì@{L 
ydndn Tká ANd_T 

l^ÑrW êl yì@lW nW¥¥  
lz^U E¶q† mLS 
mNdRdÞ¶ (wYNM 
ìk™kÞ¶) yì@ÒN uƒlT 
GMT[aNS[† ††LlF¥¥ 
uƒlt>M GMÄ{ GN 
mcrª[W “AWqT” 
wYNM  “TMURT” ±YÒN 
ANë^uƒ bz^U ìubrsB 
WSE bmÑR yªzBk&TN 
nW¥¥  

 
u. ymjmÞ¶W nEb_ 

yUBrtsb*N “;g&r 
LWe*N” wd ™s& aYnT 
sW ymlwE {Éª nW¥¥  
bAWnt> bAn… AMnT 
ANdµ UBrtsB ytly„ 
s¿{N bkFt¼ ER½r_ 
yì@¶Y³ btlYM qdM 
qdM yì@l&TN wd ç® 
ÆTÄ kZQt¼W ¬R 
lìSt·kL yì@{L 
UBrtsB ¶l 
aYmSlIM¥¥ lz^UM 
uƒl&M btlY kWX 
tMÅ yì@m½W sW LK 
ANdm½ ynbrbTN 
ymjmÞ¶¿[>N Eq#T 
amªT ¶lWN 
UBrtsb*N ymlwE³ 
FTU ì½TN wYNM 
b^ÅK™s^¶§# ZGmTN 
lm]kM almêL Sì…T 
kEq#T amªT bç® 
ANdìN¼WM sW “aRÂ 
mqmEN” mLmD Bê 
±YÒN y“BSlT” MLKT 
aDRÆ ASkì@qblW 
DrS yì@¶St·KLbTN 
uƒn…ª mmLkT{YbšL¥¥ 
bBz&¿ê{N ®Y ydrs 
YmSl¼L¥¥  YU ìlT 
kz^U yì@¶fnGe* aNëND 
“g&ë& ·µ¿{“ yl&M ìlT 
aYdlM¥¥ GN “g&ë& ·µN“ 

mÒN b½M aS[¬Þ 
yÒnbT agR YmSl¼L¥¥ 
YUM nEb_ Ì/R bfšë& 
“ytìrW“ z_¬ y±YNSN 
AWqT³ aSt±sB 
¶®sfnW³ t†KÈÉé@¶§# 
KUÉT bUBrtsb* 
¶Lsr;W btìÝT s¿{ 
DKmT ±YÒN ytìÝT 

TMURT lz^U 
yì@¶bš[W ²lmÒn& 
nW” ¶l&TN kz^¶M b®Y 
UBrtsb* l^qYÝT 
yì@¶Sb*TN wd ™s& 
aYnT ymqyR {ÉªWN 
ANëYzng&T yì@¶±SB 
nW¥¥  

ሇ. uƒltµW nEb_³ baXÝ 
ìN±T yMfLgW 
AWqT BêWN Ì/R 
bFšë& yì@¶Sb*TN 
aYnT z_¬ l^fER 
yìY{lW bl_®W agR 
AWqT³ KUÉT 
km*¶tInT (professionalism) 
¬R ytÉ™i s^ÒN bµ 
agR GN YU GNi„nT 
AJg&N m®®t> nW¥¥ ANd 

Longman Dictionary 
TRg&M professionalism 

“The skill and high 

standards of behavior 

expected of a professional 

person” nW¥¥ YUM  
bA¼  agR aèçN 
m*¶t¼WN yM³¶YzW 
M³L²TM m*¶t¼WM 
Sl A™s& ¶lW aSt¶yT 
k “t†Kn@K AWqT” > ¬R 
Bê yì@¶¶Z ANé@ ks& 
¬R aBrW mM½T 
¶l²[WN{ y²lm*¶{;²Ç{ 
(lM±l_ taìn@nT) 
(integrity)¤ uqInT¤ 
lm*¶W mÖM¤ wzt---) 
ym*¶W aND³ §³W 
a·L aDRÆ almWsD 
nW¥¥  

 
bn… AMnT M³L²TM 
yM³StM™[W LÐê{N 
tG²™§# yÒn AWqT 
ANë^È™[W yMNfLgWN ¶KL 
m*¶§# ²ULN yì@¶ëBÝbTN 
mNgD ·LfeRN Ì/R bfšë& 
yì@m¼¡TN a^TÇ?¶ b2020 
lìGiT yì@kBdN YmSl¼L¥¥  
 
bz^uƒ ®Bš 
 

amcG³luƒ
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We draw at least three insights from 

the vast literature on the 

effectiveness of foreign aid.  To 

begin with, aid on average has not 

been an effective tool in stimulating 

growth in developing countries. 

And certainly much less potent than 

trade. Secondly, by the weight of 

evidence available aid is not 

endogenous to domestic policies of 

recipient countries. Strategic and 

political considerations have 

primacy in determining the 

allocative decisions of donors. 

Thirdly, not only the amount of aid 

but type of aid is also an important 

factor in terms of affecting 

outcomes. 

 

This brief presentation takes up the last 

issue to provide one more evidence as 

to why Donors need to back up the 

Government’s effort to redirect aid 

resources from a project-type approach 

to one of a budget support modality. 

More specifically, it shows that the 

former may not have helped much in 

stemming out the cyclical elements of 

fiscal revenues in Ethiopia. 

Aid and Fiscal Policy: A Glimpse  

Partly as a reflection of a small 

taxable economy and partly due to 

low tax revenue productivity, the 

Government is used to relying 

substantially on concessional 

external public transfers to finance 

its fiscal needs and also ease 

balance of payment problems. 

Whatever fiscal measure we choose 

it pictures a government finance 

critically dependent on external 

resource inflows. 

 

Between 1979/80 and 2001/02, the 

shares of grants and external 

borrowing in Ethiopia’s public 

finance more than doubled reaching  

4.7 and 9.5 of percent of GDP 

respectively. For the same period 

tax revenue consistently stagnated 

below the 15 percent threshold. 

During the early 1980s for every 

unit of external aid resource 

mobilized it was possible to match 

it with 3.5 units in the form of tax 

revenue. These days the ratio has 

almost come to parity. Here it is 

worth mentioning that aid is not 

without cost to the economy. 

Several empirical studies find that 

foreign aid might subject recipient 

countries to Dutch- disease type 

effects by increasing the relative 

prices of nontradeables and in many 

instances dampens local tax effort. 

Similarly, the contributions of 

foreign aid as a financing scheme to 

budget deficits can not be 

underestimated. Had it not been for 

grants, for instance, government 

budget deficits over the past ten 

years would have stood at about 

9.45 percent of GDP. Yet the size of 

the deficit that does not require 

financing through borrowing was 

reduced to 6.18 percent of GDP 

attributable to grants. External 

borrowing seems to have shown a 

sustained rising trend which for the 

post- Derg period might partially be 

explained by the fact that 

monetization of deficits has largely 

been avoided. 

 

 
ttf and gdf  refer to ratio of tax revenue to external resources mobilized; contribution of  grants to deficit financing; and shares 

of foreign aid to capital expenditure respectively.      

Source: Derived from MoFED data. 
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One may also deduce some 

significance by considering the 

specific functions foreign aid is 

meant to tackle in Ethiopia. In any 

given year, about half of the capital 

expenditure commitments in 

Government budget is sourced 

through aid and debt. The issue is 

more emphasized when we consider 

counter part funds generated from 

in-kind aid. Gupta, et al (2003) use 

different sources to report that in 

2000/01 counter part funds from the 

sale of food aid by Government 

amounted to 37.2% of grants; 7.6% 

of total revenue and grants; 6.4% of 

total expenditure; and 1.9% of 

GDP.  This implies that external 

public transfers do have a make or 

break role on provision of vital 

social development services and 

physical infrastructure. 

 

Budget Support Vs. Project Aid: 

Notwithstanding the fact that either 

is a better option under some 

specific conditions, general budget 

support is arguably superior in 

enhancing developmental impacts 

of public funds. Project (program) 

aid is often tied along operational 

lines such as procurement 

provisions which markedly reduces 

its true worth from what otherwise 

would have been under competitive 

conditions. 

 

Additionally, the risk of fund 

fungibility is more pronounced 

under project aid. This is the 

situation where the Government’s 

preferences diverge in the with-and 

with-out aid scenarios. It is worth 

noting that current literature on fund 

fungiblity unfortunately reflects 

only donors’ fears. Budget support 

would reduce the likelihood of such 

factors since it now requires the 

overall budget to reflect agreed 

priorities. 

 

We may add one more reason. To 

identify the cyclical components of 

fiscal revenue in Ethiopia, we apply 

a simplified linear detrending 

technique. More specifically, we 

decompose the fiscal revenue data 

series (ft) into a cyclical component 

(ct) and a linear function of time (t) 

using: 

 ft =  + t + ct 

 

Or in an equivalent manner we 

proxy the cyclical component from 

the residual series of: 

 

 ln(ft) =  + t + t 

 

Estimating the correlation 

coefficients between the cyclical 

components of fiscal revenue and 

aid resource inflows helps assess 

the effectiveness of the latter.   It 

would help to provide some 

preliminary assessments as to how 

foreign aid in Ethiopia which 

mostly is of the project aid modality 

fared in terms of easing the impacts 

of fiscal instabilities. The 

derivations indicate that on average 

external public transfers may not 

have been anti cyclical in that they 

tend to decline during periods of 

fiscal revenue reductions (See 

Table). Nevertheless, there seems to 

exist some shift since the beginning 

of the last decade in that grant 

inflows may have reduced the 

sloppiness of fiscal revenue 

fluctuations. 

 

Correlation Coefficients between 

fiscal revenue and cyclic-ability of 

financing sources  

Grants External 

Loan 

Domestic 

Loan 

-0.3459 0.0580 0.3189 

-0.3591 0.5 0.1 

0.0952 -0.5 0.2857 

0.1765 0.0435 0.1928 

All the correlation coefficients are 
Spearman’s rho which also allow for 
tests of independence.  

Source: Own calculation using data 
from MoFED. 

 

Fiscal revenues in Ethiopia are 

prone to shocks due to the 

economy’s heavy dependence on 

the vagaries of nature as well as the 

discomforting realities of external 

trade. While public transfers from 

the rest of world is certain to have 

brought some relief, the existing 

mechanism of inflows have been 

more or less a damage control 

exercise. It is perhaps for this 

reason that Governments in 

Ethiopia tend to be forced to the 

untenable alternative of domestic 

loans.  

 

Conclusions: External public 

transfers would by all likelihood 

continue to feature prominently in 

the country’s fiscal policy. It is such 

an important variable that 

Government does not afford to be a 

passive recipient of foreign aid. 

Consequently, the current debate on 

the modality of aid should 

encourage Donors to redirect 

resources towards supporting the 

Government’s budget as opposed to 

project-type piece meal measures. 

 

The preference for channeling aid 

through budget support is based on 
practical reasons in addition to the 

costliness and fungiblity aspects of 

project aid. Shocks to fiscal 

revenues instigate cut backs in vital 

expenditure items. Such spending 

cuts constitute tremendous adverse 

implications to the economy where 

the public sector is a substantial 

player as in Ethiopia. There is more 

to it in that the incidence of a 

sudden reduction in budgets fall 

unproportionally on the poor. This 
is empirically established by one of 

the foremost thinkers on poverty 

analysis, Martin Ravallion. Hence, 

foreign aid targeted at supporting a 

credible budget would help improve 

aid effectiveness in Ethiopia. 
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